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Abstract
Future Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) with high carrier frequencies and wide channels need a dense deployment of Access Points (APs) to
provide good performance. In densely deployed WLANs associations of
stations and handovers need to be managed more intelligently than today.
This dissertation studies when and how a station should perform a
handover and to which AP from a theoretical and a practical perspective.
We formulate and solve optimization problems that allow to compute the
optimal AP for each station in normal WLANs and WLANs connected via
a wireless mesh backhaul. Moreover, we propose to use software defined
networks and the OpenFlow protocol to optimize station associations,
handovers and traffic rates. Furthermore, we develop new mechanisms
to estimate the quality of a link between a station and an AP. Those
mechanisms allow optimization algorithms to make better decisions about
when to initiate a handover. Since handovers in today’s WLANs are slow
and may disturb real-time applications such as video streaming, a faster
procedure is developed in this thesis.
Evaluation results from wireless testbeds and network simulations show
that our architectures and algorithms significantly increase the performance
of WLANs, while they are backward compatible at the same time.
Keywords: WLAN, IEEE 802.11, network management, software
defined networking, OpenFlow, optimization, handover, mobility
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1

Introduction
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are ubiquitous today. WLANs
are a simple and cheap way to connect laptops, tablet PCs, smart phones,
digital cameras, TVs and set-top boxes etc. to the Internet in almost all
places of daily life. WLANs can be found in private homes, universities,
offices, restaurants and more recently even on airplanes, in cars or on
trains. They can be used for web surfing, video streaming, telephony and
many other applications. This versatility along with the cheap hardware
and the use of license-free radio spectrum has led to an ever increasing
demand for bandwidth. Industry and academia have managed to satisfy
this demand and tremendously increased the speed of WLANs over the last
15 years. From the first release of the IEEE 802.11 standard in 1997 to the
IEEE 802.11ad standard, which is expected in 2014, the transmission speed
almost increased by four orders of magnitude. This means that on average
the maximum transmission rate of the IEEE 802.11 standards has nearly
risen by one order of magnitude every four years. This is even faster than
the growth of CPU speeds, which according to Gordon Moore’s famous
law, double every 18 month in speed. Hence, they need approximately five
years to speed up by one order of magnitude [125].
However, increasing the speed of WLANs often comes at the price of
shorter communication ranges. Another famous law, Shannon’s law [153],
gives us a simple method to compute the fundamental capacity limit of a
wireless link. It states that the capacity depends on two factors: the level
of the received signal in relation to the noise and the channel bandwidth
used for transmission. The capacity increase seen in WLANs to a large
extent comes from more sophisticated wireless transceivers and antennas,
which allow to use higher carrier frequencies, wider channel bandwidths
and modulation schemes which are faster. All three factors lead to lower
1
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transmission ranges. Higher carrier frequencies usually have worse radio
propagation properties than lower frequencies. Wider channels are harder
to transmit over larger distances [57]. Faster modulation schemes are
susceptible to noise and hence are only suited for short links, which have
high signal-to-noise ratios.
One can observe a clear trend that users demand higher speeds, which
are only possible on short links. Fast WLANs covering large areas hence
require a dense deployment of APs. Such a dense deployment creates new
problems. One problem is how to achieve such a dense deployment in a
cost-efficient way. The number of APs required to cover a certain area
grows with the inverse square of the communication distance. This means,
that by halving the communication distance, four times as many APs are
required. To keep the costs low, AP hardware and software as well as
network management needs to be simplified. Wireless mesh networks could
also be a cost saver, since in wireless mesh networks APs can communicate
with each other wirelessly and thus not all APs need expensive cabling.
When cell sizes are shrunk, the need for handovers increases. The
network architecture and the algorithms for handover management of
today’s WLANs are not suited to address the challenges arising from
densely deployed future WLANs. This thesis thus aims to design and
evaluate new architectures that simplify the management and operation
of future WLANs. We will also develop new algorithms and methods to
optimize handovers in WLANs.

1.1

Research Questions

The following three main research questions are considered in this thesis:
1. If a station is in the coverage area of several APs, when should the
station use a given AP?
In densely deployed networks the coverage areas of two APs often
overlap. Hence, a station often can choose which AP to use. Selecting
the optimal AP is a non-trivial task, as the optimal AP depends
on many factors, such as a network-wide fairness policy and the
costs of performing a handover from the current AP to the optimal
AP. To answer this question, we first build a mathematical model
of WLANs and then define several optimization problems. We then
derive algorithms to compute solutions to the optimization problems.
2. How can the current, closed architecture of WLANs and wireless mesh
networks be opened up and evolved to allow the easy deployment of

1.2. Research Method
new applications to enhance mobility support and resource distribution
fairness?
Current WLAN management systems are largely based on proprietary
technologies and do not allow programmers to develop network
applications in a vendor independent way. This makes it difficult
to deploy new network applications, for example to allow wireless
stations to roam around seamlessly or to distribute resources in a
fair manner. To address this issue, we present a new architecture for
the processing of MAC frames in IEEE 802.11 WLANs and a new
architecture for controlling routing and rate allocation in wireless
mesh networks. The architectures use ideas and protocols of Software
Defined Networks and allow to deploy optimization algorithms, such
as the ones developed in this thesis.
3. How to estimate the quality of a link between an AP and a station
in a fast way and how to enable seamless handovers between APs?
Quality metrics of links between stations and APs are important input
parameters to algorithms that optimize handovers and station/AP
associations. Measuring the link quality is difficult in practice, as
wireless links are subject to stochastic effects such as noise and fading.
As a consequence, the link quality has to be estimated frequently,
which is not possible with current probe-based quality estimation
methods. We overcome this limitation with a new method, that uses
regular data traffic to assess the quality of a link. In addition, we
discuss why estimating the link quality requires a method for fast
handovers between APs and present a system which enables such
fast handovers. The performance of the system is demonstrated by
streaming a video to a mobile user. The system continuously assesses
the quality of surrounding APs and performs fast handovers when
required.

1.2

Research Method

To answer the research questions posed above, the commonly used iterative
research process of literature review, formulation of a problem statement,
hypothesis formulation, hypothesis testing and analysis [145] is applied.
In this process one step usually follows the previous one, but sometimes
it may be required to revert to a previous step, for example to refine a
hypothesis based on the results of the analysis phase.
The literature review helps to identify the state-of-the-art and relevant
problems. It furthermore shows how other researchers have tackled a prob-
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lem before and thereby allows to build on previous results. Subsequently,
a research problem is stated and described, how a solution to this problem
advances the state-of-the-art. Based on the knowledge gained from the
literature review, a hypothesis is formulated. The hypothesis delivers a
potential explanation of some aspect of the system under consideration and
allows to make predictions. Sometimes hypothesis can be very formal, such
as “a change of x% in variable y, leads to a change of a% in variable b with
c% confidence”. Often it is just an informal description of an assumption
derived from previous knowledge.
In the next step, the hypothesis is tested. In the performance analysis
of computer systems the most common methods for hypothesis testing are
analytical modeling, simulations and real-world experiments. An analytical model is a mathematical description of a system. In the process of
formulating an analytical model, one needs to find a balance between the
complexity of the model and the level of detail. Usually, a higher level
of detail leads to more complexity, but makes the model more predictive.
Computer simulations can include more details than analytical models,
but still suffer from the same problem of finding a balance between the
complexity of the simulator and the level of abstraction. Complex simulators are more likely to contain software bugs than simple ones. Thus,
a higher level of complexity does not necessarily lead to more accuracy
[95]. Also, the simulation run-time increases with the complexity of the
simulator.
Real-world experiments have the lowest level of abstraction, but the
system under investigation needs to exist and environmental factors are
hard to control. Because of the broadcast nature of the wireless medium,
the shared use of the wireless spectrum and the stochastic behavior of
wireless links, real-world experiments with wireless systems are in particular
difficult to control. In addition, usually only a small number of possible
scenarios can be evaluated with real-world experiments, as otherwise the
costs of the experiments would be too high. This makes it hard to draw
general conclusions from them. Therefore, hybrid forms of hypothesis
testing, such as network emulation, which combines aspects of real-world
systems and simulation, are sometimes used. Each of the hypothesis testing
methods has its advantages and disadvantages, which need to be considered
when selecting the method. However, it is important to understand that
neither of the methods should be solely used to test a hypothesis. As a
best practice [95], all three methods should be used to validate each other’s
results.
In this thesis we apply all three methods. We use analytical models to
understand scaling behaviors, network simulations to validate analytical
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models and real-world experiments with prototype implementations to
see how a system behaves under realistic conditions. The results of the
different methods are then analyzed using statistical and data visualization
techniques. By successively applying those three methods we are able
to identify whether the formulated models are a reasonably accurate
representation of the real system and if ideas demonstrated in small real
networks in principle should also work in larger networks.

1.3

Outline and Contributions

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives
background information about wireless local area networks, wireless mesh
networks, software defined networks and network optimization. The background chapter is followed by Chapters 3-5, which study modeling aspects
of WLANs and wireless mesh networks and develop new optimization
algorithms. Hereafter, Chapters 6-9 present and evaluate concrete architectures that allow to implement such algorithms. Finally, Chapter 10
concludes the thesis with a summary and an outlook to future work. Each
chapter, except for Chapters 2 and 10, presents
• a research problem,
• related work,
• research results and
• a summary and conclusions following from the research results.
Below, we will provide a more detailed overview of each chapter. Notational
conventions and a list of abbreviations and acronyms are provided in the
appendix of this thesis.

1.3.1

Chapter 3: Modeling the Channel Load in IEEE
802.11

In Chapter 3 we investigate how to model the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer
and the utilization of WLAN channels. We develop a model to predict
the channel utilization of an IEEE 802.11 WLAN and present testbed
measurements to validate the model. The main insight is that IEEE 802.11
WLANs exhibit a linear behavior, as long as they are not operated under
saturation conditions. This is an important insight, as linear systems are
relatively easy to model and to control.
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The findings of this chapter have been published in paper I. The author
of this thesis was responsible for formulating the model, carrying out the
experiments and analyzing the results.

1.3.2

Chapter 4: Optimization of WLAN Associations

Chapter 4 builds on the findings of Chapter 3 that in non-saturated WLANs
the throughput is a linear function of the offered load. In Chapter 4, a
mixed integer linear optimization problem is formulated, which allows to
compute when a station should use which access point. With numerical
simulations this model is used to study which factors have what influence
on the optimal handover policy. The key insight of this chapter is that
as the station mobility increases, a more efficient handover scheme which
only causes minimal disruption, is necessary for good overall performance.
If stations are static, even longer disruptions due to handovers do not lead
to unacceptable performance degradations.
The model and the results of this chapter have been published in
paper II. The author of this thesis formulated the model, carried out all
simulations and analyzed the results.

1.3.3

Chapter 5: Fair Optimization of WMNs

In Chapter 5 we alter the problem setting of the previous chapter slightly.
Here, we aim to compute the optimal station/AP associations, routing
and resource allocation for APs that are connected to a wireless mesh
network. The main emphasis of this chapter is how network resources
should be distributed in a fair way and how a solution to the optimization
problem can be computed fast. To this end we devise several fast heuristic
solution algorithms and evaluate their efficiency with numerical and network
simulations. The main outcome of this chapter is that an exact solution to
the optimization problem is computationally too hard for online-network
optimization, but our heuristic algorithms provide a good solution quality
while at the same time they are fast enough for online network optimization.
The main contents of this chapter have been submitted for publication
as paper III. Fabio D’Andreagiovanni and the author of this thesis jointly
formulated the optimization problem. The solution algorithms were devised
and evaluated by the author of this thesis.

1.3.4

Chapter 6: Optimizing WMNs with OpenFlow

In Chapter 6 an architecture within the Software Defined Networking
framework is described that allows to exercise control of station associations,
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routing and rate allocations in wireless mesh networks. The architecture
was implemented and evaluated in a wireless mesh testbed. In a testbed
implementation, the optimization algorithm of Chapter 5 computes the
optimal routes and max-min fair rate allocations for associated clients. By
using the OpenFlow protocol, the computed routes and rate allocations
are enforced in the network. The evaluation shows that the proposed
architecture enables centralized control of mesh networks at low overhead
and that it is backward compatible to legacy protocols.
The contributions of this chapter have previously been published in
papers IV, V and VI. The author of this thesis was responsible for the
design, implementation and evaluation of the architecture.

1.3.5

Chapter 7: Distributed MAC for Software Defined
WLANs

Chapter 7 discusses how to apply the idea of Software Defined Networks to
distribute the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer. To this end, we present CloudMAC,
which is an OpenFlow controlled distributed IEEE 802.11 MAC. The
architecture allows to use OpenFlow and a centralized controller to manage
important wireless transmission parameters such as the transmission power.
Moreover, CloudMAC can for example be used to enable seamless handovers
with unmodified IEEE 802.11 stations. The performance evaluation shows
that the disruption caused by a CloudMAC handover is much shorter than
the disruption experienced during a handover in a standard IEEE 802.11
WLAN.
The system design and evaluation results have been published in papers
VII, VIII and IX. The author of this thesis is the initial developer of
the system design. The prototype was implemented and evaluated by
Jonathan Vestin under the supervision of the author of this thesis.

1.3.6

Chapter 8: Accurate Estimation of Link Quality and
Fast Handovers

Chapter 8 introduces BEST-AP, a method and a system for estimating
the bandwidth of links between a station and its surrounding access points.
The method is based on statistics computed when transferring regular data
traffic. A station can be associated to multiple APs simultaneously. The
proposed system allows a station to pre-authenticate and pre-associate with
new access points using the connection of the current access point. Thereby
handovers between APs only require tuning the WLAN card to the correct
channel, but no lengthy association procedures. This considerably speeds
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up handovers. A station regularly transfers data over its surrounding
APs to collect statistics for the bandwidth estimation. The AP with the
highest available bandwidth is used longest. The main insight from this
chapter is that the dynamic AP selection in BEST-AP allows to exploit
temporal variations in available bandwidth by using the AP with the
highest available bandwidth whenever possible.
The contributions of this chapter are submitted for publication as
paper X. The author of the thesis has developed the system, implemented
the prototype and evaluated it.

1.3.7

Chapter 9: Mobile Video Streaming with BEST-AP

In Chapter 9 the BEST-AP system of Chapter 8 is applied to optimize
video streaming in WLANs and mobility management. The key challenge
of mobile video streaming is that handovers must be fast enough to ensure
that the video playout buffer is not emptied completely, as otherwise the
video would freeze. In addition, in mobile scenarios the station needs to
scan the WLAN channels regularly to detect new APs. We show that
BEST-AP is capable of detecting APs fast enough and that the handovers
are sufficiently quick to avoid video freezes. In our testbed evaluation
BEST-AP significantly reduces the number of freeze events and their
duration.
Parts of the content of this chapter have been published in paper XI.
The author of the thesis has developed the system, implemented the
prototype and evaluated it.

Chapter
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Background
In this chapter we will first review basic terminology related to WLANs
and the relevant standards. We will then explain what Wireless Mesh
Networks are and how they can be used to extend WLANs. Thereafter, we
will introduce the basic ideas and concepts of Software Defined Networking.
Finally, we will give a short overview on network flow optimization.

2.1

Wireless Local Area Networks

According to [175], wireless networks can be categorized into three classes:
Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs), Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLANs) and Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (WMANs). As the
names indicate, the major difference between the network types is the
geographical coverage. In this thesis we investigate WLANs, which provide
local coverage, for example within buildings. Even though different types of
WLANs have been proposed by standardization bodies such as the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), only WLANs based on the
IEEE 802.11 standard series have found major deployments. Hence, we
limit the following discussion to IEEE 802.11-compliant WLANs.

2.1.1

IEEE 802.11 WLAN System Architecture

The IEEE 802.11 standards describe how wireless devices communicate
with each other. As shown in Figure 2.1, the IEEE standards use the
concept of network layers to abstract the architecture. The standards
specify the lower two layers of the OSI reference model [27]: the Physical
layer (PHY) and partially the Data Link Control layer (DLC). In IEEE
9
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Figure 2.1: Layering in the IEEE 802.11 standard. Source: [27]

802.11, the PHY consists of the Physical Medium Dependent Sublayer
(PMD) and the Physical Layer Convergence Protocol (PLCP). The PMD
specifies the transmission type, which can be based on different technologies
(e.g. infra-red or radio waves). The PLCP translates requests between the
PMD and the Medium Access Control (MAC). The MAC is part of the
DLC and controls access to the shared wireless medium. The DLC further
includes the Logical Link Control (LLC), which is not specified in IEEE
802.11, but common to all IEEE 802 standards.
Besides the PHY and DLC sublayers, IEEE 802.11 furthermore describes control planes for PHY and MAC management. In addition, the
standard further mentions an overall station management plane. However,
the standard does not define any details of the station management plane.
Therefore this component is implementation dependent.
Figure 2.2 depicts the architecture of an IEEE 802.11 WLAN: Stations
(STA) communicate with an Access Point (AP), which is connected to a
Distribution System (DS). APs forward MAC Service Data Units (MSDUs)
between STA and the DS. The DS can be wired or wireless. The DS can be
connected to a Portal, which allows to interconnect the DS with non-IEEE
802 networks. A set of STAs and one AP are grouped together to a Basic
Service Set (BSS). Each BSS is identified by a unique Basic Service Set
Identifier (BSSID). The BSSID is typically the MAC address of the AP.
Several BSSs might be connected via a DS to form an Extended Service Set
(ESS). The ESS is identified by an operator-given Service Set Identifier
(SSID). The STAs and the AP of one BSS are controlled by a coordination
function. In Section 2.1.3 we will discuss the role of the coordination
function for medium access control. The AP provides authentication and
privacy services (e.g. encryption key negotiation) for its BSS.
The IEEE 802.11 standard furthermore contains a simplified version
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Figure 2.2: Architecture of an infrastructure IEEE 802.11 network
of a BSS, the Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS). As Figure 2.3 shows,
an IBSS only consists of STAs. No other infrastructure, such as an AP, is
required. This type of network can be formed spontaneously and hence is
sometimes termed ad-hoc network.

2.1.2

Physical Layer

IEEE 802.11 specifies a number of different PHY layers, which are summarized in Table 2.1. The initial release of IEEE 802.11 [15] defined three
PHY layers: Infrared (IR), Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS)
and Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). The IR PHY layer uses
infrared light for communications and was never widely adapted. FHSS
and DSSS both apply spread spectrum modulation techniques. The main
idea of spread spectrum is to spread the signal over a bandwidth much
larger than the bandwidth required to transmit the information. Thereby
the impact of narrow band interference and carrier selective fading can be
mitigated. With FHSS, communication partners change carrier frequencies
according to a known sequence. With DSSS, communication partners use
the same carrier frequency, but spread the signal over a larger bandwidth
using spreading codes. The initial release of IEEE 802.11 supports data
rates of up to 2 Mbit/s and uses frequencies in the 2.4 GHz unlicensed
band for Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) use.
IEEE 802.11b [17] improved the initial IEEE 802.11 standard mainly
with new coding and modulation schemes. IEEE 802.11b uses Binary
Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) and Quaternary Phase Shift Keying (QPSK)
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Figure 2.3: Architecture of an IEEE 802.11 Independent Basic Service Set

to modulate signals. With BPSK, the phase of the signal is used to encode
one bit per symbol. QPSK in addition uses the amplitude of the signal
and thereby can carry two bits per symbol. IEEE 802.11b moreover uses
Complementary Code Keying (CCK) to encode the signal. The maximum
data rate supported by IEEE 802.11b is 11 Mbit/s.
IEEE 802.11a [16] and IEEE 802.11g [19] further increased the maximum data rate by introducing new modulation and coding schemes. IEEE
802.11a/g use Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) to
divide a single data stream into multiple sub-streams. Those sub-streams
are then modulated on sub-carriers. The bandwidth of each sub-carrier is
much smaller than the total channel bandwidth. In IEEE 802.11a/g the
total channel bandwidth is 20 MHz, while each of the 52 sub-carriers is only
312.5 kHz wide. Four sub-carriers transmit known pilot tones, which are
used to detect and mitigate Inter Carrier Interference (ICI) and frequency
shifts. The remaining 48 sub-carriers are used for data transmission. Data
is modulated using BPSK, QPSK or Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (MQAM). M-QAM is a generalization of QPSK, which allows to use several
amplitude and phase levels. For example, 64-QAM distinguishes between
8 amplitude and 8 phase levels and thereby allows to encode 64 bits per
symbol. IEEE 802.11a/g transmits 250k symbols per second, which are
encoded using a convolutional encoder. The maximum data rate of IEEE
802.11a/g is 54 Mbit/s. IEEE 802.11a is operated in the 5 GHz Unlicensed
National Information Infrastructure (U-NII) radio band and offers up to
19 non-overlapping channels, while IEEE 802.11g uses the 2.4 GHz ISM
band and only provides 3-4 non-overlapping channels. The number of
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available channels depends on the country in which the WLAN is operated.
For example, in North America there are only 11 IEEE 802.11b channels
available, while in Europa 13 channels can be used.
IEEE 802.11n [24] introduces Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
to provide even higher data rates. MIMO systems use multiple transmit
and receive antennas to exploit the diversity through multiple independent
transmission paths. On each independent transmission path separate
spatial data streams can be transmitted simultaneously and recovered by
appropriate signal processing algorithms at the receiver. IEEE 802.11n
supports at maximum 4 spatial streams. IEEE 802.11n furthermore allows
a more flexible use of the available spectrum. Instead of using a fixed
channel bandwidth of 20 MHz, IEEE 802.11n can bond together two
adjacent channels and thereby can double the throughput.
IEEE 802.11ac [170] is currently being standardized. It will allow to use
channels of up to 160 MHz bandwidth and up to 8 spatial streams. With
Multi-User MIMO, multiple IEEE 802.11ac devices can simultaneously
communicate via separate spatial streams. Those new technologies, together with higher order modulation schemes (up to 256-QAM) will enable
data rates of more than 1 Gbit/s. IEEE 802.11ad [174] is the first WLAN
standard, which will use the 60 GHz band, in which abundant spectrum
is available and data rates of several Gbit/s will be possible. However,
the propagation properties at 60 GHz only allow short communication
distances.

2.1.3

Medium Access Layer

The medium access layer controls the access to the shared wireless medium.
IEEE 802.11 includes two MAC protocols: the Distributed Coordination
Function (DCF) and the Point Coordination Function (PCF).
The DCF is based on Carrier Sensing Multiple Access Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). When a STA would like to transmit a frame, it first
senses the medium through the Channel Clear Assessment (CCA) function.
The CCA indicates that the medium is busy, if the energy level on the
wireless medium is below -82 dBm or below -62 dBm if a frame preamble
has been detected. Before attempting to transmit, the STA needs to sense
the medium idle for a period specified in the Distributed Coordination
Function Interframe Space (DIFS). After the medium has been idle for
DIFS, the STA randomly chooses a Contention Window (CW) in the interval [0, CWmin − 1]. Each time slot the medium is idle (slot length depends
on the PHY), the STA decrements the CW. If during the countdown the
medium gets busy again, the STA freezes the countdown and resumes the
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Table 2.1: Overview of IEEE 802.11 PHY layer standards
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countdown after the medium was idle for DIFS. When the countdown
reaches 0, the STA transmits the frame. If the receiving STA correctly
receives the frame, it waits for a Short Interframe Space (SIFS) and sends
an acknowledgment (ACK) to the sending STA. If the frame reception
failed, for example due to a collision or a too low Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR), the sending STA detects the loss because no ACK is received within
a timeout period. The sender then chooses a new CW, this time from
the interval [0, 2 * CWmin − 1]. With each failed transmission attempt
the possible interval size is increased to [0, min(2𝑛 CWmin − 1, CWmax)],
where 𝑛 denotes the number of transmission attempts (starting from 0)
and CWmax the maximum contention window size. In IEEE 802.11b, 𝑛
is limited to 6, in IEEE 802.11a to 11. CWmax is usually set to 1023. If
a frame cannot be transmitted successfully after the maximum allowable
transmissions, it is dropped. If a frame is transmitted successfully, 𝑛
starts at 0 again. IEEE 802.11 defines a variant of DCF, in which STAs
exchange Request to Send (RTS) and Clear to Send (CTS) frames before
transmitting the actual data frame. The RTS/CTS frames specify the
transmission duration of the data frame. STAs overhearing such frames
set their Network Allocation Vector (NAV) according to the duration field
in the RTS/CTS frame. The NAV thereby provides additional means to
determine the status of the medium.
The DCF is based on the random selection of contention windows
and therefore cannot provide any Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees.
Hence, IEEE 802.11 describes the Point Coordination Function which
allows deterministic medium access. With PCF, the time is divided into
super-frames, which consist of a Contention Period (CP) and a Contention
Free Period (CFP). During the CP, STAs use the DCF to access the
medium. During the CFP the Point Coordinator (PC), typically located
at the AP, regulates the medium access. The PC sends CF-Poll frames to
STAs, which respond with a data frame (if available). The PC can also
piggy-back CF-Poll frames on normal data frames and thereby transmit
data to a STA and request data from the STA at the same time. The
PCF even works in the presence of co-located IEEE 802.11 STAs that do
not participate in the BSS. Before transmitting a CF-Poll frame, the PC
waits only for a Point Coordination Function Interframe Space (PIFS).
As the PIFS is shorter than the DIFS, other CF-Poll frames get priority
over data frames transmitted by co-located IEEE 802.11 STAs. Since the
duration of the CFP and the CP is known and the PC has priority on
medium access, guarantees on the transmission delay of a frame and on
throughput can be given. While the DCF is available in both BSSs and
IBSSs, the PCF is only supported by BSSs. The PCF is not found widely
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in practice. Instead, the DCF is mostly used.
In order to provide better QoS support, IEEE 802.11e introduces the
Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF). The HCF specifies two new MAC
layers, the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) and the HCF
Controlled Access (HCCA). EDCA is similar to the DCF, but includes
several new features to prioritize traffic. IEEE 802.11e defines four Access
Categories (ACs), which represent different classes of traffic (voice, video,
background, best effort). CWmin, CWmax and Interframe Spacings are
AC-specific parameters. In EDCA, a STA does not wait for DIFS before
counting down the contention window, but for Arbitration Interframe
Space (AIFS). ACs with higher priority have smaller AIFS values. IEEE
802.11e furthermore introduces the concept of Transmission Opportunities
(TXOPs). Once a STA has gained access to the channel, it can use it for
the time duration of a TXOP without being required to contend for the
channel in-between. To increase the efficiency of the MAC layer, IEEE
802.11e supports block ACKs. Inside a TXOP, several data frames can be
sent which are only acked by one block ACK at the end of the TXOP. The
block ACK includes a bitmap of which data frames have been received
correctly. A STA has transmission queues for each AC. A virtual contention
resolution mechanism prioritizes the ACs inside the STA.
The enhanced version of the PCF is called HCCA. The main difference
between the PCF and HCCA is the use of TXOPs. The Hybrid Coordinator
(corresponds to the Point Coordinator in the PCF) can poll a STA and
allow it to transmit several data frames inside a TXOP, instead of only
one data frame as supported by the PCF.

2.1.4

Finding and Associating to Access Points

Before associating to an AP, a STA needs to detect the presence of the
AP. IEEE 802.11 defines two procedures to find APs: passive and active
scanning. With passive scanning, the STA stays on a channel for a while,
e.g. 100 ms, and waits for periodic beacon frames broadcasted by APs.
The beacon frames include the SSID of the AP and information about
supported PHY and QoS settings. APs typically broadcast a beacon frame
every 100 ms. A STA hence needs to stay at least 100 ms on a channel to
retrieve the beacons of all APs. In order to detect APs with larger beacon
intervals and to account for lost beacons, a STA might be required to listen
to a channel even longer. This makes the passive scan procedure slow. In
the alternative procedure, the active scanning, a STA broadcasts probe
request messages and waits for an AP to reply with a probe response. If
the probe request includes an SSID, only APs with this SSID answer. If
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Figure 2.4: IEEE 802.11 frames exchanged when a station associates to an
AP without encryption

a STA searches for multiple SSIDs, it sends one probe request for each
SSID. The STA only needs to wait for a few milliseconds to get a probe
response (the processing delay of the probe request and the transmission
delay of the probe response). The active scanning procedure is faster than
the passive one, but suffers from several drawbacks: active scanning has
potential privacy implications, as it might reveal the list of previously used
networks. Furthermore, active scanning might not be allowed on some
channels in the 5 GHz band due to regulatory reasons.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the flow of messages when a station associates
to an AP. Regardless of the scanning procedure used to detect the AP,
stations usually first send a probe request message to the AP, which answers
with a probe response. This is followed by the exchange of authentication
messages. In the example shown in Figure 2.4 the AP does not require
any authentication and encryption. Hence, only an authentication request,
followed by an authentication response message needs to be transmitted.
If IEEE 802.11i is enabled, additional messages are exchanged at this
point to negotiate encryption keys. After a successful authentication, the
station sends an association request, which is answered by the AP with
an association response message. The station is now associated to the AP
and data frames can be exchanged. Often, the association procedure is
followed by a DHCP request for an IP address.
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Mobility Management

When link layer encryption is used, the described association procedure
is longer, because key negotiation messages are exchanged (see Section
2.1.6). In addition, a STA might request certain QoS parameters from
the AP, which further prolongs the association procedure. IEEE 802.11r
[21], the standard for fast BSS transition, aims to speed up the association
procedure. For that purpose, IEEE 802.11r allows the exchange of key and
QoS-parameter negotiation messages via the DS. While still connected to
the old AP, a STA can already negotiate keys and QoS parameters for a
new AP via the connectivity provided by the old AP and the DS. Once a
STA hands off from the old AP to the new AP, it just needs to re-confirm
the previously negotiated parameters. Alternatively, IEEE 802.11r allows
a STA to piggy-back key and QoS parameter negotiation messages on
Association and Authentication messages.
While IEEE 802.11r reduces the time required for a handover, it still
requires the client to initiate the handover. In particular, handovers
from one AP to another are triggered by the Station Management plane,
which is not standardized. However, another IEEE standard, IEEE 802.21
[25], provides all primitives to perform handovers in WLANs and to
other networking technologies. IEEE 802.21 defines an architecture and
signaling messages to enable media independent, i.e. link layer technology
independent, handovers. The focus of IEEE 802.21 are inter-technology
handovers, e.g. from WLAN to UMTS, but in the case of WLAN also
intra-technology handovers between APs are supported.
As Figure 2.5 shows, the Media Independent Handover Function (MIHF)
is the central component of IEEE 802.21. The MIHF is a logical entity that
facilitates handovers by providing information, event and command services.
Those services enable Media Independent Handover users (MIH users) to
obtain information about available networks, notifications about link layer
events (e.g. link down) and to issue commands to trigger handovers. The
MIHF, MIH users and the link layer communicate via abstract interfaces,
the Service Access Points (SAPs). The MIHFs are located at STAs, but
remote MIHFs are also possible. Remote MIHFs are part of the network
infrastructure and communicate with the local MIHFs using layer 2 or 3
messages. IEEE 802.21 allows local and remote MIHFs. Thereby network
and client initiated handovers are possible.
IEEE 802.21 alone is not sufficient to enable client mobility. The
handover policy, i.e. when to handover to which network and Point of
Attachment (PoA), is not part of the standard and needs to be implemented
in a user-defined MIHF. Often handover policies are based on signal

Media Independent
Handover Function
(MIHF)
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Figure 2.5: IEEE 802.21 architecture. Reproduced from [25]

strength measurements. For example, if the signal strength of the current
PoA falls below a threshold, a handover to a new PoA is initiated. Another
policy type hands off to a new PoA whenever the new PoA has a signal
strength, which is higher than the current PoA’s signal strength plus some
hysteresis margin. The hysteresis margin avoids a ping-pong effect when
two PoA have similar signal strengths.
IEEE 802.21 furthermore does not provide any mechanisms to reconfigure the binding between layer 2 and 3 addresses and routing after a
handover. Additional protocols, such as Mobile IP [133], are required.

2.1.6

Other Relevant IEEE 802.11 Standards

Besides PHY/MAC layer and mobility management standards, the IEEE
standards universe contains many other WLAN-related standards. Relevant
for this thesis are mainly IEEE 802.11h, k and i. IEEE 802.11h [18]
describes how to implement Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) and
Transmit Power Control (TPC) with the aim to reduce interference for
radars or satellite communication operating in the same portion of the
5 GHz spectrum. With IEEE 802.11h the AP tries to detect radars
operated at the currently used channel. If a radar is detected, the AP
changes its channel and requests the associated clients to also change the
channel using a channel switch announcement message.
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IEEE 802.11k [22] specifies frame formats and mechanisms for radio
resource management in WLANs. An IEEE 802.11k station is capable of
gathering data about the radio environment and exchange this data with
other stations or access points. The stations measure channel properties
such as channel load and noise level as well as statistics about transmitted
packets and medium access delay. Those statistics can be either used locally
or shared with neighboring stations. Thereby, IEEE 802.11k enables APs
and stations to perform better decisions about which channel to use or
when a station should trigger a handover to another AP.
IEEE 802.11i [20], or Wi-Fi Protected Access II (WPA2), contains
procedures for station authentication, encryption key negotiation and data
encryption. With IEEE 802.11i, the AP authenticates itself to the station
and the station authenticates itself to the AP. To do so, the station and
the AP first derive a Pairwise Master Key (PMK) and subsequently a
Pairwise Transient Key (PTK). The PTK is then used to encrypt frame
payloads using for example the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES).
Deriving the PMK may involve communication between the AP and an
external RADIUS server.

2.2

Wireless Mesh Networks

Usually, the transmission range of an IEEE 802.11 AP is in the order of
several tens of meters. Higher transmission ranges might be possible if
there are no obstructions between the AP and the STA and a low order
modulation and coding scheme such as BPSK is used. In many scenarios
a larger coverage area and higher PHY rates are needed, which can be
achieved by deploying more APs. Such deployment of APs might be
very costly though, in particular due to the cabling needed for the wired
distribution system. In such a situation, a Wireless Mesh Network (WMN)
might be an alternative. A WMN is a wireless multi-hop network. In a
WMN only a subset of APs is connected to the wired DS, while other
APs forward traffic wirelessly among each other. Different standards for
implementing WMNs have been proposed. For example, IEEE 802.16 (also
known as WiMAX) is a standard for metro-scale networks and also allows
mesh operation. We limit the following discussion to IEEE 802.11-based
WMNs, in particular IEEE 802.11s [26] WMNs, as such networks easily
allow extending existing IEEE 802.11 WLANs.

2.2. Wireless Mesh Networks

2.2.1
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Architecture

IEEE 802.11s is the IEEE standard for 802.11 WMNs. It uses existing
PHY layers, but specifies extensions to the MAC layer and proposes new
routing protocols to enable multi-hop operation. Figure 2.6 depicts an
IEEE 802.11s WMN, which consists of Mesh Access Points (MAPs), Mesh
Points (MPs), Mesh Portals (MPPs) and Stations (STA). MAPs/MPs can
wirelessly forward MSDUs to other MAPs/MPs. A MAP in addition offers
an AP service, which a STA can use to connect to the network. A Mesh
Portal provides access to a wired DS. Just like in a regular IEEE 802.11
WLAN, STAs and a MAP form a BSS, but the BSSs are interconnected via
a wireless DS instead of a wired DS. In the literature sometimes different
terminology is used to describe the components of a WMN: MAPs/MPs
are sometimes called mesh routers, mesh relay nodes or simply mesh nodes.
Mesh Portals are also named gateways, and the wireless distribution system
is called wireless backbone or backhaul.
In its most basic form, MAPs and MPs only use one wireless transceiver
and one common channel to communicate with each other. However, this
basic setup might only offer low performance, since a MP/MAP cannot
receive and forward data simultaneously or neighboring wireless links might
interfere with each other. It is possible to equip a MP/MAP with several
wireless transceivers operated on non-interfering channels and thereby
increase the capacity of the network. Such a more complicated setup
requires careful assignment of channels and is not part of IEEE 802.11s.
However, a considerable research effort has been undertaken to find efficient
channel assignment strategies (surveyed for example in [64]).

2.2.2

Routing Protocols

Since in WMNs traffic can be forwarded via multiple-hops before reaching
the final destination, routing protocols are required to find the route to
the destination and set up the associated routing tables. A routing table
contains <destination, nexthop> tuples. The MAP uses the table to
decide which next hop to forward a packet to. Routing typically refers to
forwarding layer 3 packets (mostly: IP packets). Sometimes the term is
also applied to layer 2 forwarding. In the case of IEEE 802.11s, routing
refers to forwarding MAC frames.
Two types of routing protocols are widely found in WMNs: reactive
and proactive routing protocols. With a reactive-routing protocol, a route
to a destination is only established upon the arrival of a packet for the
destination. With this approach, nodes only need to maintain routes to
destinations that are actually used. A disadvantage of reactive protocols
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Figure 2.6: Architecture of an IEEE 802.11 mesh network

is the route discovery time: if there is no route available, the protocols
first need to find a route, which can lead to significant delays for the first
packets of a connection. In contrast, proactive routing protocols constantly
maintain routes to all nodes in the network and therefore have a route
available immediately. Which approach performs better depends on the
situation. If there are only few communication pairs in the network and the
network structure changes fast, e.g. due to mobility, reactive protocols are
in general better. For static networks of limited size, proactive protocols
are typically advantageous. If the network changes fast, proactive protocols
may send many routing table updates which lead to a high overhead. To get
the benefits of both worlds, hybrid routing protocols have been proposed.
Hybrid protocols, such as the Zone Routing Protocol [85], are a mixture
between reactive and proactive protocols. Some frequently used routes, for
example to nodes within a local region, are maintained proactively, while
other routes are only discovered when required.
Besides the method of finding routes, routing metrics are an important
performance factor. In fixed networks, routes are often compared by their
hop-count: routes with a lower hop-count generally are better. In WMNs
the hop-count is usually a bad metric. A route might be composed by a few
links with low data rate and high packet loss, while an alternative route
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may be longer in terms of hop-count, but may only consist of high data
rate links. In such a situation choosing the route with more hops would be
beneficial. The Expected Transmission Count (ETX) [68] is one of the first
routing metrics that explicitly takes into account the impact of packet loss.
The ETX of a link is computed as 𝐸𝑇 𝑋 = 1/(𝑑𝑓 × 𝑑𝑟 ), where 𝑑𝑓 and 𝑑𝑟
denote the link delivery ratio in the forward and the reverse direction. The
delivery ratios are usually measured with probe packets. One shortcoming
of ETX is that it does not consider the speed of a link. Sometimes it
can be favorable to use a fast link with higher packet loss ratio, instead
of a slow link with a low packet loss ratio. The Expected Transmission
Time (ETT) overcomes this drawback by estimating how long it takes to
transfer one probe packet. It is computed as 𝐸𝑇 𝑇 = 𝐸𝑇 𝑋 * (𝑆/𝐵), where
𝑆 denotes the packet size and 𝐵 the link speed. Following the example of
ETT, several other routing metrics have been proposed that use the ETX
or the ETT in combination with other information, for example about used
channels and interference (e.g. WCETT [73] and iAWARE [162]). IEEE
802.11s [26] uses a link airtime metric. This metric computes how much
airtime is consumed while transferring a packet over a specific link with a
given packet loss rate. A link could for example have a low loss rate (thus
it is favorable in terms of ETX), but use a slow modulation scheme. As a
result, each transmission on that link would consume a lot of airtime and
thereby waste resources. The airtime metric avoids to route traffic over
such links. Instead it would send it over a link with a faster modulation
scheme, while at the same time considering the packet loss probability.
Dozens of routing protocols for WMNs have been proposed (see for
example [53]). We will restrict the following discussion to one reactive
protocol, the Adhoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol (AODV)
[134] and one proactive protocol, Optimized Link State Routing Protocol
(OLSR) [62]. Both protocols have found wide deployment and variants
thereof are part of IEEE 802.11s. Furthermore, many other mesh routing
protocols, such as [185] and [79], are variants of AODV and OLSR, for
example with extensions for QoS support.
With AODV, a node broadcasts a Route REQuest (RREQ) message
to find a path to a destination. RREQ messages include a RREQ ID
and a source/destination sequence number as well as the IP addresses of
the message originator, the message sender and the destination. When a
node receives a RREQ message, it either answers directly with a Route
REPly (RREP) message if it has a fresh enough route to the destination
or it rebroadcasts the RREQ message. Upon re-broadcasting the RREQ
message, the node stores the RREQ ID and the source address. In addition,
it sets up a reverse route to the originator via the RREQ source. A node
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only re-broadcasts a RREQ message if it has not forwarded a request
with the same originator address and RREQ ID before. This avoids
loops of RREQ messages. The source/destination sequence numbers are
monotonically increasing sequence numbers to determine the freshness of
a route. When the destination receives the RREQ, it sends a RREP to
the originator using the reverse route, which was set up previously when
sending the RREQ.
OLSR takes a different approach to discover and maintain routes. As
the name indicates, OLSR is a Link State Routing protocol. In this type
of protocol, a node broadcasts the state of its links and re-broadcasts the
state of its neighbors’ links. As the link states are broadcasted through
the network, each node gets to know the next-hop and distance for each
destination in the network. Broadcasting the link state can lead to a
significant amount of routing traffic. OLSR optimizes the broadcasting
through the use of Multi-Point Relays (MPRs). Each OLSR node periodically broadcasts Hello messages. This allows a node to first discover all
1-hop neighbors. Subsequent Hello messages also include a list of all 1-hop
neighbors of a node. Thereby, each node learns its 2-hop neighborhood.
Among its one-hop neighbors, each node selects a set of MPRs so that
the MPRs can directly reach all nodes in the 2-hop neighborhood of the
node. A node that selects another node as MPR is called MPR selector.
Topology Control (TC) messages are used to build routing tables beyond
the two-hop neighborhood. Each node broadcasts TC messages, which
include a list of its MPR selectors (instead of all its neighbors). When
receiving a TC message, nodes update their routing tables.

2.3

Software Defined Networking

In this section we center our discussion around network architectures. We
will introduce the idea of software defined networks, which is a new design
paradigm for communication networks.

2.3.1

Towards Software Defined Networks

The computing industry has seen a tremendous progress over the past half
century. This success can be in large parts attributed to open computing
platforms such as the Personal Computer and the ease of writing and
deploying software on those machines. Personal Computers offer an open
interface, which allows for different operating systems. The operating
systems themselves again provide programming interfaces, which allow
application programmers to write their applications largely independent of
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the hardware. This openness has fostered innovation and has led to the
rise of the software industry.
Networking devices such as routers and switches, however, follow a
different design strategy. In many network devices the hardware and
software are tightly coupled and can only be extended by the hardware
manufacturer. This design makes it hard to create new applications on
top of those networking devices. The inability to re-program networking
hardware has been recognized in [55] and [155] and subsequently caused
the development of OpenFlow [165] and the concept of Software Defined
Networks (SDNs).
The main idea of SDNs is to extend networking devices with standardized APIs that allow 3rd-party programmers to control the flow of
data through the device and the network. In addition, SDNs provide
higher level abstractions to network designers and programmers. Instead
of re-implementing features like topology discovery and network access
control for each application, abstractions at a higher level are provided to
SDN programmers. SDNs promise to reduce the complexity of networks
by making many specialized protocols obsolete. By providing networking
programmers with a centralized, up-to-date view of the network, the development of network management applications is simplified significantly.
Tedious tasks such as state distribution and synchronization are handled
by a control layer provided by the SDN.

2.3.2

Architecture of Software Defined Networks

Different architectures for SDNs have been proposed in [28], [72] and [129].
In [55], a new architecture is proposed, in which routers and switches
simply forward packets to a decision plane, which has a network view and
can specify how packets are forwarded. [55] can be seen as a precursor
to OpenFlow and the standardization activities of the Open Networking
Foundation (ONF). Figure 2.7 depicts the SDN architecture envisioned
by the ONF [28]. According to the ONF, an SDN can be divided into an
application layer, a control layer and an infrastructure layer. The infrastructure layer contains all networking devices, which can be programmed
via a control protocol such as OpenFlow. The ONF compares OpenFlow
to the instruction set of a CPU as it specifies how an external application
can program the forwarding logic of a networking device, just like a CPU
instruction set allows to program a computer. SDN control software uses
this API to implement networking services such as routing, access control
or traffic engineering. The control layer then exposes APIs to the application layer. From the application layer perspective, the whole network
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Figure 2.7: ONF architecture for Software Defined Networks
appears like a large logical switch. An application on the application layer
thus does not need to know about the specifics of the network hardware or
the protocols that are used to configure it.
The Forwarding and Control Element Separation (ForCES) Framework
[72] is a proposed IETF standard to separate the forwarding and the control
plane in routers. Its architecture is similar to OpenFlow and consists of
control elements which remotely control the forwarding elements. [129]
is a more recent Internet draft for SDN in data center networks. In this
proposal, networking applications communicate with Orchestrators, the
main elements on the networking control layer. Orchestrators, based on
a policy and a location services database, translate application requests
of the networking applications to a common protocol, which is sent to
networking devices. The networking devices use plugins to transform the
request into device specific or OpenFlow commands.

2.3.3

OpenFlow Protocol

An OpenFlow network (Figure 2.8) consists of OpenFlow switches and
OpenFlow controllers that communicate with each other using the OpenFlow protocol. A normal switch usually has a data path and a control path.
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Figure 2.8: Architecture of an OpenFlow switch

The data path is responsible for forwarding packets. For performance
reasons, it is typically implemented in an Application-Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC). The ASIC uses a flow table to decide how to handle a
packet, for example at which port to output a packet with a given destination MAC address. The control path is mostly implemented in software,
often with specialized operating systems like Cisco IOS. OpenFlow switches
in addition have a small control component in the data path, which allows OpenFlow controllers to configure the flow-table using the OpenFlow
protocol.
The main task of the OpenFlow protocol is to configure and query
flow table entries, so called rules. A rule consists of a match, an action
and statistics. Matches are used to classify packets according to packet
header values and wildcards, e.g. all packets with MAC source address
02:44:11:22:44:*. Possible actions are to output a packet at a specific
port, to encapsulate and forward the packet to the controller, to drop
the packet, to modify header fields or to send the packet to the normal
switch processing pipeline. The statistics field keeps byte and packet
counters about how often a rule has been matched. When a packet arrives
at the switch, the flow table is processed sequentially, until a rule with
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an appropriate match is found. The action is then executed and the
statistics are updated. If no rule is found, the packet header is sent to
the OpenFlow controller for further processing. There are both hardware
OpenFlow switches from manufacturers such as Juniper and HP as well
as software switches for Linux [135] available. Hardware switches have
benefits when it comes to performance and scalability. They can forward
data at line rate (10 GBit/s or more) and can have dozens of switch ports.
In contrast, software switches can be run on cheap multi-purpose PCs or
embedded hardware. With software switches, such as OpenVSwitch [135],
the datapath is of course implemented in software instead of an ASIC, which
often leads to lower performance when compared to hardware switches.
The OpenFlow controller hosts applications that use the OpenFlow
protocol to program the network. OpenFlow applications can program
the network in a reactive or a proactive mode. In the reactive mode, the
application waits until it receives a packet from a switch (which had no rule
for this packet). The application then decides how to handle the packet and
installs a rule on the switch. In the proactive mode, an application installs
rules independent of the actual traffic in the network. Each mode has its
advantages and disadvantages and which mode should be used depends
on the application requirements. For example, with the reactive mode,
latencies in packet forwarding can occur, since a packet first needs to be
sent to the controller, which then installs a rule for the packet. However,
the newly installed rule usually matches all packets of the same data flow
(e.g. TCP flow). Hence, the controller only needs to be consulted for the
first packet of a flow. In the proactive mode, no such forwarding latencies
occur, but it may be hard to know beforehand which rules will be required
later. One OpenFlow controller can serve multiple switches and one switch
can connect to multiple controllers. How to place controllers and how many
controllers are required for a network is part of ongoing research ([168]
and [90]). There are several OpenFlow controllers available, for example
NOX [83], Floodlight [4] and Meastro [51].

2.4

Flow Optimization

In this section we introduce a mathematical tool, flow optimization, which
allows us to compute the optimal paths that flows should take through a
network. We first provide a brief introduction into mathematical optimization, which is the foundation of flow optimization. Then we will present
different flow optimization problems.

2.4. Flow Optimization
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Mathematical Optimization

Mathematical optimization is a sub-branch of applied mathematics, which
studies problems of the following kind [59]:
maximize 𝑔(𝑥) : 𝑥 ∈ Ω
𝑥

where 𝑔(·) is called objective function, 𝑥 is a vector of decision variables
and Ω is the feasible set. The goal is to find a solution vector 𝑥, which is
in the feasible set Ω and maximizes the objective function 𝑔(·). Typically,
Ω is described by a set of inequalities and a domain (e.g. an 𝑛-dimensional
vector of real numbers, R𝑛 ). Optimization problems are usually classified
depending on the type of 𝑔 and the structure of Ω.
Linear Programs (LPs) are the most simple type of optimization problems. An LP is an optimization problem in which the objective function is
linear and the feasible region is described by a set of linear inequalities.
An LP hence can be expressed in the following form:
maximize 𝑔(𝑥) =

∑︁

𝑐𝑗 𝑥𝑗

(2.1)

𝑗∈{1,...,𝑛}

subject to
∑︁

𝑎𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑗 ≤ 𝑏𝑖

∀𝑖 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑚)

(2.2)

∀𝑗 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑛).

(2.3)

𝑗∈{1,...,𝑛}

𝑥𝑗 ≥ 0

This linear program has 𝑚 constraints and 𝑛 decision variables, 𝑎, 𝑏 and
𝑐 are constants. We aim to find a feasible solution vector 𝑥 = (𝑥1 , ..., 𝑥𝑛 )T
which maximizes the objective function 𝑔(𝑥). LPs have been studied widely
since the 1950s, which has led to the development of efficient algorithms
to solve LPs. On standard PCs, LPs with thousands of decision variables
and constraints can be solved [124]. Many real world problems, such as
scheduling, production planning and flow optimization problems, can be
described as LPs. However, some real-world problems cannot be described
with continuous decision variables, but require binary or integer decision
variables. If all decision variables are constrained to be either 0 or 1, then
the problem is called Binary Integer Program (BIP). If all decision variables
are constrained to be integers, we call this problem an Integer Program
(IP). If some decision variables are limited to be integers and the others
are continuous variables, then the problem is called Mixed Integer Linear
Program (MILP). Due to the integrality constraints of some variables,
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Figure 2.9: Example graph. 𝑙 denotes the capacity of the edge, 𝑐 the cost
of sending one unit of flow. 𝑠 is source, 𝑡 is sink.
MILPs are usually harder to solve than LPs. While LPs are known to be
solvable with polynomial time algorithms, MILPs are classified as NP-hard
problems [78]. This means that most likely no algorithm can be found
that solves MILPs in polynomial time. Nevertheless, many algorithms (e.g.
Branch and Cut [59]) have been developed that are able to solve MILPs
efficiently.

2.4.2

Flow Optimization

A graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸) consists of a set of vertices 𝑉 and a set of edges 𝐸. Each
edge connects two vertices. In the example graph shown in Figure 2.9, 𝑉 =
{𝑠, 1, 2, 3, 4, 𝑡} and 𝐸 = {(𝑠, 1), (𝑠, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 𝑡), (4, 𝑡)}.
In literature, vertices are sometimes also called nodes and edges are also
occasionally named arcs or links. Graphs, or networks, have found a wide
application to model real world systems, as for example road networks
or data communication networks. Network elements such as routers and
switches are vertices and the connections between them are edges. Flow
optimization problems aim to optimize the flow of commodities or data
through a network. The most studied flow optimization problems are the
max-flow and the min-cost problem.
2.4.2.1

Max-Flow Problem

The aim of the max-flow problem is to find the maximum flow that can be
sent from a source node 𝑠 to a sink node 𝑡 while respecting the capacity
𝑙(𝑖,𝑗) of all edges (𝑖, 𝑗). The optimization problem can then be written as
the following LP:
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maximize 𝐹

∑︁
𝑗:(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝐸

∑︁

𝑓(𝑖,𝑗) −

𝑗:(𝑗,𝑖)∈𝐸

0 ≤ 𝑓(𝑖,𝑗) ≤ 𝑙(𝑖,𝑗)

𝑓(𝑗,𝑖) =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨𝐹

−𝐹

⎪
⎪
⎩0

if 𝑖 = 𝑠
if 𝑖 = 𝑡
otherwise

(2.4)

∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑉

(2.5)

∀(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸.

(2.6)

Equation 2.4 maximizes the flow 𝐹 . Equation 2.5 is the flow conservation constraint, which ensures that the sum of the incoming and the
outgoing flows is 0 for each node, unless the node is the source or the sink
node. In this case, the net-flow needs to be equal to 𝐹 or −𝐹 . Equation
2.6 states that the flow on an edge must be positive and cannot exceed
the capacity of the edge.
For our example graph, the maximum s-t flow is 3. The solution for
this problem instance is not unique. One potential solution is 𝑓(𝑠,1) = 2,
𝑓(𝑠,2) = 1, 𝑓(1,3) = 1, 𝑓(1,4) = 1, 𝑓(2,3) = 1, 𝑓(3,𝑡) = 2 and 𝑓(4,𝑡) = 1. Another
possible solution is 𝑓(𝑠,1) = 3, 𝑓(1,3) = 2, 𝑓(1,4) = 1, 𝑓(3,𝑡) = 2 and 𝑓(4,𝑡) = 1
(other flows are 0). The example also illustrates that it is not necessary to
send the whole flow via one path. It is possible to split a flow up, as for
example there are 3 incoming units of flow in node 1, which are split up
into two units and one unit towards node 3 and node 4 respectively. The
problem formulation above constitutes a linear program that can be solved
with any standard solution algorithm, such as the Simplex algorithm [59].
Alternatively, specialized algorithms with a lower computational worst-case
complexity than most LP solution algorithms can be used. For example,
the Ford–Fulkerson or Edmonds–Karp algorithms are widely used to solve
max-flow problems [32].
The problem above is sometimes also called 𝑠 − 𝑡 max-flow problem
to distinguish it from other maximum flow problems. Another prominent
example of a max-flow problem is the multi-commodity max-flow problem [32]. In this problem, there are multiple types of flows, each with a
distinct source and destination pair. The aim is then to maximize the
sum of all flow types (commodities). Another variant is the unsplittable
flow problem. Here an additional constraint is introduced, which forces
all outgoing flows of one node to be sent via one edge. Even though this
problem seems very similar to the original 𝑠-𝑡 max-flow problem, it is much
harder solve, as it requires the use of integrality constraints, which make
an LP formulation or the use of the aforementioned efficient algorithms
impossible.
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Min-Cost Flow Problem

The min-cost problem is similar to the max-flow problem. As the problem
name indicates the aim is to minimize the cost of sending a flow through
the network. In this problem, each edge has a capacity of 𝑙(𝑖,𝑗) and shipping
one unit of flow costs 𝑐(𝑖,𝑗) . The flow 𝐹 this time is given and the link flow
rates are computed by solving the following problem:
minimize

∑︁

𝑓(𝑖,𝑗) 𝑐(𝑖,𝑗)

(2.7)

(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝐸

subject to Equation 2.5 and 2.6. For the example graph in Figure 2.9, the
minimum cost flow for a flow of 𝐹 = 3 is: 𝑓(𝑠,1) = 2, 𝑓(𝑠,2) = 1, 𝑓(1,3) = 1,
𝑓(1,4) = 1, 𝑓(2,3) = 1, 𝑓(3,𝑡) = 2 and 𝑓(4,𝑡) = 1. Every 𝑠-𝑡 max-flow problem
can be converted into a min-cost flow problem by setting the costs to 0 and
by adding an 𝑠 − 𝑡 edge with negative cost to the network. Hence, solution
methods for the min-cost flow problem are also applicable to max-flow
problems. The shortest-path problem, i.e. the problem of finding the
shortest path between two nodes, is a special case of the min-cost flow
problem, in which 𝐹 = 1 and 𝑙(𝑖,𝑗) = 1 for all (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸.
2.4.2.3

Applications

Both the min-cost and the max-flow problem have found wide application
in data communication networks, for example to optimize the routing in
MPLS [147, 111] and in wireless mesh networks [33]. In addition, the
max-flow problem can also be used to solve other related problems. For
example, the max-flow problem can be used to solve the bipartite matching
problem, in which one aims to find the largest collection of edges in a
bipartite graph, such that no two edges share a node [59].
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Modeling the Channel Load in
IEEE 802.11 Networks
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter we investigate the relationship between the offered load
in an IEEE 802.11 WLAN, the throughput of individual stations and the
load of the wireless channel. We use the channel busy fraction, that is the
fraction of time that the channel is busy, as a measure of the channel load.
Understanding the relationship between the network and the channel load
is a key to develop effective mechanisms for admission control, channel
assignment and AP selection. Ideally, one would like to predict how the
load of the wireless channel changes with the offered load in the network.
Congested networks manifest themselves in high latency, jitter and packet
loss, which should be avoided in order to provide predictable performance.

3.1.1

Related Work

Analytical models of the IEEE 802.11 MAC have attracted the attention
of the research community for a long time. Bianchi’s seminal paper [46]
on the performance analysis of the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination
function for the first time presented a simple, but accurate model of the
IEEE 802.11 MAC layer. Bianchi’s model is based on Markov chains
and allows to predict the throughput of a single-cell, saturated IEEE
802.11 WLAN. Bianchi’s model was subsequently extended for example
to compute frame delays and the throughput on lossy links. For instance,
[54] uses Bianchi’s model to compute the channel access delay and jitter
in saturated IEEE 802.11 networks. Malone’s model [118] is an interesting
33
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extension of Bianchi’s model that allows to compute the throughput and
delay in IEEE 802.11 WLANs under non-saturation conditions. [177]
proposes a model for the IEEE 802.11e MAC layer, which allows several
transmission classes. [46], [54], [118] and [177] assume that collisions are
the only cause of frame errors and loss. In WLANs, frames can also get
corrupted if the signal strength is too low or other noise destroys the frame.
This modeling limitation was addressed for example in [184] and [58], where
frame losses due to bit-errors in saturated networks are considered. [67]
extends Malone’s model to incorporate the effects of noise related frame
loss and capturing.
The aforementioned models are generic analytical models with no
particular application in focus. [149] is a more specific application of
a Bianchi-type model. It aims to find high throughput paths in IEEE
802.11 mesh networks. To identify such paths [149] relates the achievable
throughput of a station with the load of the channel. The channel load
is expressed as channel busy fraction, that is the fraction of time the
channel is busy. The channel busy fraction is also used in [183], where an
analytical model is derived to predict packet loss, delay and jitter for the
IEEE 802.11 DCF. The authors observe that the channel busy fraction is
a good indicator for the collision probability. However, their model does
not allow to correlate the channel busy fraction with the traffic pattern
and the MAC layer configuration. [30] uses the channel busy fraction in a
rate-adaptation algorithm. The channel busy fraction helps to distinguish
between bit-error related losses and losses due to collisions. [154] uses the
channel busy fraction for admission control in wireless mesh networks.

3.1.2

Problem Statement and Contributions

The work reviewed above shows that the channel busy fraction is a good
metric to link real world measurements with analytical models. However,
current models do not allow to relate the channel busy fraction with key
parameters such as the network size, the MAC layer configuration and
the offered load. Such a model is desirable, as it allows to study the
network behavior and channel busy fraction from a theoretical perspective,
but also to apply this model in real systems which can measure some
input parameters, such as the channel busy fraction. In this chapter we
thus address this open research problem by extending Malone’s model for
IEEE 802.11 DCF under non-saturation conditions [118] to incorporate the
channel busy fraction. By using the new model we can study the channel
busy fraction as a function of different key parameters such a network size,
frame lengths and offered load.

3.2. Analytical Model of the IEEE 802.11 MAC
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The key contributions of this chapter are:
• An extension of Malone’s model to compute the channel busy
fraction for a given network size and load. The model allows to
predict the channel load in IEEE 802.11 non-saturated IEEE 802.11
WLANs.
• The validation of the model through measurements in a wireless
testbed. The measurements show a good correspondence with the
model prediction. Moreover, using multiple linear regression analysis
we show that a linear approximation of the model predictions is
possible.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we
first introduce Bianchi’s and Malone’s MAC models and extend them to
compute the channel busy faction. In Section 3.3 we validate the model
predictions through testbed measurements. Finally, we conclude this
chapter with Section 3.4.

3.2

Analytical Model of the IEEE 802.11 MAC

In this section we first review Bianchi’s model of the IEEE 802.11 DCF.
We then discuss Malone’s model for non-saturated networks, in which we
subsequently incorporate the channel busy fraction.

3.2.1

IEEE 802.11 DCF under Saturation Conditions

Bianchi’s seminal paper [46] presents an analytical model of the IEEE
802.11 DCF for a homogeneous network with 𝑛 stations under saturation
conditions. Saturated means that each station at any time has a packet
available in its transmission queue. Homogeneous refers to the requirement
that the MAC layer configuration of all stations is identical. The backoff
process is modeled as a Markov-chain with states (𝑖, 𝑘), where 𝑖 denotes
the backoff stage and can take values from 0 to 𝑚 . After each failed
transmission, 𝑖 is increased by 1. After a successful transmission 𝑖 is set
back to 0. The backoff window 𝑘 is initially chosen randomly and uniformly
from [0, 𝑊𝑖 − 1], where 𝑊𝑖 = 2𝑖 𝑊0 and 𝑊0 = 𝐶𝑊 𝑚𝑖𝑛. When the channel
is idle during a slot of length 𝜎, 𝑘 is decremented by 1. When 𝑘 reaches 0,
the station transmits.
Bianchi describes how to compute the steady-state probabilities 𝑏(𝑖, 𝑘)
of the Markov chain. In particularly interesting are the probabilities of
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the ready-to-send states (𝑖, 0), as they allow to compute the probability 𝜏
that a station transmits in a given slot:
𝜏=

𝑚
∑︁

𝑏(𝑖, 0).

(3.1)

𝑖=0

The probabilities 𝑏(𝑖, 0) are somewhat difficult to obtain, but taking
into account the transition probabilities in the Markov chain one can
show that 𝜏 can also be computed when only 𝑏(0, 0) and the packet loss
probability 𝑝 are known. The transmission probability then is calculated
as
𝑏(0, 0)
𝜏=
.
(3.2)
1−𝑝
What remains is to compute 𝑏(0, 0) and 𝑝. Again, by analyzing the
transition probabilities, one finds that 𝑏(0, 0) can be expressed as
𝑏(0, 0) =

2(1 − 2𝑝)(1 − 𝑝)
.
(1 − 2𝑝)(𝑊0 + 1) + 𝑝𝑊0 (1 − (2𝑝)𝑚 )

(3.3)

A collision occurs if more than one station transmit in a given slot. Hence
𝑝 is given by
𝑝 = 1 − (1 − 𝜏 )𝑛−1 .
(3.4)
Finally, equations 3.2 and 3.4 form a system of two equations, which can be
solved for 𝜏 and 𝑝. The system throughput 𝑆 is defined as the ratio of time
spent on payload transmissions and time spent by successful transmissions,
collisions or in an idle channel (see also Table 3.1). It can be written as
𝑆=

3.2.2

𝑃𝑠 𝑃𝑡𝑟 𝐸
.
(1 − 𝑃𝑡𝑟 )𝜎 + 𝑃𝑡𝑟 𝑃𝑠 𝑇𝑠 + 𝑃𝑡𝑟 (1 − 𝑃𝑠 )𝑇𝑐

(3.5)

IEEE 802.11 DCF under Non-Saturation Conditions

Malone et al. [75, 118] extended Bianchi’s model to also account for nonsaturated and heterogeneous networks. For simplicity, we only present
here how to apply the model to homogeneous networks. For details on the
model and an extensive discussion, the reader is referred to [118].
The key idea is to introduce additional states (0, 𝑘)𝑒 , which represent
the case where a node has transmitted a packet and no further packet is
waiting to be transmitted. The probability 𝑏(0, 0)𝑒 is of particular interest.
In the stage (0, 0)𝑒 a node has completed the counter decrement, but no
packet to transmit. The inverse of the steady-state probability of the state
(0, 0)𝑒 is
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Symbol
𝑃𝑠 =

𝑛𝜏 (1−𝜏 )𝑛−1
1−(1−𝜏 )𝑛

𝑃𝑡𝑟 = 1 − (1 − 𝜏 )𝑛

𝑇𝑠 = 𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓 𝑠 + 𝑇𝑝ℎ𝑦 + 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑐 + 𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 +
𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑓 𝑠 + 𝑇𝑝ℎ𝑦 + 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑘 + 2𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝

Description
Probability of a successful
transmission
Probability of a transmission
by any station

Time to successfully send a
packet

𝑇𝑐 = 𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓 𝑠 + 𝑇𝑝ℎ𝑦 + 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑐 + 𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 + Time spent on the collision of
a packet
𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 + 𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑓 𝑠 + 𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝐸 = 𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
𝑇𝑝ℎ𝑦 , 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑐 , 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑘 and 𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
𝜎
𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓 𝑠
𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑓 𝑠
𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝
𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑡

Time to send the payload (incl.
IP header)
Time to send the PLCP
preamble, the MAC header, an
ACK and the data payload
MAC layer slot time
DIFS duration
SIFS duration
Propagation time
ACK timeout duration

Table 3.1: Used symbols and description
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𝑞(𝑊0 + 1)
𝑞 2 𝑊0 (𝑊0 + 1)
𝑞 2 𝑊0
+
+
(
2(1 − (1 − 𝑞)𝑊0 )
2(1 − 𝑞) 1 − (1 − 𝑞)𝑊0
𝑝𝑞 2
𝑊0
+𝑝(1 − 𝑞) − 𝑞(1 − 𝑝)2 ) +
(
−
2(1 − 𝑞)(1 − 𝑝) 1 − (1 − 𝑞)𝑊0
1 − 𝑝 − 𝑝(2𝑝)𝑚−1
−(1 − 𝑝)2 )(2𝑊0
+ 1).
(3.6)
1 − 2𝑝

1/𝑏(0,0)𝑒 = (1 − 𝑞) +

In analogy to Equation 3.3 the transmission probability 𝜏 is
𝑞2
𝜏 = 𝑏(0,0)𝑒
1−𝑞

(︂

𝑊0
− (1 − 𝑝) .
(1 − 𝑝)(1 − (1 − 𝑞)𝑊0 )
)︂

(3.7)

𝑞 denotes the constant probability, that at least one packet arrives
within the expected duration of a state in the Markov chain. It is related
with the input rate and the traffic pattern. For a Poisson arrival pattern
and small buffers, 𝑞 can be approximated by 𝑞 = 1 − 𝑒−𝜆𝑇 , with 𝑇
being the expected duration of a state computed by the denominator
of Equation 3.5 and 𝜆 being the packet input rate (pkts/s). [118] also
provides a more precise definition of 𝑞, which does not utilize mean state
durations, but requires a complicated calculation of mean MAC delay.
Since simulation results show that the approximation is satisfactorily
precise, we subsequently use the approximation. By substituting 𝜏 in
Equation 3.4 with Equation 3.7 the collision probability 𝑝 is obtained.
Finally, Equation 3.5 gives the system throughput.

3.2.3

Modeling the Channel Busy Fraction

Based on Bianchi’s and Malone’s model we define the channel busy fraction.
A channel is busy either due to successful transmissions for a period of
𝑃𝑡𝑟 𝑃𝑠 𝑇𝑠 or due to collisions for a period of 𝑃𝑡𝑟 (1 − 𝑃𝑠 )𝑇𝑐 . We define the
channel busy fraction as the ratio of the busy periods and all channel states
(busy or idle), which can be expressed as
𝑐𝑏𝑓 =

𝑃𝑡𝑟 𝑃𝑠 𝑇𝑠 + 𝑃𝑡𝑟 (1 − 𝑃𝑠 )𝑇𝑐
.
(1 − 𝑃𝑡𝑟 )𝜎 + 𝑃𝑡𝑟 𝑃𝑠 𝑇𝑠 + 𝑃𝑡𝑟 (1 − 𝑃𝑠 )𝑇𝑐

(3.8)

A node senses both its own transmissions and other transmissions. If
all nodes are within the same sensing range, all sense the same channel
busy fraction. In contrast to [183], which approximates the channel busy
fraction by only counting successful transmissions as busy, Equation 3.8
also takes into account medium usage by collisions. By that, Equation 3.8
is more accurate, in particular for higher loaded networks.
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3.2.4
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Discussion

Next, we apply the model (parameters see Table 3.2) to study the channel
busy fraction in different settings. Figure 3.1 shows the aggregate throughput (primary y-axis) and the busy fraction (secondary y-axis) for 4, 8 and
12 nodes and 1400 byte UDP packets. In the rest of the chapter packet
sizes denote the UDP payload length (without UDP/IP header) and the
aggregate throughput is the sum of the UDP throughputs of all nodes. As
already known from [118], the peak performance is reached before saturation. Going beyond this point towards a saturated network will result
in more collisions, but not more throughput. Instead, the throughput
decreases, especially for larger networks.
While the channel busy fraction at which the peak performance is
achieved is relatively insensitive to the network size, the packet size plays a
more important role. Figure 3.2 displays the busy fraction which gives the
maximum throughput for 200, 500 and 1400 byte UDP packets. For 1400
byte packets the peak performance is reached at the channel busy fraction
of about 95%, almost irrespective of the network size. For 200 byte packets
the performance peak is already reached at 92% busy fraction. With
smaller packets the stations access the wireless channel more frequently
and thus have a higher chance of creating a collision. Due to the higher
collision probability and the increased overhead for sending small packets,
the overall throughput decreases when small packets are sent.

3.2.5

Limitations of the Model

The model is based on two assumptions: an error-free channel and perfect
carrier sensing. The first assumption implies that packets are only lost
due to collisions, not due to bit errors caused by channel noise. Following
the argumentation in [182], a crude approximation of the effect is possible
by introducing a new probability 𝑝𝑒 , which denotes that a data packet is
corrupted by bit errors. The probability of a successful transmission is
then given as the joint probability of exactly one transmission and no bit
error:
𝑛𝜏 (1 − 𝜏 )𝑛−1
𝑃𝑠 =
(1 − 𝑝𝑒 ).
(3.9)
1 − (1 − 𝜏 )𝑛
The second assumption is only valid if there are no hidden terminals.
A hidden terminal is a node that cannot sense an ongoing transmission
of another node and hence might start its own transmission and thereby
destroy the ongoing transmission. Hidden nodes are a well known problem
of CSMA/CA networks. However, it is unclear to what extent hidden
terminals can be found in practical network deployments. The use of
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Figure 3.1: Channel busy fraction and throughput as function of the
aggregate offered load. The highest throughput is achieved before the
network is saturated.
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Figure 3.2: Channel busy fraction which gives peak performance. Both
the network and packet size have relatively little impact.
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RTS/CTS, transmission power control and tuning of the carrier sensing
threshold can theoretically alleviate the problem. One explanation why
those mechanisms are not widely deployed is that hidden terminals do not
occur too frequently or their negative impact is low.
Considering hidden terminals requires a different, more complicated
class of analytical models, such as [137]. Therefore, we do not consider
hidden terminals in our model. In addition, even if the model predictions
get inaccurate by this design choice, the model can still be useful. For
example, one could apply the model and use information about a significant
difference between the model prediction and real measurements for example
as an indicator of hidden nodes.

3.3

Validation of the Model

In this section we validate the model by comparing the model predictions
to measurements obtained from a testbed.

3.3.1

Experimental Setup

WLAN cards that implement the IEEE 802.11k standard [22] allow extracting the channel busy fraction from the channel load report. In our
testbed we used cards with the wide-spread Atheros 5212 802.11a/b/g
chipset. Those cards do not support IEEE 802.11k, but the hardware
registers PROFCNT_RXCLR (0x80f4) and PROFCNT_CYCLE (0x80f8)
contain information about the number of timeslots that were sensed busy
due to the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) and the total number of
timeslots that have passed. The length of a timeslot depends on the card
clock and is approximately 2.5 × 10−8 seconds for Atheros 5212. Note, that
those timeslots are not related to the MAC layer timeslots of length 𝜎.
According to IEEE 802.11a [16] the CCA reports the channel idle
if the energy level is below a threshold (-82 dBm if a preamble was
detected, -62 dBm otherwise). We extended the driver to export the
content of the two registers to the /proc-filesystem. A userspace application reads the values every 500 ms. The channel busy fraction is
PROFCNT_RXCLR/PROFCNT_CYCLE. The model assumes that the
medium is also busy during periods of SIFS or DIFS. Since the CCA
detects those periods as idle we correct the measured PROFCNT_RXCLR
by a 𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑓 𝑠 and 𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓 𝑠 for each overheard or sent packet (using antenna
statistics from the athstats utility [10]). In contrast to IEEE 802.11k, the
NAV from RTS/CTS packets is not considered in the proprietary Atheros
interface for determining the channel busy fraction.
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Parameter
𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑓 𝑠
𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓 𝑠
Backoff slot time 𝜎
Data rate/Basic rate
ACK timeout 𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝐶𝑊 𝑚𝑖𝑛/𝑊𝑜
𝐶𝑊 𝑚𝑎𝑥
Max. number of retransmissions
Payload length (incl. UDP/IP header)
RTS/CTS

Value
16 × 10−6 sec.
34 × 10−6 sec.
9 × 10−6 sec.
6 Mbit/s
25 × 10−6 sec.
15
1023
5
1428 bytes
Disabled

Table 3.2: Parameters of the model and the experiments

We have validated the model with five Cambria GW2358-4 network
computers placed on a desk in a lab room. Each node is equipped with
three network cards. The nodes run Linux 2.6.22 and MadWifi 0.9.4. One
node acted as receiver, four nodes generated UDP traffic with mgen [11].
Since the backoff processes run independently on all cards, four nodes are
sufficient to emulate 12 senders. We sent UDP packets with 1400 bytes
payload according to a Poisson arrival process. In Figures 3.3 and 3.4 each
datapoint represents the average of a 4 minute testrun. Further settings
are listed in Table 3.2.

3.3.2

Channel Busy Fraction and Traffic Injection Rate

We now compare the predictions of the model with the measurements from
our testbed. Figure 3.3 depicts the channel busy fraction as a function of
the offered load. For aggregate offered loads smaller than 5 Mbit/s the
channel busy fraction grows roughly linearly with the offered load. In these
low loaded conditions the impact of collisions is low and the numerator
of Equation 3.8 is governed by 𝑃𝑡𝑟 𝑃𝑠 𝑇𝑠 , while 𝑃𝑡𝑟 (1 − 𝑃𝑠 )𝑇𝑐 is small.
After 5 Mbit/s the busy fraction increases faster than the offered load,
since collisions are more likely then. The model slightly underestimates
this disproportionate growth and the maximum achievable channel busy
fraction. As we will discuss below, this is because the model underestimates
the number of lost packets.
Next, Figure 3.4 shows the average number of transmissions as a
function of the busy fraction. We read the average number of packet
transmissions from the file /proc/net/madwifi/athX/ratestats_1600.
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In the model it is obtained using Equation 3.4 as input to the function
∑︀
𝑖−1 (1−𝑝)𝑖. We use 𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑝) to calculate the average number
𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑝):= 𝑚+1
𝑖=1 𝑝
of transmissions for a packet and compare it with the value from the /procfile. As in [46], we assume the collision probability 𝑝 to be the same for
each of the at maximum 𝑚 transmission attempts and that the attempts
are independent of each other.
As mentioned above, for lightly loaded networks the average number
of transmissions is close to one. Only when the load and thus the busy
fraction increases, the average number of transmissions rises sharply at a
busy fraction of about 90%. The model underestimates the average number
of collisions and is more accurate for small networks (4 nodes). While in
the model the transmission number is insensitive to the network size, in
the experiments there is a difference between small and large networks.
Despite great efforts, we were not able to find the cause why the
quantitative predictions of the model are inaccurate in the transition from
a non-saturated to a saturated network. We assume one or a combination
of the following reasons: queuing effects, traffic generation and a nonstandard backoff process. The modeled relation between 𝑞 and 𝜆 is an
approximation for very short queues. In the experiment we used a small
hardware buffer (5 frames) to reduce effects caused by variations in the time
from packet generation until delivery to the hardware. Using simulations,
[74] has shown that the buffering process has a significant impact on the
throughput and collisions. Also, due to randomly occurring interrupts the
arrival process of packets at the hardware is not exactly the Poisson one
(although generated in Poisson manner with mgen [11]). Finally, according
to [47], many IEEE 802.11 cards do not back-off according to the IEEE
802.11 standard on which the model is based.
Nevertheless, the model is sufficiently precise to provide useful qualitative predictions. For low loaded networks, also the quantitative predictions
are accurate. Although the characterization of the transition into the
saturation state is an interesting theoretical problem, real networks should
by operated under non-saturation conditions anyhow. In this situation,
the model matches the testbed measurements quite well.

3.3.3

Linear Model of the Channel Busy Fraction

The model and the experimental data in large parts show linear relationships between the offered load, the number of senders and the channel busy
fraction. The question arises, if it is possible to find a simple, linear model
that produces accurate predictions of the more complicated Markov model
described above or the experimental data. To investigate this question we
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Figure 3.3: Channel busy fraction and traffic offered load. The channel busy
fraction grows almost linearly with the offered load until the network gets
saturated. Then channel busy fraction grows faster due to the increasing
collision probability.
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fitted a Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) model to the data. A MLR
model in general has the form
𝑦 =𝛼+

∑︁

𝛽𝑘 𝑥𝑘 + 𝜖,

(3.10)

𝑘

where 𝑦 is the dependent variable and 𝑥1 ...𝑥𝑘 denote explanatory variables.
The parameters to be estimated are the coefficients 𝛽1 ...𝛽𝑘 and the intercept
𝛼. With 𝜖 we denote an error term. Our explanatory variables are the
offered load and the number of senders. Our dependent variable 𝑦 is the
channel busy fraction. We used the R programming language [139] to
estimate the parameters and to analyze the goodness-of-fit of the model.
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show the parameters estimations, their standard
errors and t and p values of the linear model predictions. The parameter
estimations explain how much each explanatory variable contributes to
the dependent variable. The t value is computed as the estimate divided
by the standard error. The p-value, in the last column of the table, allows
us to determine which of the explanatory variables in the MLR model
are statistically significant. The p value is the probability of rejecting
the null hypothesis (H0) when that hypothesis is true. In our case the
null hypothesis is 𝛽𝑘 = 0. Typically, significance levels of 0.05 are used
when computing the p value. This means, if the p value of a explanatory
variable is smaller than 0.05, then the variable is statistically significant
and should therefore be included in the model. As can be observed from
the tables, both variables are statistically significant in the Markov model
data, while in the experimental data only the offered load is significant.
For the Markov model data we in addition tested and confirmed the frame
size as a significant variable (not shown in the table). For both data sets
the R2 statistic is close to one, which indicates a close agreement of the
model predictions and the data sets.
The analysis shows that a simple linear model, that only takes into
account the offered load, can compute a relatively good approximation
of the channel busy fraction. This is also in line with the observations
presented in [66], which show a linear relationship between the offered load
and the throughput.

3.4

Conclusions

In this chapter we have explored the channel busy fraction by an analytical
model and by testbed experiments. We have shown that our model predicts
the testbed results qualitatively and quantitatively reasonable well in lightly
loaded networks. In networks with higher load the model provides correct
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Intercept
Offered Load
Number of Senders

Estimate
0.1449
0.1416
0.0011

Std. Error
0.0082
0.0015
0.0004

t value
17.582
93.778
2.499

Pr(>t)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0128

Table 3.3: Summary of the linear regression for the Markov model data.
R2 = 0.94.

Intercept
Offered Load
Number of Senders

Estimate
0.0518
0.1637
0.0008

Std. Error
0.0176
0.0032
0.0011

t value
2.94
50.89
0.73

Pr(>t)
0.0043
0.0000
0.4685

Table 3.4: Summary of the linear regression for the experimental data.
R2 = 0.97.
qualitative predictions. We further showed that for lightly loaded networks
the channel busy fraction can be approximated well with a simple linear
model. We will leverage this insight in the following chapters to build
(mixed) linear optimization models for IEEE 802.11 networks, which will
use the channel busy fraction as a key component.

Chapter

4

Optimization of Associations in
WLANs Considering Handover
Costs
4.1

Introduction

Many commercial WLANs are deployed with a considerable overlap
between the coverage areas of adjacent APs. Consequently, users can often
choose which AP to connect to. For example, Figure 4.1 shows the results
of a site-survey on the Karlstad University campus, which was made using
the Cisco Prime Network Control System software [2]. With IEEE 802.11g
and a PHY rate of 24 Mbit/s, roughly 55% of the users in the coverage
area can choose from only one AP. However, at 45% of the locations, users
can choose between 2, 3 or even 4 APs. With 12 Mbit/s even more choices
are possible, as this Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) requires a
lower signal strength for successful decoding.
In current systems, end users select an AP to associate with typically
using the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). This leads to unequal
resource usage and poor performance. Recently, especially in enterprise
WLAN deployments, centralized management schemes have become more
and more interesting as they allow to exercise more control on the STA/AP
associations. However, finding the best AP for a user station (STA) is nontrivial, as it depends on many factors such as signal strength, interference
and the load of the AP. Furthermore, the best AP for a STA might change
over time, for example due to mobility or time-variant interference of other
users.
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Figure 4.1: Likelihood of being in coverage range from several APs of the
Karlstad University Campus WLAN. More than 45% of the stations can
choose between two and more APs to connect to at 24 PHY rate.
Finding the best STA/AP selection has been studied extensively [110,
42, 186, 49, 115, 29]. However, those optimization models do not consider
the cost of reconfiguring the network: If a STA needs to handover from
one AP to another, the user might experience a temporary disruption
of service during the handover. In addition, signaling messages need to
be exchanged and create overhead. In networks with high dynamicity,
reoptimizing the network at every change might lead to high costs through
network reconfiguration and to low long term user download rates. Recent
measurements have shown that in particular public WLAN hotspots exhibit
a high dynamicity due to short user inter-arrival times and session durations
[80]. User mobility, which is increasing due to the popularity of small
WLAN devices such as smart phones and tablets, is another cause of
changes in the network.
In Figure 4.2 we illustrate the problem of too frequent reconfiguration
with a simple example. A user moves inside an area that is covered by
three access points AP1, AP2 and AP3. The user would like to download
data from the Internet with the highest possible speed. The signal strength
and hence the feasible download rate decreases with the distance from the
AP. A common optimization strategy (“Scheme A”) is to handover to a
new AP, as soon as the new AP offers a better signal strength than the
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Figure 4.2: Example of a user walking in a hotspot area with coverage
from AP1-3. The user can either perform a handover as soon as a better
AP is available (“Scheme A”) or after the connection breaks (“Scheme B”).

current AP. Sometimes, a hysteresis is introduced into this strategy by
only performing a handover if the signal strength of the new AP is 𝑥 dB
higher.
In our example and using “Scheme A”, AP1 is used until the user
reaches the 54 Mbit/s zone of AP2. From then, AP2 is used until it reaches
the 54 Mbit/s zone of AP3, where the next handover is executed. However,
this strategy can result in overall low performance, if switching from one
AP to another AP generates some cost, e.g. due to service interruption,
because the WLAN client needs to authenticate itself to the network, the
channel needs to be switched or TCP sessions have a timeout and need
to start in the slow-start phase again. This can take several seconds in
standard WLANs [120] and should be optimized (see Chapter 8). If the
user walks fast, the station might be out of the 54 Mbit/s zone of AP2
before the handover is completed and the download can be resumed again.
Under such circumstances it could be better to not use AP2 at all.
Instead, a make-after-break strategy (“Scheme B”) could be better. With
this strategy, a handover is only initiated if the station moves out of the
coverage area of its current AP. Thereby the number of handovers can be
reduced and the overall throughput may increase.
This example demonstrates that the optimal handover policy (when
to handover to which AP) depends on many factors, such as the service
disruption duration, the network topology, the distance and throughput
between APs and STAs and the connection opportunities. Clearly, one
difficulty of finding the optimal handover policy is that the best decision
in the present depends on the unknown future state of the network (e.g.
which AP is in reach at what time).
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Related Work

Optimizing STA/AP associations has been investigated in a number of
works. For example, [49] attempts to characterize the capacity region of
multi-channel WLANs under different association policies. The authors
conclude that the PHY rate and the load dependent throughput must be
considered to achieve high performance. A general framework to study
the impact of STA/AP associations while considering the IEEE 802.11e
MAC layer and multi-rate networks is presented in [158]. The framework
is applied to evaluate a cell-breathing method in WLANs and allows to
use different utility functions, for example to maximize fairness or to
minimize delay. The framework does not incorporate the dynamics of
mobile users and the costs of handovers. [186] presents a user-centric
framework to select an AP and its operational channel. STAs exchange
information with APs, which then periodically compute the optimal channel
and associations. The authors remark that too frequent reoptimziation
results in frequent reassociation which influences the user experience due
to the hard breakdown in the reassociation process. However, [186] does
not aim to derive how often to reoptimize. In their simulations they
reoptimize every 600s, which seems to be very long in dynamic networks.
[43] proposes a constant-factor approximation scheme for max-min fair
bandwidth allocation in WLANs. For the online optimization of networks
with STAs joining and leaving the authors adopt a Hysteresis approach.
[42] applies an approach in which a reoptimization is only performed when a
time or a load threshold is exceeded. [110] proposes an NP-hard, non-linear
optimization problem and a heuristic solution algorithm for computing
proportional fair AP association in multi-rate WLANs. [38] presents a
MILP formulation of the STA/AP association problem and implements an
optimization system adapting cell-breathing concepts known from cellular
networks. [144] proposes a multi-objective optimization problem that
tries to avoid unnecessary handovers. However, none of the approaches
considers the costs of handovers in their optimization models. [172], [173],
[31], [103] and [127] propose systems for controlling STA/AP associations
using simple heuristics.
Besides deciding when to handover to which AP, optimizing the actual
handover procedure has been the focus of several works and technical
standards (see also Chapter 8). For example, [122] investigates how to
optimize the scanning procedure for new APs. In Chapter 2 we have
already surveyed several IEEE standards related to handover management.
In particular IEEE 802.11r [21], 802.21[25] and 802.11h [18] are relevant for
the practical implementation of STA/AP selection schemes and handovers.
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Problem Statement and Contributions

The literature review shows that a key question to solve for the practical
application of STA/AP association optimization algorithms is when and
how often to invoke the optimization and then reconfigure the network.
This question has not been adequately addressed in previous works such
as [49, 186, 110, 43, 38]. In this chapter we therefore aim to answer this
question with the following key contributions:
• Formulation of an optimization model to derive the optimal
association strategy for STAs. The system consists of a collection of APs and STAs. The system state is described by service
requests, link capacities and link interference conditions. We start by
formulating a Mixed Integer Linear model, which allows to maximize
the throughput of users for a given network state (later referred to
as “Static network model”). Based on this static network model
we discuss three simple and commonly found myopic optimization
schemes (variants of [103] and [42]). By myopic we mean that the
schemes do not consider costs of future handovers and only try to
optimize the present network state. The first algorithm reoptimizes
the network at every state change. The second scheme additionally
allows to restrict the number of handovers at each reoptimization
step. The third algorithm implements a classical hysteresis scheme,
where a reoptimization is only applied if the throughput is improved
by a configurable amount.
• Development of a dynamic model that assumes that the future
network state is known: By violating the non-anticipativity constraint
(i.e. using future state information), too frequent handovers, or
handovers to APs that will soon be used by other STAs can be
avoided. In a practical setting, it is of course not possible to know
the future network state exactly, as the state depends on random
user activity. However, in simulations, where the user activity is
determined a-priory, the model provides an upper bound on the
solution quality of the three simple schemes that do not require exact
information about the future. With extensive numerical simulations
we show that with respect to the upper bound the simple schemes
perform reasonably well if there is little dynamicity in the network.
However, if the network state changes often, e.g. due to user mobility,
the schemes all exhibit low performance.
• Use of network state predictions to improve performance: We
show that the use of a simple interpolation from the present network
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state already greatly improves the performance compared to the
above mentioned schemes when combined with our optimization
model. Our optimization model thus provides valuable insights for
the design of centralized WLAN management systems. The aim of
this chapter is not to show how such estimates of the future can be
obtained (for example by using mobility predication), but to show
that even if those predictions are inaccurate they can help to improve
performance.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.2 we model
the problem of finding optimal associations and download rates in a static
network setting. In Section 4.3 we extend this model to incorporate
temporal network state changes, such as re-associations induced by user
mobility. In Section 4.4 we discuss in detail the impact of disregarding
handover costs in the optimization model. Section 4.5 uses the insights
of Section 4.4 to devise a new sliding window based optimization model.
Finally, we conclude the chapter with Section 4.6.

4.2

Static Network Model

In this section we develop an optimization model of a wireless access
network, which considers the network state at a given point of time, but
not the dynamicity of changes. In Section 4.3 we extend this model to a
dynamic model to incorporate changes over time.

4.2.1

System Model and Notation

In our model (the notation is summarized in Table 4.1), the network
consists of STAs and APs, which are connected to the Internet. We model
the network as a directed graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸). The set of nodes 𝑉 is the union of
the set of user stations 𝑈 , the set of APs 𝐴 and a node 𝑡, representing the
Internet. The set of edges 𝐸 includes one element for each communication
link between nodes in 𝑉 . Each edge (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸 is associated with a nonnegative value 𝑝(𝑖,𝑗) ≥ 0 representing the bit rate of the link. We assume,
that for the wired links between APs and the Internet node 𝑡 the bit rate
is determined by the access technology (e.g. Ethernet).
For the wireless links, a node can choose a PHY-layer bit rate from a set
of bit rates. Each bit rate 𝑝 corresponds to a modulation and coding scheme,
for which a minimum Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) of 𝛾𝑝
is required. Given a wireless link (𝑖, 𝑗), a transmitter 𝑖 then chooses the
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Symbol

Description

Type

𝑈
𝐴
𝐼
𝑇
(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝑡
𝑝(𝑖,𝑗)
𝑞𝑢 (𝑡)

Set of user devices (stations)
Set of APs
Set of interfering links
Set of time slots
Link between node 𝑖 and 𝑗
Fictitious Internet node
PHY rate on link (𝑖, 𝑗)
Usage indicator, 1 if a STA 𝑢
requests a download in slot 𝑡
Handover cost
Flow rate on link (𝑖, 𝑗)
generated by user 𝑢
Binary selection variable if
link (𝑖, 𝑗) is used by user 𝑢
Objective function

Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

𝐷
𝑢
𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)
𝑥𝑢(𝑖,𝑗)
Γ

Parameter
Continuous variable
Binary variable

Table 4.1: Important notation used in this chapter
highest bit rate 𝑝 for which the following inequality holds:
𝑃𝑖 𝐺(𝑖,𝑗)
≥ 𝛾𝑝
𝑁 + 𝑃𝑘 𝐺(𝑘,𝑗)

∀((𝑖, 𝑗), (𝑘, 𝑙)) ∈ 𝐼,

(4.1)

where 𝑃𝑖 denotes the transmission power of node 𝑖, 𝐺(𝑖,𝑗) is the channel
gain ratio on link (𝑖, 𝑗), 𝑁 is the thermal noise and 𝐼 is the set of links
that cannot be active at the same time. In other words, 𝐼 describes the
collision domains [104, 60] of the network.
In the case of the IEEE 802.11 standard, the collision domain is determined implicitly by carrier sensing. Each node 𝑖 has a carrier sensing
threshold 𝛿𝑖 . If the received signal strength is above the sensing threshold,
the node backs off and does not transmit. In order to ensure error free
reception on a given link (𝑖, 𝑗), the following inequality must hold:
𝑃𝑖 𝐺𝑖𝑘 ≥ 𝛿𝑘

∀((𝑖, 𝑗), (𝑘, 𝑙)) ∈ 𝐼.

(4.2)

If a link (𝑘, 𝑙) is in the collision domain of link (𝑖, 𝑗), the carrier sensing
threshold of node 𝑘 must be low enough to detect a transmission on link
(𝑖, 𝑗). This ensures that there are no hidden nodes, i.e. nodes that cannot
hear transmission which they could interfere with. Clearly, one would like
to choose the highest possible bit rate 𝑝 (to maximize throughput) and
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the lowest possible carrier sensing threshold 𝛿 (to increase spatial reuse).
From a practical point of view, changing 𝛿 is not possible on most wireless
cards. Hence, we assume that 𝛿 is fixed and the bit rate 𝑝 is set so that
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 are full-filled for all links.
We remark that collision domains represent a relaxed resource sharing
condition, as the collision domain model requires all links of a collision
domain to be inactive. A more refined modeling of the resource sharing
condition can be obtained through the clique model [161]. However, this
model requires to compute maximal independent sets, which is an NP-hard
problem. Moreover, the collision domain model has been shown to be
reasonably accurate [97] and is thus widely used (e.g. [104], [171], [92],
[157]).

4.2.2

Variables

Our model aims to compute 1.) which STA should use which AP and
2.) at what rate a STA can download from the Internet via the chosen
AP. Therefore, we introduce a binary variable 𝑥 ∈ {0, 1} that models the
connection between a STA and an AP as follows:
{︃

𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) =

1 if STA 𝑢 is connected to AP 𝑎
0 otherwise.

(4.3)

Furthermore, we denote the download rate that STA 𝑢 uses when
𝑢
retrieving data from the Internet via AP 𝑎 as 𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)
∈ R+ . With download
rate we refer to the rate that a user can download data with (not considering
protocol overheads) and not the PHY rate. In practice, such download
rates can be enforced by rate shaping at the APs and routers and/or
adapting MAC layer parameters [101].

4.2.3

Model Constraints

The network is described with the following set of integer-linear constraints:
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𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) ≤ 1

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈

(4.4)

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴

(4.5)

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴

(4.6)

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴

(4.7)

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴

(4.8)

𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) ∈ {0, 1}

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴

(4.9)

𝑢
𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)
≥0

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴.

(4.10)

𝑎∈𝐴
𝑢
𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)

∑︁

≤ 𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) 𝑀

𝑢
𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)
≤ 𝑝(𝑡,𝑎)

𝑢∈𝑈
𝑢
𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)
=
𝑢
𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)

𝑝(𝑎,𝑢)

𝑢
𝑓(𝑡,𝑎)

∑︁

𝑢
𝑓(𝑎
′ ,𝑢′ )

((𝑎,𝑢),(𝑎′ ,𝑢′ ))∈𝐼

𝑝(𝑎′ ,𝑢′ )

+

≤𝜂

Equation 4.4 ensures that a STA is connected to at maximum one
AP. Equation 4.5 ensures that a station can only download when it is
connected. 𝑀 is a large number (greater than the download rate of any
STA). Equation 4.6 makes sure that all STAs connected to an AP cannot
download more than the connection of the AP to the Internet allows. With
Equation 4.7 we ensure that all flow coming from the Internet node 𝑡 is
forwarded to the user 𝑢. Equation 4.8 states that the normalized data rate
of a link and the links in its collision domain cannot exceed 𝜂 and thereby
guarantees schedulable rates. 𝜂 models the efficiency of the MAC layer
protocol and typically is smaller than or equal to 1 (we use 𝜂 = 1 in the
remainder of this chapter). Equations 4.9 and 4.10 specify the domain of
the decision variables.
Constraint 4.8 is based on the assumption that contending links can
share resources arbitrarily, for example by time-division. It further assumes
that the efficiency of the channel access is independent of the traffic in the
network. [104] shows how to find a schedule of finite length for arbitrary
legal flow rates in TDMA networks under such assumptions. Most WLANs
however adopt the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer, which uses random access.
Unfortunately, computing 𝜂 and the achievable throughput for IEEE
802.11 requires lengthy computations, for which no closed-form solution is
available [75]. In particular, when the network load is close to the capacity
of the network, there are many collisions, which requires a complicated
model. However, as we have argued in Chapter 3, for a lower network
load a linear approximation of the achievable rates is possible. Hence,
constraint 4.8 is also a suitable approximation for IEEE 802.11 networks.
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Solving the Model

We aim to maximize the download rate of each STA. We hence are confronted with a multi-objective optimization problem, in which the rates of
the STAs are the objectives. A standard method for solving such problem
is to construct a single Aggregate Objective Function (AOF) and maximize
this function [119]. The AOF has great impact on fairness and the efficiency
of the resource allocation. The often used weighted max-sum AOF might
lead to unfair resource allocation and starvation of individual users. In
order to enforce fairness, we define the following AOF:
maximize 𝛼 + 𝜅

∑︁ ∑︁

𝑢
𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)
,

(4.11)

𝑢∈𝑈 𝑎∈𝐴

where 𝜅 is a fairness parameter and 𝛼 is a continuous variable described
through the following additional constraint:
−

∑︁

𝑢
𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)
+𝛼≤0

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈.

(4.12)

𝑎∈𝐴

Equation 4.12 states that each STA must receive at least a rate of 𝛼. When
𝜅 is set to 0, the minimum download rate is maximized. However, by the
definition of Equation 4.11, it might occur that some download rates are not
maximized beyond 𝛼, even if they could be increased without decreasing
𝛼. By increasing 𝜅, more focus is put on overall network performance
and less on fairness. Hence, 𝛼 might be lower then. In the rest of the
chapter we set 𝜅 = 10−8 to enforce a high level of fairness and to make
sure that download rates are maximized beyond 𝛼. A smaller 𝑘 could lead
to numerical instabilities in the solving process and floating point rounding
errors, while a larger one could reduce fairness.
Equations 4.4-4.12 constitute a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP)
which can be solved with MILP solvers such as CPLEX [6]. We have
implemented the model in CPLEX and seen that even for a relatively
large network (13 APs and 40 STAs) the problem can be solved within
reasonable time on a normal PC (2.26 GHz Intel Core2 Duo, 4 GB RAM).
The model results will be analyzed in Chapter 4.4.2, but before we will
extend it to a dynamic model in the next section.

4.3

Dynamic Network Model

We proceed by extending the static network model to a dynamic model.
The main difference between the static and the dynamic model is that the
dynamic model incorporates a temporal view on the network. For example,
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the dynamic model considers when a STA joins the network, how the link
speed changes over time and when the STA leaves the network again.

4.3.1

Parameters and Variables

We assume that the time of interest is divided into slots of arbitrary, but
equal length. Changes in the model parameters and variables only occur
at the boundary between two slots. The set of slots is denoted with 𝑇 .
Given a slot 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 , 𝑡 + 1 refers to the slot following 𝑡.
Typically, WLAN hotspot users do not want to download data continuously. Users instead download e.g. a website and wait a while before
issuing a new request. This user activity is modeled with a parameter 𝑢:

{︃

𝑞𝑢 (𝑡) =

if STA 𝑠 would like to download in slot 𝑡
otherwise.

1
0

(4.13)

Furthermore, the parameters 𝑝 and 𝐼 are now time dependent. We
write 𝑝(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) to describe the PHY rate on link (𝑎, 𝑢) in slot 𝑡. Similarly,
𝐼(𝑡) now specifies the set of interfering links in slot 𝑡.
When a station connects to an AP, it cannot download data immediately.
First, control messages for authentication, encryption key negotiation and
address assignment need to be exchanged (see Sections 2.1.4 and 4.1).
Consequently, we distinguish between the two states “connecting” and
“connected”. The corresponding binary variables 𝑥
^ and 𝑥 are hence given
as:
{︃

𝑥
^𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡)

=

1 if STA 𝑢 is connecting to AP 𝑎 in slot 𝑡
0 otherwise

(4.14)

and
{︃

𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) =

1 if STA 𝑢 is connected to AP 𝑎 in slot 𝑡
0 otherwise.

(4.15)

A STA 𝑢 can only download data when it is in the connected state. A
STA can only enter the connected state after it has been in the connecting
(𝑢)
(𝑢)
state for 𝐷𝑎 time slots. In other words, 𝐷𝑎 models the service interruption duration (in time slots) when a STA 𝑢 performs a handover to AP
𝑎.
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Model Constraints

At slot 𝑡, a STA 𝑢 is connected to AP 𝑎, if and only if it has been connecting
(𝑢)
to AP 𝑎 in 𝐷𝑎 slots before 𝑡, i.e.

𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) = 1 ⇐⇒ 𝑥
^𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡′ ) = 1 ∀𝑡′ ∈ {𝑡 − 𝐷𝑎(𝑢) − 1, ..., 𝑡}, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 ∖{0, ..., 𝐷𝑎(𝑢) }.
(4.16)

As a STA cannot be in connected state of one AP and connecting state
of an other AP simultaneously, we enforce that the connection state also
implies the connecting state. We will address this technical limitation
of IEEE 802.11 in Chapter 8, but for the rest of the chapter we assume
standard IEEE 802.11 operations. Equation 4.16 is not a linear constraint.
Therefore, we reformulate Equation 4.16 by replacing the equivalence
operator with two logical implications and the set expressions with sums:

∑︁

𝑥
^𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡 − 𝑑) = 𝐷𝑎(𝑢) =⇒ 𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) = 1
(𝑠)

𝑑∈{0...𝐷𝑎 }

∧
∑︁

𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) = 1 =⇒

𝑥
^𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡 − 𝑑) = 𝐷𝑎(𝑢) .

(4.17)

(𝑢)
𝑑∈{0...𝐷𝑎 }

By using Boolean logic we can reformulate Equation 4.17 to:

∑︁

𝑥
^𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡 − 𝑑) ≥ 𝐷𝑎(𝑢) ∨ 𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) < 1
(𝑢)

𝑑∈{0...𝐷𝑎 }

∧
∑︁
(𝑢)
𝑑∈{0...𝐷𝑎 }

𝑥
^𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡

− 𝑑) < 𝐷𝑎(𝑢) ∨ 𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) ≥ 1.

(4.18)
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We add the two binary variables 𝑦 and 𝑧 and rewrite Equation 4.18 as:
∑︁

𝑥
^𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡 − 𝑑) ≥ 𝐷𝑎(𝑢) (1 − 𝑦(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡))

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(𝑢)
𝑑∈{0...𝐷𝑎 }

(4.19)
𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡)

≤ 1 − 𝑦(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡)

∑︁

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇
(4.20)

𝑥
^𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡 − 𝑑) ≤ 𝐷𝑎(𝑢) (1 + 𝑧(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡)) + 𝜖 ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇
(𝑢)

𝑑∈{0...𝐷𝑎 }

(4.21)
𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑠) (𝑡) ≥ 𝑧(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡)

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇
(4.22)

𝑦(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡), 𝑧(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) ∈ {0, 1}

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇.
(4.23)

The variables 𝑦 and 𝑧 ensure that at least one of the conditions in each
OR statement of Equation 4.18 is fulfilled. 𝜖 is a small number, 1/𝑀 in our
case. The AND condition is modeled implicitly, as a feasible solution needs
to fulfill all constraints. Reformulating Equations 4.4 - 4.10 to take into
account changes over time and the state of a STA results in the following
set of constraints:
∑︁

𝑢
𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)
(𝑡) ≤ 𝑝(𝑡,𝑎)

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(4.24)

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(4.25)

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(4.26)

𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) ≤ 1

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(4.27)

𝑥
^𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) ≤ 1

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(4.28)

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(4.29)

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇

(4.30)

∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇.

(4.31)

𝑢∈𝑈
𝑢
𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)
(𝑡)

𝑢
𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)
(𝑡)

𝑝(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡)
∑︁

≤ 𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡)𝑀

∑︁

𝑢
𝑓(𝑎
′ ,𝑢′ ) (𝑡)

((𝑎,𝑢),(𝑎′ ,𝑢′ ))∈𝐼(𝑡)

𝑝(𝑎′ ,𝑢′ ) (𝑡)

+

≤𝜂

𝑎∈𝐴

∑︁

𝑎∈𝐴
𝑥
^𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) ≤ 𝑞𝑢 (𝑡)
𝑥
^𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) ∈ {0, 1}, 𝑥𝑢(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡)
𝑢
𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)
(𝑡) ≥ 0

∈ {0, 1}

Equation 4.24 ensures that the capacity of the Internet link is not
exceeded. Equation 4.25 ensures that only connected STAs can download.
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Equation 4.26 is the capacity constraint of the wireless channel. Equations
4.27 and 4.28 state that a STA can only be associated and connected to at
maximum one AP in each slot. Furthermore, a STA can only attempt to
connect to an AP, if the user is requesting a service (Equation 4.29). Finally,
Equations 4.30 and 4.31 describe the domain of the decision variables.

4.3.3

Objective Function

As we are interested in data downloads, the instantaneous download rate
of a STA is not so important. Instead, the average rate that a STA
can achieve during the time it requests the service should be maximized.
Therefore, we specify the following objective function Γ(𝑢) for each STA 𝑢:
∑︀

Γ(𝑢) =

𝑡∈𝑇

∑︀

∑︀

𝑢
𝑎∈𝐴 𝑓(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡)

𝑡∈𝑇

𝑞𝑢 (𝑡)

.

(4.32)

Since we would like to maximize Γ(𝑢) for each 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 , we again face
a multi-objective optimization problem, which we solve by maximizing a
simple aggregate objective function:
maximize 𝛼 + 𝜅

∑︁

Γ(𝑢),

(4.33)

𝑢∈𝑈

where 𝜅 is a fairness parameter and 𝛼 is a continuous variable described
through the following additional constraint:
− Γ(𝑢) + 𝛼 ≤ 0

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈.

(4.34)

Equation 4.19-4.31 and 4.34 are now constraints to a standard MILP
with Equation 4.33 as objective function. By solving this MILP we can
compute the optimal download rates and handover patterns in each time
slot, given we know the PHY rates, collision domains and service requests
for the whole system run-time.

4.4

Static Optimization

As the optimization models and goals of [49, 186, 110, 43, 38] differ considerable, our goal is here not to compare those approaches directly. We will
instead describe three approaches of when to invoke the optimization and
reconfigure the network. We apply our static model with those approaches
and compare the performance to the upper bound provided by the dynamic
model (which assumes perfect knowledge of the future).
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4.4.1
4.4.1.1
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Reconfiguration Strategies
Greedy

The Greedy scheme computes the solution to the static model in every time
slot. It does not consider the current state of a STA (connected or not). It
greedily tries to optimize the network configuration in the present state,
not considering any implications on the future performance of the network.
If the computed optimal network configuration differs from the current
configuration, the required changes to implement the optimal configuration
are applied accordingly. This invocation strategy is for example proposed
in [103].
In the example network depicted in Figure 4.2, the Greedy scheme
produces the same results as “Scheme A”. No interference from other STAs
is present and therefore according to the Greedy scheme it is best to
download from the AP with the highest PHY rate.
4.4.1.2

k-Handover

The k-Handover scheme extends the Greedy scheme by adding an additional constraint that specifies that at maximum 𝑘 handovers can be
performed during one slot. As handovers cause service disruption, it might
be beneficial to limit the number of handovers.
4.4.1.3

Hysteresis

The Hysteresis scheme aims to avoid flapping of configurations and reconfigurations that might only yield minor improvements. In this scheme,
for every slot the solution quality of the current network configuration 𝛼
^
*
(without changing associations) and the optimal solution 𝛼 are computed.
The optimal solution is then applied if 𝛼* > 𝛼
^ /𝑓 . Typically, 𝑓 is chosen in
the interval ]0...1]. A value close to 0 requires a large improvement over the
current solution in order to be applied. This might lead to a small number
of handovers, but might operate the network in a suboptimal configuration.
In contrast, a value close to 1 might cause a larger number of handovers.
A variant of this invocation strategy is for example used in [42].
In the example network of Figure 4.2, if the user starts walking from
the 18 Mbit/s zone of AP1 to the intersection of the 6 Mbit/s zone of AP1
and the 18 Mbit/s zone of AP2, the solutions are 𝛼* = 18 and 𝛼
^ = 6. For
𝑓 < 1/3, a handover to AP2 would be triggered.
In most real implementations the hysteresis is computed based on RSSI
samples, not the data rate. As in our model the aim is to maximize the
throughput and not the RSSI, we apply a hysteresis on the rate.
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4.4.2

Evaluation

Next we evaluate the performance of the invocation strategies presented
above and the impact of different parameters such as user mobility considering reconfiguration costs. Our key findings are that
• User mobility has a significant impact on the performance of the
invocation strategies.
• With low mobility, a Hysteresis based scheme performs well.
• The impact of the handover cost on performance depends on the
user mobility.
4.4.2.1

Evaluation Settings

We used CPLEX [6] and a set of custom-made simulation scripts to
numerically evaluate the performance of the different schemes. In each
time slot, the static optimization problem is solved and the solution is
applied according to the invocation strategy under investigation. The
size of the dynamic model grows proportionally with the number of time
slots. In order to solve the model fast and to be able to run a large
set of different scenarios, the number of time slots should not be too
high. A short slot length is a more accurate representation of the reality,
in which the network state changes continuously and not only at slot
boundaries. However, a short slot length leads to a large number of slots
when simulating a long time period. In our simulations, time slots are 1
second long and the network is simulated for 120 slots. During this time,
each user randomly generates one traffic request within the first 30 seconds
and aims to download data from the Internet via an AP for at least 50
seconds. Each simulation was repeated 30 times with different random
STA positions and mobility patterns.
In our model, when a STA arrives at the network, it first connects to
the AP with the highest signal strength. Only after connecting, it can
receive instructions to handover to a new AP. Since we aim to maximize the
minimum throughput, the performance comparison metric is the minimum
average throughput, i.e. 𝛼 in Equation 4.34. The STA mobility follows
the random way-point model with fixed way points: STAs move along
the corridors and when they arrive at a junction, they decide randomly
which corridor and direction to follow. With this model, synthetic mobility
traces were created by randomly placing STAs on the map (Figure 4.3) of
the Computer Science Department of Karlstad University. A total of 13
APs are positioned according to the real deployment and assumed to have
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Figure 4.3: Map of the Computer Science Department at Karlstad University. 13 APs provide WLAN coverage in corridors, offices, meeting rooms
and labs.
Fast Ethernet connections to the Internet (100 Mbit/s). With the Cisco
Prime Network Control System software [2] we determined the achievable
PHY rates between STAs and APs at each location of the map. In a
real network, STAs and APs should have an autorate mechanism in place,
which allows them to adjust the PHY rate according to environmental
changes. By adjusting the speed of the mobile STAs and the fraction of
mobile STAs, the dynamicity of the network can be varied.
4.4.2.2

Evaluation Metric and Statistical Analysis

Our main interest is to compare the different invocation schemes with
respect to the upper bound provided by the model in Section 4.3. Hence,
we use the normalized minimum throughput 𝛼
˜ as a performance metric.
Formally, 𝛼
˜ is defined as
𝛼
˜ = 𝛼/𝛼* .
(4.35)
Recall that 𝛼 denotes the minimum throughput of all stations and the
optimal value of 𝛼 computed with the dynamic network model is called 𝛼* .
Hence, the normalized performance ranges between 0 and 1, where a value
of 1 means that the respective heuristic is as good as the optimum solution.
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Figure 4.4: Impact of mobility on algorithm performance (𝐷 = 3, 40 STA).
More mobile stations lead to a lower performance since handovers play a
greater role.
The plots below show the average (error-bars are standard deviation) of
the 30 repetitions.
4.4.2.3

What is the Impact of User Mobility and Network Size?

Handovers of STAs are typically necessary due to user mobility and due
to newly arriving STA. To evaluate the impact of both effects, we first
simulated a network with 40 STA, of which 0, 10, 20, 30 or 40 STAs are
moving at a speed of 1 m/s and the rest are static. The handover cost 𝐷
is 3 for all handovers, i.e. a handover results in 3 time slots where no data
can be downloaded.
Figure 4.4 shows the normalized performance 𝛼
˜ as a function of the
fraction of mobile stations. As the figure reveals, even in absence of user
mobility (0% mobile users), the different invocation strategies on average
only achieve 60%-65% of the optimal solution. As the fraction of mobile
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users increases, the solution quality of the heuristics drops below 23%.
The Hysteresis scheme is better than the Greedy and the k-Handover
scheme in most cases. However, as the large standard deviations show, the
differences are not significant. The Hysteresis scheme is less aggressive
when triggering handovers and hence stations are not in the connecting
state so often, which is often beneficial for performance.
With no STA mobility, the gap between the heuristics and the optimum
is caused by two effects: first, even in absence of mobility, handovers might
be required when STAs join or leave the network. The heuristics do not find
the best points in time for those handovers. Second, the heuristics maximize
the fair throughput in each time slot. In order to maximize the long term
average fair throughput, the dynamic model allows temporary unfairness.
As mobility increases the timing of handovers gets more important and
hence the performance of the heuristics drops.
The performance of the Greedy and the k-Handover scheme is identical.
We found that the k-Handover scheme does not really avoid handovers, it
just delays them to the next time slot (if there are already k handovers in
the current time slot).
Next, we investigate the impact of network dynamicity on the performance. The network dynamicity (i.e. the rate of changes in the network)
depends on the number of STA arrivals/departures and mobility. We now
assume that all STAs move with the same speed. Figure 4.5 shows that
an increase in speed results in a decrease of performance. This trend is
also due to the higher number of state changes because of faster mobility
and the resulting handovers. Generally, if the user mobility gets too high,
none of the schemes performs very well. A direct comparison between the
schemes shows that the Hysteresis scheme outperforms the k-Handover
and the Greedy scheme in 75% of all simulation instances.
Figure 4.5 furthermore shows that for a fixed speed (e.g. 0 m/s), the
performance decreases if the number of STAs in the network is increased.
A larger number of STAs causes more dynamicity in the network, e.g.
through new STA arrivals. Each time the state of the network changes,
the discussed invocation strategies might trigger a handover, even if it is
better to remain in the current network configuration for a while and only
change the STA/AP associations later.
4.4.2.4

What is the Impact of the Handover Cost?

The interruption due to handovers depends on many factors, such as
the exchanged protocol messages and the used hardware and encryption
scheme. For commercial enterprise WLANs or hotspots the interruption is
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Figure 4.5: Impact of network dynamicity on algorithm performance
(𝐷 = 3). When stations move faster, the achievable performance decreases.
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Figure 4.6: Impact of the handover cost on the algorithm performance
with 10 STA and 0 m/s (left) and 1.5 m/s (right) station speed. With
high speeds and high costs the Greedy scheme performs in particular bad.

in the order of a few hundred milliseconds to a few seconds [123, 120, 100].
When further taking into account the interruption due to TCP timeouts
and packet losses, 2-4 seconds are a realistic range [178].
The impact of the handover cost 𝐷 depends on the dynamicity of the
network. As Figure 4.6a shows, for handover costs between 2-4 slots and
static stations, there is almost no impact due to higher handover cost.
If stations are not moving, the number of handovers is small and hence
the cost of handovers plays no role. However, if stations move (Figure
4.6a), the handover cost has a considerable impact on the performance. In
particular with the Greedy and the k-Handovers scheme the normalized
performance decreases from 28% to 12%. With those schemes, many
unnecessary handovers are triggered and stations spend a lot of time
performing handovers and connecting, instead of downloading data. The
Hysteresis performs better in some cases as it avoids a flapping between
access points which provide similar performance.
We would like to note that a constant normalized performance as
seen with the Hysteresis scheme does not necessarily reflect a constant
absolute throughput. For example, in the case of 1.5 m/s station speed, the
normalized throughput remains almost constant regardless of the handover
cost. The absolute throughput however drops from 2.2 to 1.5 Mbit/s.
This is because with higher handover costs few slots are available for data
transfers.
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Figure 4.7: Impact of Hysteresis factor 𝑓 (30 STA, 𝐷 = 3)

4.4.2.5

What is the Impact of Hysteresis Parameter 𝑓 ?

Recall, that in the Hysteresis scheme we apply the optimal solution, if
it is better than the current solution divided by 𝑓 . Figure 4.7 shows the
impact of 𝑓 on networks with different node mobility. The figure confirms
the results provided in [113, 86]: the optimal Hysteresis margin depends
on many factors such as network traffic and channel conditions.
If there is no mobility in the network (speed 0 m/s), only a few handovers are required due to station arrivals. Thus, even a small improvement
due to a handover (which are infrequent in this setting) should be exploited
as the network state is stable for a longer time afterward. Hence a large
𝑓 is better in such a situation. With higher mobility the opposite is true:
smaller values for 𝑓 are better. For example, when nodes move with 1.5
m/s, 𝑓 = 0.7 gives best performance and chooses the optimal amount of
handovers. However, the normalized performance then does not exceed
0.2, showing that not only the number of handovers matters. The rate
allocation and the choice of STA/AP associations are more important.
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Figure 4.8: Influence of maximum allowed changes on the performance of
𝑘-Handover (with 30 STA, 𝐷 = 3)
4.4.2.6

What is Impact of the Handover Limit 𝑘?

The parameter 𝑘 determines how many handovers can be performed at
maximum in each time slot. We evaluate the impact of this parameter for
different user mobility patterns. Figure 4.8 shows that there is almost no
influence of 𝑘 on the performance. This is not surprising, as the k-Handover
scheme only delays handovers to the next time slot (if there are already k
handovers in the current time slot). Hence the result of the different 𝑘-s is
almost identical.

4.4.3

Discussion

The numerical evaluation has shown that the proposed invocation strategies
work well as long as there is no user mobility. In that case, 70-80% of the
bound given by the dynamic model are achievable. However, when the
users are mobile, the performance quickly drops below 20%. A detailed
analysis of the handover patterns has revealed that indeed the reasons
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Figure 4.9: Time line of the sliding window algorithm

for this low performance are too frequent handovers (as illustrated in the
motivating example of Section 4.1) or handovers to APs that will soon be
used by other STA. Sometimes it is better, if a STA does not immediately
handover to the AP with the highest signal strength, but remains at the
current one (even if the signal strength and the resulting MCS are lower).
We apply this insight in the next section, where we develop a sliding
window scheme that estimates the immediate future networks states and
incorporates this in the handover decisions.

4.5

Sliding Window-Based Optimization

In this section we develop and evaluate a sliding window-based scheme.
The key idea of this scheme is to use predictions of the immediate future
and to consider amount of data a STA has already downloaded in the
past. This allows to avoid too frequent handovers and to compute a better
rate allocation. The scheme does not include or depend on any specific
method to predict the future network state. We show that already a
simple prediction method of the future network state is useful, even if
the predictions are erroneous. Developing more sophisticated estimation
methods is out of the scope of this thesis.

4.5.1

Sliding Window Method

We denote the current time slot as 𝑡𝑐 . As shown in Figure 4.9, we define
two windows. The memory window includes 𝑊𝑚 time slots in the past,
the prediction window includes 𝑊𝑝 time slots in the future. Furthermore,
we define the set of slots 𝑇 = {𝑡𝑐 , ..., 𝑡𝑐 + 𝑊𝑝 + 1} and 𝑇𝑚 = {𝑡𝑐 − 𝑊𝑚 −
1, ..., 𝑡𝑐 − 1}. 𝑇 ∖𝑡𝑐 denotes the time slots in the prediction window, 𝑇𝑚 the
slots in the memory window. We replace Equation 4.32 with Equation
4.36 to maximize the utility during 𝑇 , taking into account the already
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downloaded data during 𝑇𝑚 .
∑︀

Γ(𝑢) =

𝑡∈𝑇𝑚

𝑢
*
𝑎∈𝐴 𝑓(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡)

∑︀

∑︀

𝑡∈𝑇𝑚 𝑞𝑢 (𝑡)

𝑢
𝑎∈𝐴 𝑓(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡)

+

∑︀

∑︀

+

∑︀

𝑞𝑢 (𝑡)

𝑡∈𝑇

𝑡∈𝑇

.

(4.36)

𝑢
* (𝑡) (where 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 ) we denote the download rate of STA 𝑢
With 𝑓(𝑎,𝑢)
𝑚
from AP 𝑎 during time slots prior to the current time slot. Hence, it is
not a variable (since we cannot change the past), but a parameter. The
parameters 𝑝(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) and 𝑞𝑢 (𝑡) for times 𝑡𝑐 + 𝑊𝑝 + 1 > 𝑡 > 𝑡𝑐 are not known
and need to be estimated. Different techniques are available to estimate
those parameters. Each one comes at different cost and achieves different
accuracy. For example, one could utilize mobility prediction techniques
[159] or machine learning techniques such as Support Vector Machines [77]
for the parameter estimation. We would like to point out that our approach
is independent of the prediction technique used.

4.5.2

Evaluation

We have evaluated the sliding window method using the setup of Section
8.6 in a network with 10 STA moving at 1.5 m/s. Under those settings the
invocation strategies of Section 8.6 reach at maximum 35% of the upper
bound. We compare the performance of the sliding window method with
different prediction window sizes 𝑊𝑝 (𝑊𝑚 is set to 120 for all simulations)
and prediction errors. We assume that parameters can be estimated with
higher accuracy in the immediate future than in the distant future. Hence,
the probability that a predicted parameter at slot 𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑐 is not equal to the
actual parameter can be described as 1−(1−𝑒)𝑡−𝑡𝑐 , where 𝑒 ∈ [0...1] models
the accuracy of the prediction. Furthermore, we implement a simple, but
potentially inaccurate prediction method, where we set 𝑝(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡) = 𝑝(𝑎,𝑢) (𝑡𝑐 )
and 𝑞𝑢 (𝑡) = 𝑞𝑢 (𝑡𝑐 ), i.e. we assume that the present network state will
remain unchanged during the whole prediction window. We call this
estimation “Simple Estimation”.
Figure 4.10 depicts the performance for different window sizes and
error rates. Note that 𝑊𝑝 = 120 and 𝑒 = 0 is equal to the dynamic model,
as a window of 120 covers the whole simulation duration. For 𝑊𝑝 = 0, all
approaches perform equally good, as no prediction is done. As shown in
the previous section, the simple Hysteresis achieves 0.35 under the same
conditions. The increase from 0.35 to 0.5 is due to the memory window,
which takes into account how much data has already been downloaded
and hence the available resources are distributed among STAs better.
For example, if a STA has already downloaded at a high average rate in
the past, its download rate can be decreased in the present and thereby
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allowing other STAs to download faster. When increasing the prediction
window, the performance increases most of the time. Consider the case of
𝑒 = 0. There is a significant increase between 𝑊𝑝 = 0 and 𝑊𝑝 = 2, 3 or 4.
A larger prediction window allows the station to remain connected to an
AP with weak signal strength and not handover immediately. Furthermore,
it avoids to handover to an AP which is used by another STA in the next
slots.
Figure 4.11 shows those effects with the example of one STA and
prediction window sizes of 0, 10 and 20. The figure shows to which AP
the STA is connected in which time slot and how many STAs in total are
connected to the same AP. With a prediction window of 0, the STA tries
to connect to an AP several times, but needs to change again before it
can download (because another AP is better meanwhile). For example,
in slot 8 and 9 the STA downloads from AP 9. Then, after 9 slots, the
STA tries to connect to other APs, and only at slot 16 it is connected to
AP 7. With larger prediction windows, e.g. 𝑊𝑝 = 10, the STA does not
attempt other connections and hence is already connected to AP 7 in slot
13. The example also shows that the load is balanced better with larger
prediction windows. In this example, with prediction window sizes 10 and
20, the STA never shares an AP with other STAs. In contrast, with a
prediction window size of 0, the STA needs to share an AP during 4 time
slots. The example furthermore shows that with 𝑊𝑝 = 20, fewer handovers
are required than with 𝑊𝑝 = 0 (no prediction) or 𝑊𝑝 = 10 and that the
STA is in the connected state longer.
Surprisingly, a larger window is not always better. For example, on
average 𝑊𝑝 = 10 is better than 𝑊𝑝 = 20. A larger window sometimes
results in handovers to accommodate for a change in the network state in
future (e.g. after 17 slots), which is not optimal compared to a very large
window. However, the smaller window cannot “see” that network state
change, as it is outside the prediction window.
Introducing errors to the prediction makes the performance worse.
However, even with a large error probability in the prediction (𝑒 = 0.20
means that at 5 slots in the future the state is wrongly estimated with
67% likelihood) good performance gains can be achieved. Nevertheless, it
seems not to be beneficial to extend the prediction window to more than 5
slots. For larger window sizes the error probability gets too high.
The simple estimation method works relatively well for small prediction
windows. With 𝑊𝑝 = 5 approximately 65% of the normalized performance
can be achieved. This is an increase of 15% compared to 𝑊𝑝 = 0 and 30%
compared to the Hysteresis scheme.
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Figure 4.10: Performance of sliding window-based optimization. As the
prediction window size increases, the performance also increases. Prediction
errors decrease the performance.
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Figure 4.11: Connection pattern of one STA with 𝑊𝑝 = 0, 10 and 20.
With a larger prediction window fewer handovers are necessary and higher
loaded APs are avoided.
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Conclusions

In this chapter we have investigated the STA/AP selection and rate control
problem under dynamic network conditions. As the main result of this
chapter, we have shown that optimizing associations of mobile stations while
disregarding the costs of handovers and network reconfiguration results in
performance degradations of up to 80% compared to an optimal scheme.
If there is little dynamicity in the network, invoking the re-optimization
at each change in the network configuration is possible without major
performance degradations. However, in situations with high dynamicity
the costs of handovers and the question when to re-optimize the network
are important performance factors.
Potential solutions to performance problems under such circumstances
are 1.) to consider the handover costs when doing the re-optimization and
2.) to reduce the cost of handovers. In this chapter we have proposed
a scheme that, by estimating future network states and by considering
the costs of handovers, shows better performance than an always-optimize
scheme. One of the main limitations of the model is that is does not
consider the possibility of failed handovers. Handover failures are common
in real networks (see also Chapter 9) and can lead to severe performance
problems. An future extension of the model therefore should take into
account the handover failures, for example by modeling the handover cost
𝐷 as a random variable.
In Chapters 7 and 8 we develop systems that reduce handover costs.
In addition, in Chapter 8 we address the question of how to obtain information about the network state in a timely manner. However, before
turning to those more practical questions, in the next chapter we discuss
how to optimize STA/AP associations in wireless mesh networks. This
problem differs from the one discussed in this chapter in several aspects.
While in enterprise WLANs the performance bottleneck is usually in the
wireless link and not the wired distribution system, in mesh networks the
wireless distribution system or the mesh gateway is often the performance
bottleneck. Hence, for good performance it is not sufficient to just consider
the STA/AP associations, but also other aspects such as routing within
the mesh network need to be considered.

Chapter

5

Fair Optimization of Associations
in Mesh-Connected WLANs
5.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter we have attempted to answer the question when
to connect to which AP in a normal enterprise WLAN. In the past years,
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have emerged as a suitable technology to
extend the coverage area of WLANs in a cost efficient way. By deploying
Mesh Nodes (MNs) to wirelessly forward traffic on behalf of other MNs
or Mesh Access Points (MAPs) from or towards Mesh Gateway nodes
(MGWs), the cabling and installation costs can be reduced considerably.
Compared to normal enterprise WLANs, in WMNs it is more difficult
for a STA to select the best AP. While in an enterprise WLAN the available
bandwidth of the wireless link between the STA and the AP is typically
the performance bottleneck, in a WMN also the wireless backhaul and
the routing needs to be considered for good performance and the fair
distribution of resources.
Figure 5.1 illustrates this problem for a small network. The entire
traffic of one STA needs to be routed via one AP and the mesh to a
Network Operations Center (NOC), where access control and accounting
functions are performed (see also the management architecture in Chapter
6). In the given setup, the classical RSSI-based STA/MAP association
strategy and minimum-hop count routing results in three stations using
MAP1 as AP and MGW1 as gateway, while MAP2 and MGW2 are only
used by one station. This leads to unfairness and sub-optimal performance
for STA1, STA2 and STA3. As the three stations need to share resources
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MAP1
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and Control Center

MAP2

MGW2

Figure 5.1: Example of RSSI association/minimum hop-count routing
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Network Operations
and Control Center

MAP2

MGW2

Figure 5.2: Example of optimized association/routing
of MAP1 and MGW1, they might receive a much lower throughput than
STA4, which exclusively uses MAP2 and MGW2.
By intelligently controlling the STA/MAP associations and the routing in the wireless backhaul one can improve fairness and performance.
One alternative network configuration, which provides better fairness, is
depicted in Figure 5.2. STA1-3 now receive higher flow rates, as resources
are only shared among two instead of three users.

5.1.1

Related Work

The related work surveyed in the previous chapter considers the optimization of STA/AP associations in WLANs without mesh backhaul. The
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results of those works can only partially be translated to scenarios with
mesh connected WLANs. As mentioned above, in mesh scenarios the
backhaul should be jointly optimized with the STA/AP associations. Such
joint optimization is for example proposed in [99], [116] and [37]. In
[37], stations incorporate information about the capacity of the wireless
backhaul, which is broadcasted by the MAPs, when selecting a MAP to
associate to. [99] and [116] formulate the STA/MAP association problem
as a non-linear optimization problem. While [99] states that there is a
trade-off between fairness and throughput, [116] claims to improve throughput while enhancing fairness. [117] proposes a heuristic algorithm to solve
the association and routing problem. The three latter works use simple
fairness concepts. In [99] and [117] the bit rate of any two STAs cannot
differ by more than a fairness ratio. However, such ratio may limit the rate
of one STA, even if it does not compete with a second STA that receives
a lower rate. While [116] claims to achieve max-min fairness, it does not
compute the lexicographically maximum rate vector, as required by the
classical textbook definition [45].
[71], [164], [108], [142] and [136] compute max-min fair rate allocations
according to textbook definition. For example, [71] jointly optimizes
routing and rate allocations, but relies on clients to forward traffic on
behalf of other clients. This is typically not possible in WMNs. [164]
studies max-min fair rate allocation and routing in WMNs. However,
[164] might require multi-path routing, which often leads to practical
problems such as packet re-ordering and higher jitter. [108] proposes a
convex optimization model for max-min fairness in WMNs based on the
IEEE 802.11e standard. [142] proposes a congestion control algorithm to
achieve max-min fairness in WMNs. Finally, [136] presents a mixed-integer
linear programming model for max-min fair rate allocation in WMNs. The
latter papers optimize the flow rate allocation, but use fixed, pre-computed
routes.

5.1.2

Problem Statement and Contributions

To the best of our knowledge, no other optimization model and a corresponding fast heuristic for WMNs has been proposed previously, that
jointly considers single-path routing, AP selection and rate allocation under
max-min fairness. Under practical considerations such a model would be
desirable, as single-path routing avoids packet re-ordering and max-min
fairness does not require a-priori knowledge of traffic demands.
As discussed, some previous works only take into account a subset of
those aspects and do not consider an integrated optimization problem.
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While other works jointly optimize all those aspects, they rely on simple
heuristics and do not compare them against the solutions obtained by exact
methods. It is thus not possible to evaluate the quality of the produced
solutions.
The main objective of this chapter is thus to close the gaps in literature
that we highlighted and to propose a fast heuristic for the integrated
planning of all the considered aspects of the mesh optimization problem.
Additionally, we assess the quality of the obtained solutions with respect
to those obtained by an exact approach.
The key contributions of this chapter are:
• A compact mathematical formulation (i.e., the number of constraints is polynomial in the size of the input) for the problem:
specifically, the set of solutions to the problem is defined through
a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation. The
resulting optimization problem can in principle be solved by an effective commercial solver, though in practice the run-time may be
unacceptably long.
• A fast heuristic algorithm: due to the long time required to find
an optimal solution, the exact approach is not suitable for online
optimization. We hence develop a novel heuristic solution algorithm,
which iteratively solves the STA/MAP association and the routing
and rate allocation problem. For medium to large size networks (up
to 300 users) the run-time does not exceed 10 seconds, which makes
it suitable and competitive for online network optimization. For a
number of random networks we show that the minimum per STA
rate computed by our heuristic roughly matches 98% of the rate
computed by the exact solution algorithm.
• Extensive evaluation with network simulations: we extensively evaluate the solution algorithms and compare them to two
simple heuristics, which use the RSS and the distance of a MAP to
the next MGW (similarly to what is done in [115]). We show the
superiority of our heuristic over the other heuristics. In particular
for TCP connections fairness improves greatly.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Sections 5.2 and 5.3 describe
in detail the optimization problem and solution algorithms. Section 5.4
evaluates the proposed solution algorithms. In Section 5.5 we compare
the performance of the solution algorithms with two simple distributed
heuristics using ns-2 simulations. Finally, in Section 5.6 we derive some
conclusions.

5.2. System Model
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System Model

5.2.1

Basic Notation

Throughout this chapter, we reuse the notation that was introduced in
Chapter 4 and add new definitions as required by the problem under
consideration. The mesh network is modeled as a directed graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸).
The set of nodes 𝑉 is the union of three sets: 1.) a set 𝑈 , that includes
one element for each STA 2.) a set 𝑀 , that includes one element for each
mesh node 3.) a set 𝑊 , that includes one element for each mesh gateway.
An additional node 𝑡 is also introduced to represent a wired connection to
the NOC and the Internet. Thus, 𝑉 = 𝑈 ∪ 𝑀 ∪ 𝑊 ∪ {𝑡}. The set of edges
𝐸 includes one element for each potential communication link between
nodes in 𝑉 and each edge (𝑢, 𝑣) ∈ 𝐸 is associated with a non-negative
value 𝑏(𝑢,𝑣) ≥ 0 representing the maximum network layer bit rate (i.e. the
rate usable by IP connections, taking into account MAC and PHY layer
overheads) that link (𝑢, 𝑣) can support. The achievable network layer bit
rate depends on PHY rate and the interference model and is determined
as follows: First, we compute the PHY rate 𝑝𝑗 as shown in the previous
chapter (Equations 4.1 and 4.2). We then calculate the network layer bit
rate required including all overheads for link (𝑢, 𝑣) with PHY rate 𝑝𝑗 as
𝑏(𝑢,𝑣) =

MTUSIZE
∑︁

𝜋𝑖 (𝑖/(𝑂𝐻𝑓 𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 +

𝑖=1

𝑂𝐻𝑣𝑎𝑟 + 𝑖
)),
𝑝𝑗

(5.1)

where 𝑖 is the payload length (in bits), MTUSIZE is the maximum transferable payload length (in bits), 𝜋𝑖 is the probability of sending a packet of
length 𝑖, 𝑂𝐻𝑓 𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 are the fixed duration components of the overhead that
are not dependent on the PHY rate (e.g. channel access or PHY preamble)
and 𝑂𝐻𝑣𝑎𝑟 accounts for PHY rate dependent overhead (e.g. MAC header).
Considering the network layer capacity instead of the link layer capacity,
as done in Chapter 4, slightly increases the practical applicability of the
model. The vector 𝑏 contains the bit rates of all links.
As before, we use the collision domain model and the set of interfering
links 𝐼 to represent the resource sharing relations. A summary of the
notation used throughout the rest this chapter is given in Table 5.1.

5.2.2

Feasible Solution Set

Each STA 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 downloads data from node 𝑣𝑢 ∈ 𝑉 (typically the Internet
𝑡) via a MAP that is connected to the mesh network. The data transmission
request generated by each STA can thus be identified by a tuple (𝑢, 𝑣𝑢 ),
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Symbol
𝑈
𝑀
𝑊
𝑡
𝑉
𝐸
𝐺
𝐼
𝑣𝑢
𝑏(𝑖,𝑗)
𝑢
𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)
𝑢
𝑥(𝑖,𝑗)

𝐹 𝑢 (𝑗)
𝑋 𝑢 (𝑗)
𝑅

Description
Set of STA
Set of non-gateway mesh nodes
Set of mesh gateways
Virtual node representing the
Internet
Set of nodes 𝑉 = 𝑈 ∪ 𝑀 ∪ 𝑊 ∪ 𝑡
Set of links
Connectivity graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸)
Set of interfering links
Source of traffic demand for STA
𝑢
Network layer capacity of link
(𝑖, 𝑗)
Flow of STA 𝑢 on link (𝑖, 𝑗)
Indicator variable if STA 𝑢 uses
link (𝑖, 𝑗)
Total flow of node 𝑗 by STA 𝑢
Total number of links at node 𝑗
by STA 𝑢
Set of feasible rate allocation
vectors

Type
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Continuous variable
Binary variable
Function of variables
Function of variables
Set

Table 5.1: Summary of notation used in this chapter
that indicates the destination and source nodes of the transmission in the
graph 𝐺. We assume a single-path routing protocol, which imposes that
the entire traffic flow of each request must be routed on a single path.
The problem that we study can be described as follows: given the
mesh network graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸) including a set 𝑈 of STA and a set 𝑀 of
mesh nodes, the set of interfering links 𝐼 and the vector of edge bit rate
|𝐸|
capacity 𝑏 ∈ Z+ , the Mesh Max-Routing Problem (MESHMAX) is the
one of establishing a single routing path for each STA so as to maximize
the flow rates sent on the network, while respecting the capacity of each
link and the resource sharing relations imposed by the set of interfering
links. Note that by computing a path for a STA, we implicitly compute
the STA/MAP association, as the STA and the MAP are the first two
nodes among the ones constituting the path.
The MESHMAX problem can be naturally modeled as a variant of the
Unsplittable Multicommodity Flow Problem [32], where the flow models the
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transfer rate associated to each STA. In particular, we refer to a formulation
based on edge flows, where we introduce a non-negative continuous variable
𝑢
𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)
to represent the bit rate of STA 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 on link (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸 and a binary
variable 𝑥𝑢(𝑖,𝑗) that is equal to 1 if the entire traffic of 𝑢 is routed on
edge (𝑖, 𝑗) and 0 otherwise. The latter variable is needed to model the
unsplittable flow requirement. The unsplittable multicommodity flow
problem has no constraints on fairness and hence can lead to the starvation
of users. Therefore, later when solving the MESHMAX problem, we impose
additional fairness constraints.
∑︁

∑︁

𝑢
𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)
−

(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝐸

𝑢
𝑓(𝑗,𝑖)
= 𝐹 𝑢 (𝑗)

(𝑗,𝑖)∈𝐸

𝑢
𝑓(𝑣
𝑗=𝑢
𝑢 ,𝑖)
0
otherwise
with 𝐹 (𝑗) =
⎪
⎩ − ∑︀
𝑢
𝑗 = 𝑣𝑢
(𝑢,𝑗)∈𝐸 𝑓(𝑢,𝑗)

⎧
⎪
⎨

𝑢

∑︀

(𝑣𝑢 ,𝑖)∈𝐸

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉

(5.2)

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉

(5.3)

∀(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸

(5.4)

𝑢
𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)
≤ 𝑥𝑢(𝑖,𝑗) 𝑀

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸

(5.5)

𝑢
𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)
𝑥𝑢(𝑖,𝑗)

≥0

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸

(5.6)

∈ {0, 1}

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸

(5.7)

∑︁
(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝐸

𝑢
∑︁ 𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)

𝑏(𝑖,𝑗)

𝑥𝑢(𝑗,𝑖) = 𝑋 𝑢 (𝑗)

(𝑗,𝑖)∈𝐸

with 𝑋 𝑢 (𝑗) =

𝑢∈𝑈

∑︁

𝑥𝑢(𝑖,𝑗) −

⎧
⎪
⎨

1
0
⎪
⎩ −1

∑︁

+

𝑗=𝑢
otherwise
𝑗 = 𝑣𝑢
𝑢
∑︁ 𝑓(𝑘,𝑙)

((𝑖,𝑗),(𝑘,𝑙))∈𝐼 𝑢∈𝑈

𝑏(𝑘,𝑙)

≤𝜂

In Equations 5.2-5.7 we define the set of feasible solutions for the
MESHMAX problem. Equation 5.2 models the flow conservation constraint.
For each node 𝑗 and each STA 𝑢, the amount of flow 𝐹 𝑢 (𝑗) associated with
STA 𝑢 and entering node 𝑗 must be equal to the amount exiting the node,
except in the origin node 𝑣𝑢 and destination node 𝑢. Equation 5.3 ensures
that each STA routes its entire traffic on a single path between 𝑢 and 𝑣𝑢 .
The capacity constraint 5.4 ensures that the sum of flows sent on a link
does not exceed the capacity of the collision domain of the corresponding
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link. Specifically, the overall flow that is considered in the left-hand-side
of each constraint 5.4 includes: 1.) the sum of the flows of all STAs sent
on edge (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸, plus 2.) the sum of flows of all STAs sent on edges
(𝑙, 𝑘) ∈ 𝐸 that share the bandwidth of (𝑖, 𝑗) according to the set of colliding
links 𝐼. The efficiency of the channel access is given by the constant 𝜂. We
normalize the flow rates by 𝑏(𝑖,𝑗) , i.e. flows sent on faster links occupy the
wireless channel less. Constraint 5.5 ensures that, if edge (𝑖, 𝑗) is not used
to route the traffic of 𝑢, then no flow of 𝑢 can be sent over it (𝑀 is again
a big number). Finally, Equations 5.6 and 5.7 define the decision variables
of the problem.

5.2.3

Objective Function and Fairness Considerations

It is reasonable to assume that the user utility increases as the flow rate
increases. Hence we aim to maximize the flow rate of each STA. For
notational convenience, we define a rate allocation vector 𝑟 = (𝑟1 , ..., 𝑟|𝑈 | ),
which denotes the flow rate of each STA, i.e.
𝑟𝑢 =

∑︁

𝑢
𝑓(𝑣,𝑢)
.

(5.8)

(𝑣,𝑢)∈𝐸

The set of feasible rate allocation vectors 𝑅 is described by Equations
5.2-5.7. We would like to maximize 𝑟 over all 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅. Hence, the following
optimization problem needs to be solved:
maximize {𝑟 : 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅}.

(5.9)

As in Chapter 4, we are confronted with a multi-objective optimization
problem. A standard approach to solve such an optimization problem is
to define an aggregate objective function 𝑓 (𝑟) : R|𝑈 | → R and then to
maximize 𝑓 (𝑟). One of the simplest aggregation functions is the so-called
max-sum:
∑︁
maximize {
𝑟𝑢 : 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅}.
(5.10)
𝑢∈𝑈

The drawback of max-sum optimization is the complete lack of fairness.
Some STAs may receive high rates, while other STAs are completely
deprived of bandwidth. Consider for example a simple network consisting
of two mesh nodes 𝑣1 and 𝑣2 and two STAs 𝑢1 and 𝑢2 , such that 𝑢1 can
only be associated to 𝑣1 and 𝑢2 to 𝑣2 . We additionally assume that all
links are in one collision domain and that the network layer bit rate of the
links is 10 Mbit/s. In this case, the max-sum optimization could allocate
10 Mbit/s to 𝑢1 and 0 Mbit/s to 𝑢2 - a very unfair assignment.
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To avoid such deprivation, fairness needs to be introduced into the
optimization model. Instead of simply re-writing Equation 5.10 as done
in Chapter 4, we apply a more formal fairness concept in this chapter.
Specifically, we want to compute a max-min fair rate allocation. Such rate
allocation is in particular useful in scenarios, in which traffic demands of
users are not known a priori.
−
Definition 1: By →
𝑟 we denote the bit rate allocation vector 𝑟 with
its entries sorted in non-decreasing order. Following the classical definition
−
of [45], we call a rate allocation →
𝑟 max-min fair, if 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅, i.e. it is feasible
−
and if for any other feasible allocation →
𝑠 , if 𝑠⃗𝑖 > 𝑟⃗𝑖 , there exists some 𝑗
such that 𝑟⃗𝑗 < 𝑟⃗𝑖 and 𝑠⃗𝑗 < 𝑟⃗𝑗 . In other words, if 𝑟 is max-min fair, it is
not possible to increase one entry of 𝑟 without decreasing a smaller entry.
Finding a max-min fair allocation is closely related to the lexicographic
ordering of rate vectors. [128] defines the lexicographic order of two vectors
as follows:
Definition 2: We call a vector 𝑟 ∈ R𝑚 lexicographically greater than
vector 𝑠 ∈ R𝑚 , 𝑟 ≻ 𝑠, if there exists an index 𝑖 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑚 − 1}, such that
𝑟𝑗 = 𝑠𝑗 for all 𝑗 = {1, ..., 𝑖} and 𝑟𝑖+1 > 𝑠𝑖+1 . If 𝑟 ≻ 𝑠 or 𝑟 = 𝑠, we write
𝑟 ⪰ 𝑠.
Definition 3: A lexicographic maximization lex max {𝑟 : 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅} finds
the lexicographically greatest vector 𝑟 in the feasible set 𝑅.
Intuitively, a vector ⃗𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 is max-min fair, if there exists no other
vector 𝑠 ⪰ 𝑟. We will use this relationship in the following algorithms.

5.3

Solution Algorithms for MESHMAX

Our aim is to solve lex max {𝑟 : 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅}. As such a problem cannot be
solved directly with standard MILP solution algorithms, we proceed with
presenting three algorithms for solving the MESHMAX problem (i.e., the
MILP defined by Equations 5.2- 5.7) with the max-min fairness objective.
We describe one exact solution algorithm and two faster heuristics.
The MESHMAX problem needs to be solved each time a user enters or
leaves the network or the network topology changes. The first algorithm
(MESHMAX-OPT) that we present computes the optimal max-min fair
allocation in single path networks. This is computationally very intensive
and only feasible for small networks. The second algorithm solves a relaxed
version of the original MESHMAX problem, by allowing to split a flow as
it traverses the network (MESHMAX-LP). The outcome of this algorithm
is then used to derive a rounded single-path version.
The third algorithm (MESHMAX-FAST) takes into account the two-
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tier nature of WMNs, with infrastructure nodes and STAs that generate
service requests. Instead of solving the MESHMAX problem for all STAs,
it solves it for MAPs and then uses a matching algorithm to associate
STAs to MAPs.

5.3.1

Optimal Max-Min Fair Rate Allocation (MESHMAXOPT)

We use the idea of conditional means, which was introduced in [131], to
compute a max-min fair resource allocation over non-convex sets. The
∑︀
basic idea of this approach is to define 𝜏𝑘 = 𝑘𝑖=1 𝑟⃗𝑖 , which represents
the k-th cumulative ordered value and can be computed by solving the
following optimization problem:

𝜏𝑘 = minimize

∑︁

𝑟𝑢 𝑤𝑢𝑘

(5.11)

𝑢∈𝑈

∑︁

𝑤𝑢𝑘 = 𝑘

(5.12)

𝑢∈𝑈

0 ≤ 𝑤𝑢𝑘 ≤ 1

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈.

(5.13)

With 𝑤 we denote a continuous variable to weigh the importance of
each individual 𝑟. Note that this problem is non-linear, as both 𝑤 and 𝑟
are variables. Taking the dual of the program leads to the following linear
formulation, in which 𝜏 can be computed:

𝜏𝑘 = maximize 𝑘𝛽𝑘 −

∑︁

𝜆𝑘𝑢

(5.14)

𝑢∈𝑈

𝛽𝑘 − 𝑟𝑢 ≤ 𝜆𝑘𝑢

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈

(5.15)

𝜆𝑘𝑢 ≥ 0

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈.

(5.16)

According to [131], solving lex max 𝑟 is equivalent to solving a lexicographic maximization of the conditional means, i.e. lex max {𝜏1 , ..., 𝜏|𝑈 | }.
The latter lexicographic maximization problem is then solved with opti-
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mization problem (OP1):
maximize 𝜏𝑘
𝜏𝑘 ≤ 𝑘𝛽𝑘 −

(5.17)

∑︁

𝜆𝑘𝑢

(5.18)

𝑢∈𝑈

𝜏𝑙* ≤ 𝑙𝛽𝑙 −

∑︁

𝜆𝑘𝑢

∀𝑙 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑘 − 1}

(5.19)

∀𝑙 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑘 − 1}, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈

(5.20)

𝑢∈𝑈

𝛽𝑙 − 𝑟𝑢 ≤ 𝜆𝑙𝑢
𝜆𝑖𝑢 ≥ 0

(5.21)

{𝑟1 , ..., 𝑟|𝑈 | } ∈ 𝑅,

(5.22)

where 𝛽 is an unbounded continuous variable and 𝜏𝑙* is the optimal
solution of iteration 𝑙. Constraints 5.18-5.21 and variables 𝛽 and 𝜆 are
introduced for calculating the conditional mean. For details on how
transforming a non-convex lexicographic optimization problem into the
form above, we refer the reader to [131] or [128]. OP1 cannot be used
to compute 𝜏1* (it is not defined for 𝑘 = 1). Instead, we compute 𝜏1* by
solving the following problem (OP2):

maximize 𝜏1
− 𝑟𝑢 + 𝜏1 ≤ 0
{𝑟1 , ..., 𝑟|𝑈 | } ∈ 𝑅

(5.23)
∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈

(5.24)
(5.25)

The max-min fair rate allocation vector 𝑟 is then computed with
Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.1 Max-min Fair bandwidth allocation for multi-commodity
single-path networks
Input : Set of feasible rate allocations 𝑅
Output : Max-min fair rate allocation vector 𝑟 *
𝑟1∗ := 𝜏1∗ := Solve OP2
foreach k ∈ {2, ..., |𝑈 |}
𝜏k := Solve OP1
𝑟k∗ := 𝜏k − 𝜏k−1
(5) end

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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5.3.2

Relaxed Max-Min Fair Rate Allocation (MESHMAXLP)

MESHMAX-OPT is a particular case of an unsplittable maximum flow
problem. With respect to the specific application of online network optimization, it requires a too long time to be solved in reasonable quality. We
thus consider faster solution approaches, starting by considering a relaxed
version of the problem that can be solved more easily. Specifically, for the
moment we drop the single-path routing requirement, thus allowing the
flow to be split among multiple paths between every origin-destination pair.
We remark that solving the splittable version of the max-flow problem is
computationally easier and the solution provides an upper bound on the
unsplittable version. The solution to the relaxed splittable problem is then
given as input to a fast heuristic that derives a (in general non-optimal)
unsplittable solution.

maximize 𝛼
∑︁

𝑢
𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)
−

(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝐸

(5.26)
∑︁

𝑢
𝑓(𝑗,𝑖)
= 𝐹 𝑢 (𝑗)

(𝑗,𝑖)∈𝐸

𝑗 = 𝑢 ∧ 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 ∖𝑈 ′
𝑗 = 𝑣𝑢 ∧ 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 ∖𝑈 ′
𝑢
0 otherwise
with 𝐹 (𝑗) =
⎪
⎪
⎪
𝑑𝑢 𝑗 = 𝑢 ∧ 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 ′
⎪
⎪
⎩
−𝑑𝑢 𝑗 = 𝑣𝑢 ∧ 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 ′
𝑢
𝑢
∑︁
∑︁ 𝑓(𝑘,𝑙)
∑︁ 𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)
+
≤𝜂
𝑏
𝑏
(𝑖,𝑗)
(𝑘,𝑙)
𝑢∈𝑈
((𝑖,𝑗),(𝑘,𝑙))∈𝐼 𝑢∈𝑈
⎧
𝛼
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ −𝛼

𝑢
𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)
≥0

∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈

(5.27)

∀(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸

(5.28)

∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸

(5.29)

To solve the problem of max-min fair rate allocation with splittable
flows, we first reformulate OP2 to OP3 (Equations 5.26-5.29) and then use
the well-known water-filling approach [140].
OP3 maximizes 𝛼, the rate of non-saturated STAs, subject to rates
already computed for saturated STAs. For this purpose, we define the
set 𝑈 ′ , which contains all saturated STAs. Furthermore, we define a
parameter 𝑑𝑢 (𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 ′ ), which denotes the traffic demand of a saturated
STA 𝑢. Equation 5.27 enforces a rate 𝛼 for each non-saturated STA and
a rate 𝑑𝑢 for each saturated STA. Constraints 5.28 and 5.29 enforce the
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capacity constraints and positive flow rates.
We then iteratively compute 𝑑𝑢 with Algorithm 5.2: at each iteration,
newly saturated STAs are identified and added to set 𝑈 ′ , until all STAs
are saturated. To check if a STA 𝑢 is saturated, one can solve OP3 and fix
the demands of all STAs except for 𝑢. If the rate 𝑟𝑢 can not be increased,
STA 𝑢 is saturated.
Algorithm 5.2 Max-min fair bandwidth allocation for multi-commodity
multi-path networks
Input : Network graph 𝐺 and set of users 𝑈
Output : Max-min fair rate allocation vector 𝑟
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

𝑑 := 0, 𝑈 0 := ∅
while (Set of saturated users 𝑈 0 does not contain all users) do
𝛼 := Compute minimum rate by solving OP3
0
𝑈new
:= Identify saturated demands
0
0
𝑈 := 𝑈 0 ∪ 𝑈new
0
foreach u ∈ 𝑈new
𝑑u := 𝛼
end
end
𝑟 := 𝑑

We use the results of Algorithm 5.2 to compute a single-path routing
solution for the max-flow problem by consecutively selecting the maximum
capacity path for each STA. The maximum capacity path for a STA can
be found by constructing a new graph from all edges with positive flow
(computed by Algorithm 5.2) for the corresponding STA. On this graph a
single-commodity unsplittable flow problem is solved. To our experience
this new graph tends to be small (as we only consider edges that carry flow
of the respective STA). For this reason, the maximum capacity path can
be found very fast by solving the MILP formulation through CPLEX. We
remark that strictly polynomial time solution algorithms for this problem
exist (e.g., [132], [91]). For example, [91] requires solving a Minimum
Spanning Tree (MST) problem. The MST has a lower theoretical worstcase computational complexity than the MILP formulation. However,
when solving the MILP with a state-of-the-art solver such as CPLEX,
which has been refined over years and has reached extremely high level of
efficiency, it can practically beat also specialized non-commercial prototypal
implementation of polynomial time algorithms. We tested the performance
of both approaches with a network consisting of 100 edges and 39 vertices.
CPLEX solved the MILP formulation in 0.01 seconds, while the MST
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Figure 5.3: Network for which Algorithm 5.2 does not terminate
algorithm required 0.33 seconds. Hence, we use the MILP formulation for
all experiments.
Algorithm 5.2 does not require to introduce the new variables 𝛽 and
𝜆. On the basis of our computational experience, Algorithm 5.2 performs
better than Algorithm 5.1. However, Algorithm 5.2 cannot be applied to
the original MESHMAX problem (single-path) as there is the possibility
that a saturated user is not found and hence the algorithm may not
terminate. This can be shown by the simple example depicted in Figure
5.3 and the corresponding feasible region as depicted in Figure 5.4: we
consider two users, with demands associated with origin-destination pairs
(1, 3) and (1, 4) respectively. In the first iteration of Algorithm 5.2 each
user gets assigned 1 Mbit/s. Now, as the paths of both users are not fixed,
each demand can potentially be routed via link (1, 3) and none of the
users is saturated, as either one of them could potentially be improved to
1.5 Mbit/s. Hence, the termination condition (have only saturated users)
of the loop in Algorithm 5.2 will never be fulfilled.
Graphically, Algorithm 5.2 can be interpreted as follows: it first finds
a point on the efficient frontier of Figure 5.4 at which both users have the
same rate. It then checks if it can improve the rate of one user without
decreasing the rate of the other. In the case of single-path routing, the
algorithm first finds point (1, 1), but then cannot decide in which direction
to progress.
In contrast, when applying Algorithm 5.2 to multi-path networks,
both users get assigned 1.25 Mbit/s in the first iteration and all links are
saturated. For this reason, Algorithm 5.1 needs to be used for a non-convex
feasible region, which is typical for single path routing.

5.3.3

Heuristic Solution Algorithm (MESHMAX-FAST)

In the case of real network instances, solving MESHMAX-LP corresponds
to solving a large LP, making it too complex for online optimization.
We can reduce the problem complexity, by considering that 1.) in mesh
connected WLANs, most of the traffic is exchanged between the STAs and
the Internet (and not among mesh nodes or STAs), and 2.) that typically
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Figure 5.4: Feasible set for multi-path (left) and single-path routing (right)
there are many STAs, but only a few MAPs. In the following, we decompose
the original MESHMAX problem into a number of sub-problems, which
can be individually solved fast:
1. Flow-maximization: find the maximum flow (under fairness considerations) between STAs and the Internet
2. (Initial) STA/MAP assignment: find a MAP for each STA
3. STA/MAP re-assignment: move STA between MAPs, in order to
increase the minimum STA rate
4. Routing: compute a feasible routing for each STA.
As shown in Figure 5.5, the sub-problems are solved iteratively, until
the minimum per STA rate cannot be improved anymore. Instead of
directly facing a multi-commodity max-flow problem that requires time to
get solutions of reasonable quality, we first compute a single-commodity
max-flow problem with the Internet as source and the MAPs as sinks and
an overall STA/MAP assignment (computationally simpler). We then use
the results to find a feasible solution with respect to Equations 5.26-5.29,
i.e. the original MESHMAX problem.
This approach works particularly well when the flow traversing a MAP
is divided into flows for many STAs and when most traffic is between the
STAs and the Internet.
5.3.3.1

Sub-Problem I: Flow Maximization

With the mesh nodes 𝑀 , gateways 𝑊 and the fictitious nodes 𝑡 and 𝑡′ , we
build a reduced connectivity graph 𝐺′ (𝑉 ′ , 𝐸 ′ ), where 𝑉 ′ = 𝑀 ∪ 𝑊 ∪ {𝑡, 𝑡′ }.
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Figure 5.5: Sequence diagram of the MESHMAX-FAST algorithm
The set of edges 𝐸 ′ includes the original mesh backbone links from 𝐸 as
well as edges from all MAPs to 𝑡′ and from all gateways to 𝑡. With 𝑡 we
model a consolidated source node representing the Internet and 𝑡′ is a
consolidated sink node. 𝐼 ′ is the set of conflicting links and is created as
described in Section 5.2.
We aim to find 𝑓 , which maximizes the flow from the Internet that
is passing through MAPs, weighted by the parameter 𝑎, which is the
number of STA associated to a MAP. The corresponding linear optimization
problem (OP4) is defined in Equations 5.30-5.35.
Similar to Section 5.2, Equations 5.31 and 5.32 ensure flow conservation
and capacity constraints. Equation 5.33 and 5.35 make sure that STA rates
do not differ by more than a configurable factor 𝑞 (𝑞 = 1 enforces equality)
and that each STA 𝑢 receives a flow rate of at least 𝑑𝑢 . With Equation
5.35 the flow passing through a MAP is distributed to its connected STA
equally. Note that LP4 has no integer constraints and that its size does
not depend on the number of STA, which makes it much easier to solve
than OP1-OP3.
5.3.3.2

Sub-Problem II: Establishing STA/MAP Assignments

Each STA should be associated to exactly one MAP. We formulate the
STA/MAP assignment problem as a maximum cardinality bipartite matching problem [32]. In this problem, a graph is partitioned into two sets of
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∑︁

maximize
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𝑎𝑗 𝑓(𝑗,𝑡′ )

(5.30)

𝑗∈𝑉 ′

∑︁

𝑓(𝑖,𝑗) −

(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝐸 ′

∑︁

𝑓(𝑗,𝑖) = 𝐹 (𝑗)

(𝑗,𝑖)∈𝐸 ′

with 𝐹 (𝑗) =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨

∑︀

(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝐸 ′

𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)

0

⎪
⎪
⎩− ∑︀

(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝐸 ′

𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)

∑︁
𝑓(𝑘,𝑙)
𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)
+
≤𝜂
𝑏(𝑖,𝑗) ((𝑖,𝑗),(𝑘,𝑙))∈𝐼 ′ 𝑏(𝑘,𝑙)

𝑗=𝑡
otherwise
𝑗 = 𝑡′

∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 ′

(5.31)

∀(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸 ′

(5.32)

𝑞𝑎𝑗 𝑓(𝑖,𝑡′ ) ≤ 𝑎𝑖 𝑓(𝑗,𝑡′ )

∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 ′ : 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑗 > 0
(5.33)

𝑓(𝑖,𝑗) ≥ 0

∀(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸 ′

(5.34)

∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 ′

(5.35)

∑︁

𝑓(𝑗,𝑡′ ) ≥ 𝑎𝑗 𝑑𝑗

(𝑗,𝑡′ )∈𝐸 ′

vertices 𝑈 and 𝑇 , so that all edges have one endpoint in 𝑈 and the other
endpoint in 𝑇 . A matching is a set of edges 𝐾, such that every vertex
is endpoint of at most one edge in 𝐾. Finding the set 𝐾 of maximum
cardinality is called maximum matching problem. This corresponds to
finding the max-flow in an augmented graph - a task that can be accomplished for example by the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [32] or by solving an
LP. In our implementation we relied on the direct use of CPLEX to solve
the problem, instead of using our implementation of the Hopcraft-Karp
(in our preliminary tests, the latter found the optimal solution to the
STA/MAP assignment with 30 clients in 0.35, against the 0.1 seconds
needed by CPLEX).
The STA/MAP assignment is calculated on a graph with the vertex
set 𝑈 ∪ 𝑇 , where 𝑈 is the set of STAs and 𝑇 is a set of virtual service slot
nodes. Each MAP 𝑚 is split into 𝜎𝑚 service slots nodes. 𝜎 depends on
the capacity of a MAP and will be calculated in Algorithm 5.5. Edges
between nodes in 𝑈 and 𝑇 are created according to connectivity given by
𝐺. Every 𝑒 ∈ 𝐾 is an association between a MAP and a STA. Figure 5.6
depicts an example graph for finding a matching.
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t 1,2
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t 2,1

t 2,2
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Figure 5.6: Example: Finding a matching, where STA 1 can connect to
MAP 1, STA 3 to MAP 2 and STA 2 to both (𝜎 = 2).

5.3.3.3

Sub-Problem III: Increasing the Minimum STA Rate

Given are the flow rate vector 𝑓 , graph 𝐺 and a matching 𝐾, we would
like to find new matching 𝐾 ′ and a corresponding association vector
𝑎 = {𝑎1 , ..., 𝑎|𝑉 | }, which maximize the minimum STA rate. This problem
could be formulated as a MILP. As integrality constraints make the problem
hard to be solved in reasonable time for larger problem instances, we develop
a simple heuristic algorithm. The algorithm is based on a re-association
graph 𝑅(𝑉, 𝑍). An edge (𝑢, 𝑣) ∈ 𝑍 is created if there exists a STA that can
be associated to both 𝑢 and 𝑣. If there exists a path 𝑝𝑢→𝑣 , it is possible
to increase the number of STAs associated to 𝑢 and decrease the one of
𝑣 by re-associating STAs, potentially requiring STAs on other MAPs to
re-associate.
For example, in Figure 5.7, 𝑢1 and 𝑢2 are first connected to 𝑚1 and
𝑢3 is connected to 𝑚2 , 𝑚3 has no STA connected. There is no STA on
𝑚1 that could be moved directly to 𝑚3 . But following the graph on the
reassociation graph, one can see that 𝑢2 can be moved to 𝑚2 and 𝑢3 can
be moved to 𝑚3 . Hence, we can decrease the association count 𝑎1 of 𝑚1 ,
by increasing the association count on 𝑚3 .
Algorithm 5.3 checks all MAPs pairwise to see if by moving a STA
along the re-association graph the minimum STA rate can be increased,
while considering the link capacity and the interference according to the
contention graph. If this is possible, 𝐾 is updated accordingly.
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Algorithm 5.3 Increasing minimum STA rates by re-associations
Input : Flow rate vector 𝑓 , association count vector 𝑎, re-association
graph 𝑅 and initial matching 𝐾
Output : Updated matching 𝐾 ′
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(7)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

𝑎𝑠𝑐 := Sort MAPs by per STA rate, ascending
𝑑𝑠𝑐 := Sort MAPs by per STA rate, descending
foreach h ∈ 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐
foreach l ∈ 𝑎𝑠𝑐
if (Re-association graph has a path from 𝑙 to ℎ 𝑎𝑛𝑑
Moving a STA from ℎ to 𝑙 increases the min rate 𝑎𝑛𝑑
according to 𝑅 capacity is available) 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛
Update 𝐾 and 𝑎
fi
end
end
𝐾 0 := 𝐾

Mesh Access Points

m1

u1

m3

m2

u2

u3

Stations

Figure 5.7: Example re-association graph. 𝑢1 can connect to 𝑚1 , 𝑢2 to
𝑚1 and 𝑚2 , 𝑢3 to 𝑚2 and 𝑚3 . One can increase the association count at
𝑚3 by moving 𝑢2 and 𝑢3 .
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Sub-Problem IV: Routing

Given the link flow rates 𝑓 for the 𝑡 → 𝑡′ max-flow and the matching 𝐾,
we would like to find for each STA 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 associated at MAP 𝑚 a path
𝑝𝑡→𝑢 = {(𝑡, 𝑖), . . . , (𝑚, 𝑢)} capable of forwarding 𝑓(𝑚,𝑡′ ) /𝑎𝑚 flow without
violating capacity constraints imposed by the link flow rates. In general,
the 𝑡 → 𝑡′ max flow is only feasible for split flows. To obtain unsplit flows
for individual users, we make use of the following observation: the total
flow of a MAP 𝑚 is comprised of 𝑎𝑚 individual flows, which provides a
natural way to split up the total flow of a MAP without splitting traffic of
an individual user. We create a routing graph 𝑅𝐺 from 𝐺′ by removing
all edges with zero flow. Further, let 𝑐(𝑖,𝑗) denote the available capacity on
edge (𝑖, 𝑗). Initially, 𝑐(𝑖,𝑗) equals 𝑓(𝑖,𝑗) . The cost of each edge (𝑖, 𝑗) is set to
(1/𝑐(𝑖,𝑗) )10 , so that the use of links with low capacity is penalized.
Algorithm 5.4 finds a path for each user 𝑢 that does not violate flow
constraints for a rate 𝑟𝑢′ . In the first two nested loops (lines 3-16) each user
gets assigned a path to 𝑡. The path is found using a minimum cost route
algorithm for graphs (Dijkstra’s algorithm in our implementation). Each
time a user gets assigned path, the capacity 𝑐(𝑖,𝑗) of a link (𝑖, 𝑗) on the
user’s path is reduced by the requested user rate 𝑟𝑢′ . The link costs 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑖,𝑗)
are updated accordingly, so that links with lower available capacity will
have a higher cost.
After assigning the initial flow rates to the users, it might happen that
some users share the same path, but one user gets a higher rate than the
others (since it was assigned to the path earlier). Therefore, in the last
step, the rates of all users sharing the same path (except for the last hop,
of course) are divided equally.
5.3.3.5

Solution Algorithm

We introduce Algorithm 5.5 to iteratively solve sub-problems I-IV, aiming
to maximize the minimum STA rate. Line 1 initializes 𝑙𝑜𝑤, which denotes
the minimum throughput that any of the STAs receives. In lines 2-3 an
initial matching 𝐾 is calculated and the number of associated STA for
the given matching is computed. We call the algorithm MESHMAXFAST if the initial matching is computed by associating each STA to the
MAP with the lowest hop count to the next gateway. For MESHMAXFAST* we compute the maximum flow 𝑡 → 𝑡′ on a graph with edges
𝐸 ∪ {(𝑢, 𝑡′ )∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 } ∪ {(𝑡, 𝑣)∀𝑣 ∈ 𝑀 } and vertices 𝑉 ∪ {𝑡, 𝑡′ } (i.e. the
original graph 𝐺 is augmented with a consolidated source node 𝑡 and a
sink node 𝑡′ , which are connected to the gateways and STA respectively).
For each STA we select the MAP from which it receives the highest flow.

5.3. Solution Algorithms for MESHMAX

Algorithm 5.4 Routing of user traffic
Input : User rate vector 𝑟, link costs 𝑐 and routing graph 𝑅𝐺
Output : Set of paths 𝑃 and adjusted rate vector 𝑟 ′
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

Sort users 𝑈 by rate, ascending
Initialize cost of all links to 1/𝑐(i,j) 10
foreach u ∈ 𝑈
𝑚𝑎𝑝 := Get MAP of user 𝑢 based on matching 𝐾
𝑝t→u := Find minimum cost path from 𝑡 to 𝑢 according to 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑟u0 := Minimum of user rate 𝑟u and the available capacity on link 𝑝t→u
foreach ( 𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝑝t→u
𝑐(i,j) := Update the available capacity to 𝑐(i,j) − 𝑟u0
if 𝑐(i,j) > 0 then
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(i,j) := Update the cost of the link to 1/𝑐(i,j) 10
else
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(i,j) := Update the cost of the link to ∞
fi
end
Add 𝑝t→u to the set of paths 𝑃
end
foreach u ∈ 𝑈
𝑆 := Find all other stations ∈ 𝑈 with same path as 𝑢
Divide the flow rates equally among all stations in 𝑆 and update 𝑟0
end
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Algorithm 5.5 MESHMAX-FAST solution algorithm
Input : Network graph 𝐺, set of interfering links 𝐼 and set of users 𝑈
Output : User rate allocation vector 𝑟 and set paths 𝑃
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

𝑙𝑜𝑤old := −1
𝐾 := Get an initial matching
𝑎 := Get the association count vector for the matching 𝐾
𝑓 := Compute the max-flow by solving OP4 with (𝑞 := 1, 𝑑 := 0, 𝑎)
𝑙𝑜𝑤cur := Get the smallest per STA flow as min(𝑓 /𝑎)
while 𝑙𝑜𝑤cur > 𝑙𝑜𝑤old do
𝑙𝑜𝑤old := 𝑙𝑜𝑤cur
𝑓 := Compute max-flow by solving OP4 with (𝑞 := 0, 𝑑 := 𝑎 * 𝑙𝑜𝑤cur , 𝑎)
𝐾 := Use Algorithm 5.3 to update the matching using the new flow rates
𝑎 := Get the association count vector for the matching 𝐾
𝑙𝑜𝑤cur := Get the smallest per STA flow as min(𝑓 /𝑎)
𝑓 := Compute max-flow using OP4 with (𝑞 := 0, 𝑑 := 𝑎 * 𝑙𝑜𝑤cur , 𝑎)
𝑙𝑜𝑤cur := Get the smallest per STA flow as min(𝑓 /𝑎)
end
𝑃 , 𝑟 := Get paths and updated rate allocation vector using Algorithm 5.4

In lines 4-5 the per-STA flow rates are computed and the smallest one is
assigned to 𝑙𝑜𝑤.
Lines 6-14 constitute the main loop of the algorithm. In line 8 the link
flow rates 𝑓 are computed by solving OP4. Equality of all STA is enforced
(𝑞 = 1) and no minimum rates are required (𝑚 = 0). Lines 9-11 update
the matching 𝐾 by calling Algorithm 5.3 and re-compute 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑐𝑢𝑟 1 . In lines
12-13 the flow rates are computed again, this time requiring no fairness
(𝑞 = 0), but guaranteeing at least 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑐𝑢𝑟 to each STA. The main loop is
repeated until the lowest STA rate does not increase anymore. Finally,
routes and adjusted rates are computed using the algorithm 5.4. The user
rate vector 𝑟 and be computed from the flow rate vector 𝑓 using Equation
5.8.

5.4

Numerical Performance Analysis

In this section, we compare the performance of the three previously described MESHMAX algorithms. All algorithms are implemented in the
OPL modeling language and the Linear Programming problems were solved
by IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.3 [6]. The tests were performed on a Linux
1

Note: 𝑓 /𝑎 is a piece-wise division of a flow rate vector 𝑓 and association count
vector 𝑎
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server with an Intel E5606 quad-core CPU (2.13 GHz) and 4 GB RAM.
Specifically, the main results that we will show are:
• When the time limit imposed by an online mesh problem is considered,
even a state-of-the-art LP solver like CPLEX is not able to find
solutions of reasonable quality for the MESHMAX problem within
the time limit.
• In contrast, our heuristic approach MESHMAX-FAST, based on the
four sub algorithms, provides a solution at high quality within the
time limits required for online optimization of networks.

5.4.1

Evaluation Scenario

We compared the solution quality in 30 randomly generated topologies.
In each topology, 20 mesh nodes were uniformly scattered over an area of
500x500 m. Non-connected networks were discarded. In each network, 4
gateway nodes were randomly placed and connected to the Internet with
a 100 Mbit/s Ethernet connection. The mesh backbone was operated at
54 Mbit/s PHY rate (yielding approx 32 Mbit/s network layer rate), the
STA/MAP links at 18 Mbit/s (yielding approx. 10 Mbit/s network layer
rate). STAs were randomly dropped over the coverage area of the network.

5.4.2

Throughput

Figure 5.8 depicts the minimum, 90-percentile, maximum and average
throughput as a mean value over 30 random networks. The minimum and
90-percentile throughput show how well the worst-off users are supported,
while the average and maximum throughput indicate how well the overall
network resources are utilized.
MESHMAX-OPT represents an upper bound for the minimum throughput, since OP2 maximizes the throughput of the worst STA (see Section
5.3). This upper bound is almost achieved with MESHMAX-FAST*. On
average 98% of the optimum rate are possible. This surprisingly good
performance can be explained as follows: optimizing split flows from the
Internet to each MAP is a good approximation of optimizing unsplittable
flows from the Internet to each STA, as each MAP aggregates traffic
of many STAs. The approach of MESHMAX-LP to first optimize split
flows for each STA individually and then approximate an unsplit version
works slightly worse. For a few STAs it might occur that the difference
between the split and approximated unsplit throughput is high. However,
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as a look at the 90%-ile throughput reveals, this does not happen too frequently. In terms of 90%-ile throughput, MESHMAX-LP almost achieves
the performance of MESHMAX-OPT.
Interestingly, in terms of minimum throughput, MESHMAX-FAST
performs much worse than MESHMAX-FAST*. This shows that using a
good initial matching in Algorithm 5.5 is critical for the performance. If
the algorithm starts from a bad initial matching, the reshuffle operation
might not attempt to move STAs to MAPs which are required for a good
solution.
The ratio between the maximum and the minimum rate is a simple
measure for how fairly resources are distributed. Among all the Paretoefficient rate allocations, the max-min fair rate allocation minimizes this
ratio. Therefore, it also measures how well a rate allocation approximates
a max-min fair rate allocation. For MESHMAX-OPT the ratio was on
average 3.19 (max. 12.03). Instead, it is 3.60 (max. 15.00) for MESHMAXLP, 3.48 (max. 24.06) for MESHMAX-FAST* and 6.32 (max 29.06) for
MESHMAX-FAST. This means, that MESHMAX-LP provides a more
fair allocation of rates than MESHMAX-FAST and MESHMAX-FAST*.
However, with regard to the minimum rate, MESHMAX-FAST* still
outperforms MESHMAX-LP.
For two topologies with a total of 15 and 25 STAs, we made deeper
investigations on the relative performance of MESHMAX-LP, MESHMAXFAST and MESHMAX-FAST*. In Figure 5.9 we plot the CDF of the
minimum throughput relative to MESHMAX-OPT, which was obtained
by considering 30 random STA distributions over the area. A relative
performance of 1 is equal to the optimal solution. For all three heuristic
algorithms the relative performance depends on the location of the STA.
For example, with MESHMAX-LP, the minimum rate can be equal to 49%
up to 100% of the optimal solution. A similarly large difference can be
observed for MESHMAX-FAST. With MESHMAX-FAST* the performance
is between 70% and 100%, with an average of 98% and a median of 100%.
In general, it is desirable that the worst case performance of a heuristic is
as high as possible. MESHMAX-FAST* fulfills this requirement best with
a worst case performance of 70%.

5.4.3

Run-time

As the algorithm is used for online optimization of the network and executed
each time a STA joins or leaves the network or the association opportunities
change due to user mobility, the run-time is critical. The rate of such
changes depends on the network size and on the usage. [80] studied more
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of algorithm run-time (averaged over 30 random
topologies). The run-times of MESHMAX-OPT and MESHMAX-LP can
be several orders of magnitude higher than the run-times of MESHMAXFAST and MESHMAX-FAST*.
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than 1.3 million connections in public WLAN hotspots. In high load
situations the average arrival rate is roughly one customer per minute. To
account for bursty arrivals, the run-time of the algorithm should thus be
considerably shorter than one minute, e.g. 10 seconds.
Figure 5.10 compares the average run-time of the three algorithms
in a random topology with 20 mesh nodes and 5-30 STA (observe the
log-scale on the y-axis). As expected, the run-time of MESHMAX-OPT
and MESHMAX-LP increases at (almost) exponential rate. MESHMAXOPT and MESHMAX-LP can be used for online optimization (when the
threshold is 10 seconds) in the evaluated networks only when up to 8 and 13
STAs are present respectively. The run-time growth of MESHMAX-FAST
and MESHMAX-FAST* is much slower.
When a number of STAs between 5 and 15 is present, MESHMAXFAST* is slower than MESHMAX-FAST, but gets relatively faster when
more STAs are present. This is because initial matching of MESHMAXFAST* takes longer, but then fewer iterations of the main loop of the
algorithm are required.
In [80] the mean number of concurrent STA per AP during busy hours
does not exceed 10. Further assuming a network size of 20 MAPs, a
target network size of 200 STAs should be solved within the 10 seconds
constraint. For 30 random networks of such size the average run-time for
MESHMAX-FAST was 4.40 seconds. Even with 300 STAs the run-time is
only 8.36 seconds.
Larger networks often can be partitioned into smaller logical units.
For example, instead of optimizing a network that spans several floors
of a building, one can optimize each floor individually. When there is
no interference between the logical units and STAs of one unit cannot
use MAPs of another unit, optimizing those partitions results in a global
optimum.

5.4.4

Discussion

Based on the results of the numerical analysis we make the following key
observations: 1.) in terms of solution quality and run-time, the direct
solution of a straightforward relaxation (MESHMAX-LP) of the original
MILP problem (MESHMAX-OPT) is not as good as an algorithm that
considers the structure of the network (MESHMAX-FAST*); 2.) solving
MESHMAX-OPT requires too much time to be solved during the online
optimization of networks of practical size. However, its solution can be
used by system designers to establish a bound on the quality of the solution
obtained by heuristics; 3.) MESHMAX-FAST* is a practical heuristic,
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that reveals to be very useful to find solutions of good quality within the
time constraint associated with the application.

5.5

Network Simulations

The numerical analysis provides valuable insights on the performance of
the algorithms. However, the algorithms are based on simplified models of
the wireless channel and user traffic. We hence conducted a series of ns-2
simulations to investigate how suited the simplified model of the wireless
channel and MAC is for the MESHMAX algorithms. Furthermore, the
ns-2 simulations enable us to compare the performance of the MESHMAX
algorithms to several state-of-the-art heuristics for AP selection.

5.5.1

Scenario

All simulations were conducted with ns-2 2.33 and the ns-miracle extensions [39]. Each mesh node was equipped with two radios, of which one
is operated using IEEE 802.11a at 5 GHz and solely used in the mesh
backbone. The other radio were tuned to 2.4 GHz and provides an AP
interface to the stations using IEEE 802.11g. On the backbone, all the
radio devices used the same channel, while for the STA access the MAPs
were assigned non-interfering channels. The PHY rates were fixed to 36
Mbit/s. Errors in the wireless transmission were introduced randomly.
Frames with a small SINR are more likely to be erroneous and thus dropped
than frames with a high SINR.
All MGWs are connected to a core router (as in Figures 5.1 and
5.2), which represents the Network Operations Center (NOC) and acts
as exchange point to the Internet. If not stated otherwise, the fixed line
from the MGW to the core-router is operated at 100 Mbit/s. The NOC
collects monitoring information from the network, executes the optimization
algorithm and configures the forwarding tables at the mesh nodes and the
rate-shapers at the core-router and mesh nodes. Such functionality could
easily be implemented in real deployments using the architecture which
will be presented in the next chapter. The rate-shapers are configured
according to the flow rates computed by the optimization algorithm.
The comparison consists of two network topologies: the first network
consists of 15 mesh nodes (of which 4 are MGWs) and 15 STA deployed
in a random way. The other network resembles a subset of a real WMN
deployed in Chaska [1]. It consists of 67 mesh nodes (16 MGWs) and 50
randomly dropped STA.
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The MESHMAX algorithms are compared to two schemes which can be
implemented in a fully distributed way: an RSS-based association policy
and a minimum hop-count scheme. In the RSS-based scheme, a STA
associates to the MAP with the highest signal strength (default policy in
most modern operating systems). In the hop-count scheme, each MAP
broadcasts its hop-count towards the next gateway in periodic beacon
messages. A STA then associates to the MAP with lowest hop-count.
Each simulation was run for 180s and repeated 30 times with different
random STA drops. The error-bars in the plots below are the standard
deviation of the 30 random network instantiations. TCP throughput was
measured with TCP New Reno, the Selective ACK option and one ACK
per segment (no delayed ACKs). As a comparison, we also measured the
UDP throughput with backlogged CBR traffic and 1400 bytes datagram
length. This allows us to evaluate the impact of the TCP congestion
control.

5.5.2

Throughput Performance

In Figures 5.11 and 5.12 we plot the UDP and TCP throughput for the
random network. For the MESHMAX algorithms we additionally plot
the analytical optimum. MESHMAX-FAST* and MESHMAX-OPT are
about equal, followed by MESHMAX-LP. With the RSS-based scheme the
minimum throughput is about 20 times lower than with the MESHMAX
schemes. The hop-count scheme is much better, as it avoids having STA
using MAPs far from the next gateway. The performance of the MESHMAX
algorithms very closely matches the predictions made by the model. On
average 99% of the model predictions are reached. This shows that the
simple linear approximation of the MAC layer characteristics in our system
model indeed is sufficient to achieve a good correspondence between the
simple model and the more complex simulation assumptions.
With TCP the picture changes slightly: TCP implements a congestion
control algorithm to determine the send rate and requires ACKs, which
both reduce the available rate and can exacerbate unfairness issues. With
TCP, the RSS-based scheme leads to a almost complete starvation of some
flows. It is a well known behavior of TCP that flows close to the gateway
can starve other, longer flows (see for example [114]). The hop-count
scheme improves the situation, since STAs are associated close to the GWs.
The MESHMAX algorithms in addition shape the rates, so that some flows
cannot completely capture all resources.
The analytical optimum and the TCP throughput diverge more than the
UDP throughput. The simulations reach on average 84% of the analytical
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Figure 5.11: Minimum (left) and average (right) UDP throughput in a
random network. The simulation results match the analytical optimum
very closely. The RSS-based association can lead to a starvation of users,
while MESHMAX avoids this.
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Figure 5.12: Minimum (left) and average (right) TCP throughput in
a random network. The TCP throughput is lower than the analytical
optimum. TCP connections in the RSS-based association scheme can be
completely starved.
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throughput. This is not surprising, as the congestion control reacts to
losses of DATA or ACK frames by reducing the send rate. If TCP frames
get lost, it takes a while until TCP recovers to the rate computed by the
MESHMAX algorithm. Hence, the average rate over the whole simulation
time is lower than the maximum reachable by a UDP connection.
The Chaska topology is too large for MESHMAX-OPT and MESHMAXLP to be solved in acceptable time. We therefore only compared the performance of MESHMAX-FAST* and the RSS and hop-count policy. For both,
UDP and TCP, MESHMAX-FAST* performs better than the RSS-based
and the hop-count based scheme. With UDP traffic and MESHMAXFAST*, each STA receives on average 5.6 Mbit/s, which is 22% more than
with the RSS-based scheme and 27% more than with the hop-count based
scheme. With TCP-traffic, MESHMAX-FAST* on average provides 4.5
Mbit/s for each STA, which is 20% and 40% higher than the RSS and hopcount scheme. With the RSS and the hop-count scheme some TCP flows
are completely starved, resulting in zero throughput. MESHMAX-FAST*
at least provides on average 0.44 Mbit/s to the worst-off STA.

5.5.3

Impact of Bottlenecks at Gateways

Many WLAN hotspots are connected to the Internet via an xDSL line,
which might be slower than the wireless backhaul and hence present a
performance bottleneck. We analyzed how sensitive the performance of the
MESHMAX algorithms is to different gateway connection speeds. Figure
5.13 plots the minimum UDP throughput relative to the optimum given by
MESHMAX-OPT as an average of 30 simulations using random topologies.
The measurements reveal that there is an impact for all algorithms,
albeit no clear trend can be seen for some of them. MESHMAX-LP
performs better with higher gateway speeds, because the difference between
split and unsplit flow rate is lower in that case. MESHMAX-FAST* shows
no clear trend. However, it is always outperforming the other schemes.
The RSS-based scheme is in particular bad when the gateway speed is high.
This is because in the RSS scheme, stations may associate to MAPs which
are many hops from the gateway. Transmissions to such distant stations
are starved by transmissions to nodes closer to the gateway. When the
gateway speed is low, the wireless backhaul might not be saturated and
therefore the impact of this competition on for resources on the wireless
backhaul plays no major role. With high gateway speeds this competition
is leads to starvation of some nodes.
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Figure 5.13: Impact of different gateway connection speeds

5.5.4

Increase in Network Scalability

From a network operators point of view it is interesting how many customers
can be supported with a minimum rate. In Figure 5.14 we plot the simulated
average minimum throughput value for each STA over 30 random topologies
for MESHMAX-FAST* and the RSS-based association. If the network
operator would like to provide on average at least 1 Mbit/s rate for each
STA, then the default scheme (RSS) can only support 7 concurrent STA.
With MESHMAX-FAST* 39 users can be supported. Figure 5.14 shows
the actual value of the proposed optimization algorithm: with a given
network infrastructure and rate-requirement a much higher number of
customers can be served. For a 1 Mbit/s rate requirement, a 5.5 fold
improvement in the number of supported users is possible. Or conversely,
for a given user population of e.g. 15, the minimum rate can be increased
from 200 kbit/s to 2.6 Mbit/s.

5.5.5

Importance of Active STA Management

We call a STA actively managed, if it can inform the optimization algorithm
which MAPs are in reach and if it can follow a handover request. In
practice, not all STA are actively managed, as the IEEE 802.11 standard
does not provide mechanisms for monitoring reachability of MAPs and
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Figure 5.14: Increased network scalability through MESHMAX algorithms

performing handovers. Only newer standards, such as IEEE 802.11k [23]
and IEEE 802.21 [25] enable such features. The MESHMAX algorithms do
not distinguish between actively- or non-actively-managed STA. However,
for non-actively managed STA the MAP is selected by the STA in a
(potentially) non-optimal way and cannot be changed by the algorithm,
even if better MAPs might be in reach.
In Figure 5.15 we plot the average minimum UDP throughput of 30
random topologies with 50 STAs, given that only a fraction of the STAs
is actively managed and the rest uses the default RSS-based association
scheme. As a comparison baseline we also provide the throughput, if all
STAs use the RSS-based association and no rate-shaping is done. Not
surprisingly, an increase of actively managed STAs allows the algorithm of
find a better network configuration and hence the throughput is higher.
The throughput increases from 0.25 to 0.5 Mbit/s, when going from 0 to
100% of actively managed STA.
The comparison of MESHMAX-FAST* with 0% actively managed STA
and the RSS-based scheme (dashed line) shows that limiting flow rates and
optimizing the routing doubles the throughput from 0.125 to 0.25 Mbit/s.
This shows that even in a network with 100% legacy IEEE 802.11 STA,
major performance improvements are possible.
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Figure 5.15: Average minimum throughput when associations are controlled
on a fraction of all STA

5.6

Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented and compared several different approaches
for optimizing the fair throughput of STAs in mesh connected WLANs.
The presented network simulations show that the proposed optimization
algorithms yield major improvements of flow rates, in particular for users
that otherwise would be starved. For network operators this translates
into more happy users. The exact solution algorithm provides an upper
performance bound, which can be used as a benchmark for heuristics. The
MESHMAX-FAST* heuristic can be implemented and used for online
optimization of networks.
One limitation of the proposed models is that they do not consider the
cost of handovers and the dynamicity of the network, as has been done in
Chapter 4. As shown in Chapter 4, disregarding the handover costs is not
problematic, as long as the handover costs and the network dynamicity are
low. In contrast, in highly dynamic environments, handover costs should
be considered. However, the MESHMAX algorithms are still useful in
such scenarios, as they can be used as a building block for example for a
Hysteresis based invocation strategy (see Section 4.4.1.3).
Another shortcoming of the presented approach is that flow rates are
assigned statically to the stations, neglecting the fact most stations are
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silent most of the time and do not want to download data. Thus, a future
extension of the work should investigate how other stations can “borrow”
capacity from a station that is currently not requesting any resources.
To manage a real network with one of the MESHMAX algorithms,
appropriate signaling primitives to query the network resources and to
configure the network according to the output of the algorithm are required.
Standard mesh routing protocols are not suited for MESHMAX, as they do
not allow a centralized computation and configuration of host-based routes
and traffic flows. To enable such fine grained control over the network, a
new management architecture is necessary, which we will introduce in the
next chapter.
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Chapter

6

Optimizing Wireless Mesh
Networks with OpenFlow
6.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters we have discussed the possibility of improving
the performance of WLANs and WMNs by actively controlling the user
associations and rate allocations. The presented optimization models
require a centralized controller to obtain monitoring information from the
network and to apply the outcomes of the optimization model by adapting
the routing, modifying rate allocations and by triggering handovers.
Typical WMNs do not provide such functionality. For example, the
wide-spread mesh routing protocols AODV [134], B.A.T.M.A.N. [96] and
OLSR [62] do not allow fine grained flow-based routing. The idea of
flow-based routing is, that instead of using only one path for a given
destination, a destination can be reached on different paths, depending
on the characteristics of the flow. Moreover, traditional routing protocols
are not optimized to handle handovers of stations between APs. In order
to maintain end-to-end connectivity, a station should not be required to
change its IP address due to a handover. Therefore, when the point of
attachment (i.e. the AP) of a station changes, the routing protocol needs
to ensure that the routing tables of the mesh routers are updated, so that
the traffic towards the station is routed to the new AP. As most routing
protocols do not support such fast routing table updates, in practice often
tunnel-based solutions such as Mobile IP [133] are deployed. Such tunnel
based solutions create an overlay routing which is controlled by an external
entities such as Home Agents.
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Even though tunnel protocols such as Mobile IP are in principle suited
to enable station mobility in mesh networks, they lack flexibility, introduce
overhead at each transmission and do not integrate well with the routing
process of the underlying network. Similar shortcomings have been observed
in the architecture of fixed networks and have led to the development of
Software Defined Networks (SDNs) and the OpenFlow protocol [121].
As already described in more detail in Chapter 2, the key idea of
SDNs is to move the forwarding intelligence to a typically centralized
control layer, while keeping the routers or switches simple. The control
layer uses the OpenFlow protocol to program routers and switches. This
architecture allows many applications, such as mobility management, to
be implemented efficiently. In addition, OpenFlow can co-exist with legacy
routing protocols and offers the possibility of network virtualization. This
allows to run multiple logical networks on top of one physical network, for
example to enable virtual network operators.

6.1.1

Related Work

SDNs and OpenFlow have been applied in wireless networks in different
contexts. For example, PhoneNet [93] uses OpenFlow to enable efficient
file-sharing applications between wireless terminals. The main idea behind
PhoneNet is to create multi-cast trees between smart phones and thereby
reduce the data transfer volume. The OpenRoads project [180] mainly
investigates how to provide mobility management in heterogeneous wireless
networks. However, OpenRoads is restricted to single-hop wireless communications and there is no integration with existing routing protocols. [126]
and [181] propose to use OpenFlow to manage home networks. While the
latter works do not consider multi-hop networks, [89] explicitly discusses
the possibility of using SDNs to manage rural multi-hop wireless networks.
[89] formulates several research challenges in this context, such as how to
design SDN management tools for human operators with limited expertise.
Concrete technical solutions to those problems are yet to be developed.
Besides SDNs, also other approaches to enable client mobility and flow
based routing in WMNs have been proposed. For example, the CARMEN
project developed an architecture for carrier grade mesh networks, which
supports mobility by using layer-3 tunnels [40]. [34] uses multi-cast trees
and tunnels for speeding up handovers. OLSR-FastSync [160] is an extension to OLSR, which allows fast route-updates after handovers. The
CARS algorithm [169] allows flow-based routing in mesh networks. The
main aim of the algorithm is to balance load between gateways and not
to enable client mobility. Compared to the SDN solutions, a drawback of
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those proposals is that they are not integrated in a broader management
architecture. Thus, a reuse of functionality in other contexts and software
tools is not possible easily.

6.1.2

Problem Statement and Contributions

The flexibility to integrate with existing networks and the centralized
control make OpenFlow and SDNs an ideal candidate to manage station
associations and mobility in WMNs. As the nature of wired links and
networks is very different from wireless networks, in particular wireless mesh
networks, the following aspects should be addressed when using OpenFlow
for route and association optimization in WMNs: Due to variations in
link qualities and nodes joining and leaving the network, the network
topology changes at a much higher pace than in wired networks. Along
with the self-configuration requirement of WMNs, this necessitates an
autonomous topology discovery and the ability to react swiftly on changes
in the network. In addition, as wireless networks do not have the clear
notion of a point-to-point link, neighbor and topology discovery need to
be adapted to wireless networks. Moreover, the capacity of WMNs is
one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the one of fixed networks.
Hence, the overhead introduced by communication between OpenFlowenabled mesh nodes and the network controller deserves special attention.
Furthermore, when compared to fixed networks, mesh routers typically
have low processing power. As a result, performance bottlenecks could
arise from the deployment of OpenFlow.
Previous works such as [180] have investigated how OpenFlow can
enable mobility management in wireless networks. However, those works
are limited to single-hop networks only and therefore do not deal with
important WMN issues such as routing. Thus, in this chapter we aim
to develop and evaluate an architecture for mobility management with
OpenFlow in WMNs.
The key contributions presented in this chapter are:
• An architecture that allows for the flexible and efficient use of
OpenFlow in WMNs. By integrating a legacy routing protocol, our
architecture allows for a self-configuration of the network and an
assessment of the link quality that is tailored to wireless networks.
• The identification of important performance factors and their
evaluation in a real testbed. In particular, we show that on low-end
mesh routers performance degradations due to large rule-sets are
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possible. Furthermore, our measurements suggest that for small networks the overhead due to OpenFlow protocol messages is negligible.
• The application of the proposed architecture to mobility management and performance optimization. With the MESHMAX
algorithms we compute the optimal routes, rates and associations
and apply this configuration in the network with the help of OpenFlow.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.2 we outline
the new architecture for OpenFlow-based management of WMNs. An implementation is described in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 evaluates performance
characteristics of typical OpenFlow components in WMNs. In Section
6.5 we demonstrate how to use the proposed architecture to handle client
mobility and to implement the MESHMAX algorithms. In Section 6.6 we
summarize the chapter, discuss limitations of the proposed architecture
and propose potential remedies.

6.2

An Architecture for OpenFlow in WMNs

In our architecture, which is depicted in Figure 6.1, a WMN consists of
OpenFlow-enabled mesh routers and mesh gateways. Via a gateway, the
WMN is connected to a core network, in which the OpenFlow Control
Server and the Monitoring and Control Server are positioned. Regular
stations can connect to the Internet via the mesh routers, which wirelessly
forward the traffic to the gateway.

6.2.1

OpenFlow-Enabled Mesh Routers

As shown in Figure 6.2, a mesh node is equipped with one or multiple
physical wireless cards. By using multiple wireless cards, the network
capacity [102] may be increased. Each physical wireless interface is split
into two virtual interfaces. One virtual interface is used for control traffic
and the other one for data traffic.
Using multiple SSIDs, the mesh node can distinguish between traffic of
the two interfaces. Multi-hop IP connectivity between the virtual control
interfaces is enabled using any normal mesh routing protocol. In our
specific implementation, which we will describe in detail below, OLSR
[167] is used to setup the routing. The data interfaces are connected to the
OpenFlow data path. The data path uses local sockets to communicate
with the control path component. The control path component connects
via the control interface and the secure channel to the OpenFlow controller
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Figure 6.1: Overall system architecture
(e.g. NOX [83]), which is located in the core network. Connectivity to
outside the mesh is achieved by using one or multiple mesh gateways. A
mesh gateway is a normal mesh node, which in addition is connected to a
fixed network.
On each mesh node a monitoring agent collects information about link
quality and channel utilization. This monitoring agent can be queried by
an external monitoring and control server.
When using multi-radio multi-channel mesh networks, the initial network setup requires a channel assignment to the radios and links in order
to maintain connectivity. Our architecture does not rely on a specific
mechanism. For example the approach in [141] can be used. However,
when performing network optimizations, the channel assignment needs to
known to the network controller, since it determines the interference.

6.2.2

Core Network

The core network, which is shown in Figure 6.3 is composed of a Monitoring
and Control Server (MCS) and an OpenFlow Control Server (OCS). The
MCS queries information from the mesh routers and clients and builds a
topology, an association and an association opportunity database. The
topology database contains a network graph, which is built from the
connectivity information of the mesh routing protocol. If a link-state
routing protocol such as OLSR is used, the network connectivity graph
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Figure 6.2: Architecture of an OpenFlow mesh node

can be constructed from the routing tables of the nodes. In addition, the
network graph can be annotated with link quality metrics, if provided by
the routing protocol. The association database contains a list of stations
and the MAPs they are associated to and is built from the system statistics
of the MAPs. During idle periods, the stations scan the network to find
close-by MAPs and report this to the monitoring server, which builds the
association opportunity database.
The main purpose of the OCS is to perform routing related tasks,
such as setting forwarding tables, handling node mobility and managing
network addresses. To this end, the OCS contains the routing and mobility
application. The OCS can access all databases maintained by the MCS.
When the topology database is changed (e.g. because of a link failure
detected through periodic polling of the OLSR link tables at the gateways),
the MCS informs the OCS, which then updates the routes based on the
new network graph. When a station joins the network and issues a DHCP
request, the network controller uses the topology database to calculate a
path between the station’s MAP and a gateway and then installs flow-rules
via the OCS. The ARP application and the DHCP application manage IP
addresses of stations. In Section 6.5 we will describe in more detail how
the MCS and the OCS implement the MESHMAX algorithms.

6.3. Implementation
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Figure 6.3: Architecture of the core network

6.2.3

Stations

The stations comply with the IEEE 802.11 standard when associating to a
MAP. A monitoring and control agent may be installed on the station, which
allows the MCS and the OCS to query information to build the association
opportunity database and to trigger handovers using the IEEE 802.21 [25]
command set. Legacy clients without the agent can still associate to the
network, but cannot participate actively in the network management, as
the OCS cannot trigger actions on such clients, for example to initiate a
handover.

6.3

Implementation

We have implemented the proposed architecture in the KAUMesh testbed at
Karlstad University [70] and the MultiRAT testbed of Telekom Innovation
Laboratories [41]. In the KAUMESH testbed, the mesh routers are built
upon the Cambria GW2358-4 platform that uses an Intel XScale IXP435
667 MHz CPU. The routers use OpenWrt Backfire [13] (Linux 2.6.31) and
version 1.0.0 of the OpenFlow reference implementation for the control
and data path [63]. The network virtualization is implemented using
the multi-SSID feature of mac80211 and the ATH5K wireless driver [9].
We use NOX 0.5 [83] as the OpenFlow controller, which are installed
on a Linux server with a 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon CPU and 2 GB of RAM.
All performance measurements, except for the measurements with the
MESHMAX algorithm, which will be presented in Section 6.5.4, were
performed in the KAUMesh testbed. The measurements in Section 6.5.4
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were performed in the MultiRAT testbed. This testbed is deployed in an
office building in Berlin and comprises several Saxnet III mesh nodes. The
software configuration is identical to the KAUMesh testbed, except for the
operating system, which is Debian Linux instead of OpenWrt.
The communication among the individual components of the network
architecture is based on standard protocols. The OpenFlow protocol is
used for setting up the flow tables. The MCS and OCS communicate
with each other using an XML-like protocol. The mobility application
can create IEEE 802.21-like [25] messages (we do not follow the whole
IEEE 802.21 specification) to trigger handovers at the stations. The
stations run a rudimentary IEEE 802.21 implementation, which can trigger
a handover upon the reception of such messages. The control network
routing is set up using olsrd [167]. The olsr-txtinfo plugin provides
the network topology information to the MCS via a Telnet based interface.
The monitoring is performed with Nagios [106]. Furthermore, the mesh
nodes and clients contain custom Nagios plugins, which are queried by
the Nagios Remote Plugin Executor [106]. The association and topology
databases are stored in a MySQL database.

6.4

Micro-Benchmarks

In this section, we evaluate the principle feasibility of OpenFlow in WMNs.
We focus on general performance features of the architecture and the
software components and evaluate the forwarding performance, the rule
activation time and control traffic overhead.

6.4.1

Is there a Performance Penalty through OpenFlow
Rule Processing?

As the data path on the mesh routers is implemented in software, it
might become a performance bottleneck. In the used OpenFlow reference
implementation, the data path runs in user space, which might create
additional problems. To evaluate the achievable performance, we set up a
string of three nodes, in which the leftmost node transmits data and the
middle node forwards the data to the rightmost node using two separate
network cards. The links between the leftmost and the middle and the
middle and the rightmost node were tuned to orthogonal channels and use
fixed PHY rates of 36 Mbit/s in the 5 GHz band. We made sure that no
external traffic disturbed the experiments.
We measured the throughput of a backlogged UDP-stream sent over
the two hops for 60 seconds. The achievable throughput using normal
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Figure 6.4: Forwarding performance with 1400 byte UDP datagrams

Linux IP routing without the OpenFlow components was approximately
20 Mbit/s. We repeated the measurements using the OpenFlow data path
for packet forwarding. To see the impact of the rule set size, between 0
and 100 dummy rules were active and needed to be processed before the
actual rule to forward the data is matched. Two kinds of rules were used:
simple rules that match by the incoming port and complex rules that also
match MAC and IP addresses (and hence need more processing power).
Figure 6.4 shows that the throughput degrades by about 15% when
100 complex rules need to be processed for each packet. For simple rules
the parsing process is very fast and thus does not have impact on the
throughput. For routing, IP header matching is required though. Those
results show that the present implementation of the data path can indeed
create a performance bottleneck on slow mesh-router devices. The results
also suggest that keeping the number of rules low is beneficial for performance if user-mode forwarding is activated. The CPU utilization in the
OpenFlow tests was higher than with the standard Linux IP forwarding,
but did not reach 100%. We therefore think that the CPU speeds itself
is not the performance bottleneck, but other factors such as the memory
bandwidth degrade the throughput. A more efficient data path implementation in the OS-kernel might improve performance and is therefore very
desirable. However, regardless of the size of the rule set, the throughput of
the OpenFlow data path was always considerable lower than the normal
Linux IP stack.
In control measurements on MultiRAT mesh nodes, which use a more
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powerful AMD Geode CPU, no performance degradations compared to
the normal Linux IP stack were observable. This shows that low-end mesh
routers in combination with a non-optimal software implementation may
be too slow. With more powerful devices performance degradations are
not to be expected.

6.4.2

What Control Traffic Overhead is Created by OpenFlow?
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Figure 6.5: Total control traffic caused by OLSR and OpenFlow
OpenFlow creates control traffic when new rules are installed or statistics are queried. In addition, routers send heart beat signals to the OCS,
which is located in the fixed part of the network. In wireless networks
with potentially low capacity, the control traffic overhead could consume a
significant share of the available resources and leave only a small portion
to the actual data traffic.
We measured the amount of control traffic that is created when installing rules at different rates at random nodes in the network depicted in
Figure 6.7. As traffic is relayed over multiple wireless hops, it is counted
each time it is transmitted. In Figure 6.5 we compare the OpenFlow
control traffic rates to the control traffic created by OLSR, which provides
the basic routing infrastructure. As expected, the OpenFlow control traffic
increases as the rule installation rate increases, while OLSR traffic stays
constant. With 20 new rules per second, the additional control traffic
introduced by OpenFlow is about 20 kbit/s and the total control traffic
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is about 10 times higher compared to a case where only OLSR is used.
However, compared to capacity of IEEE 802.11 mesh networks, the control
traffic volume is still low. Moreover, for certain scenarios such as load
balancing, much lower rule installation rates can be anticipated. Compared
to a pure OLSR network, OpenFlow adds some extra control traffic, but
the amount is relatively small.
Scalability is a major concern when using centralized schemes such
as OpenFlow. As the network size increases, more heart beat signals are
generated and potentially more rules need to be installed. The results from
the small test network show that the amount of control traffic generated
by each mesh router is in the order of a few kbit/s. As long as the rule
installation rate is low, the amount of control traffic should also stay
moderate for larger networks.

6.4.3

How Fast are Rules Activated?

The rule activation time is the duration from when the first packet of a
new flow arrives at a node until it is emitted again for forwarding. For
new flows, the first packet is encapsulated and sent to the NOX, which
then installs a rule on the OpenFlow data path. We measured the rule
activation time in the small demo network depicted in Figure 6.7. We
created new flow arrivals at MAP3 and then correlated packet transmission
and arrival times on MAP3 and the NOX to calculate the rule activation
time. The PHY rates for this and all following experiments of all links
were fixed to 6 Mbit/s.
Figure 6.6 plots the rule activation time for different network loads at
MAP3. The NOX processing time denotes the time to parse the packet at
the NOX and create a new rule. The network delay is the time is takes
for the encapsulated packet to travel to the NOX and the time to send
the rule to the mesh router. The data forwarding delay denotes the node
traversal delay for packets when a rule has been established.
When the background traffic load is low, the rule activation time is
smaller than 10 ms. However, as the network load gets high, it takes
longer time to transmit the packet to the NOX and therefore the total
activation time increases. The processing time at the NOX is in the order
of 1.5 ms and might be decreased by a more efficient implementation of
the packet-processing application (e.g. by using C++ instead of Python,
as in our case) or more powerful server hardware. The network delay for
higher loads could be decreased by prioritizing channel access for control
packets with IEEE 802.11e. Also, in the present setup the NOX is close
to the mesh gateway and therefore the delay in the core network plays a
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minor role. However, in a real deployment the NOX might be placed in a
data-center which is physically and logically far from the mesh network
and hence the delay in the core network can be considerably higher.
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Figure 6.6: Rule activation time on MAP3 (Average of 10 experiments,
Coefficient of variation < 0.001 for all values)

6.5

Optimization of STA/MAP Associations with
OpenFlow

In this section we describe how the architecture enables station handovers
and load balancing algorithms such as the MESHMAX algorithms described
in Chapter 5. The MESHMAX algorithm requires a centralized controller
to 1.) instruct stations to perform handovers, to 2.) install routes on the
mesh routers and 3.) configure rate shapers.

6.5.1

Managing Station Handovers

Based on the input from the network controller, the mobility management
application triggers handovers and sets forwarding rules on the mesh
routers to allow stations to access the wired network via the mesh network
and the gateways. The clients implement a rudimental IEEE 802.21 Media
Independent Handover Function, which is capable to trigger a handover
between MAPs upon receiving a MIH Net HO Commit message from the
NOX. In addition, the NOX runs an application to respond to ARP-queries.
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When a station resolves the IP address of its default gateway, the NOX
will answer with the MAC address of the MAP the station is associated to.
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Figure 6.7: Management of station connectivity and mobility
The procedure to enable client mobility is shown in Figure 6.7 and
works as follows: First (Figure 6.7a), when the station initially connects
to the network, it uses the default IEEE 802.11 association procedure to
connect to the close-by MAP MAP3. It then issues a DHCP-request, which
is forwarded to and answered by the NOX. The NOX registers the client
in the association database at the MCS. Hereafter, the control application
computes routes and rate allocations with the MESHMAX algorithm and
instructs the NOX to install rules on the intermediate mesh routers MAP1,
MAP3 and the gateway, which enable a station to access the Internet via
the mesh network. Rate allocations are enforced with rate shaping queues
installed at the MAPs and the gateways.
In the second step (Figure 6.7b), the MCS continuously monitors
the network. If the need arises (for example because the capacity of
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a MAP3 falls below a threshold), the MCS requests a list of potential
association opportunities from each STA, which STAs create by scanning its
environment when no data is transmitted. Then the MESHMAX algorithm
decides which STA should be associated to which AP. If for any STA a
handover is required, the monitoring server proceeds to the third step.
In the third step (Figure 6.7c), the MCS informs the NOX to initiate a
handover of the station from MAP3 to MAP4. The NOX sets temporary
rules, which forward traffic to both MAPs. The NOX invokes the Media
Independent Handover Command Function at the station to trigger a
handover to the new MAP. The handover request includes MAC and SSID
of the new MAP, optionally the channel of the new MAP.
In the final phase (Figure 6.7d), the STA disassociates from MAP3 and
associates to MAP4. The NOX removes the temporary rules - the traffic is
now only forwarded to the STA via the MAP4. The association database
is updated and the handover is completed.

6.5.2

Implementing the MESHMAX Algorithms

The input to the MESHMAX algorithms is computed from the topology,
association and association opportunity database. In the topology database
we store a graph of the network connectivity, the PHY rate of the wireless
links and their ETX values. The PHY rate is obtained directly from
the Linux wireless subsystem. The ETX values and the topology graph
are provided by the OLSR instance on the control network. In order to
ensure reliable transmissions, wireless links with high ETX values are not
considered in the connectivity graph.
For licensing reasons, our testbed implementation solves the MILPs
with LPSolve [44] instead of CPLEX, as done with Chapter 5. LPSolve is
available under the LGPL licensing scheme, whereas CPLEX is a commercial product. LPSolve is typically slower than CPLEX. However, given the
relatively small problem size in our testbed experiments, no performance
problems could be observed.
A set of Perl scripts converts the topology, the association and the
association opportunity database into an LPSolve compatible input format.
The MESHMAX algorithms compute the optimal MAP for each connected
station, a path between the station and the Internet and what rate can be
used. For each station, which is not connected to its optimal MAP, the
script calls the OCS to trigger a handover to the optimal MAP. Furthermore,
the script requests the OCS to install forwarding rules on the mesh routers,
so that traffic between each station and the Internet is sent via the computed
path. Finally, the script instructs the OCS to configure the rate shaper
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Figure 6.8: TCP throughput (averaged over 100 ms windows) from the
core-network to the station during two handovers (after 15 and 30 sec.)
according to the computed rates.

6.5.3

What is the Cost of a Handover?

To better understand what the costs of a handover in a real network
are, we used iperf [7] and measured the TCP throughput from a station
to the wired network during handovers from MAP3 to MAP4 and back.
Figure 6.8 shows the throughput during a handover. When the handover
message does not contain any information about the channel of the new
MAP, during a period of almost 5 seconds the TCP throughput drops to 0
(Figure 6.8a). During this time the STA scans the network to find the new
MAP. However, when the handover message is augmented with the channel
of the new MAP, this period reduces to roughly 200 ms. In this case, the
STA does not need to scan for the new AP and therefore can perform the
handover much faster. As the delay bandwidth products on both paths are
small (RTTs ∼ 30 ms), TCP recovers fast after the handover. This shows,
that if the handover message contains all required information to connect
to the new AP (SSID and channel), the handover cost is relatively low.
Duration
(seconds)
Average
Minimum
Maximum

Without channel
information
1.87
0.06
2.65

With channel
information
0.21
0.05
0.27

Table 6.1: Outage duration during a handover
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In the second test, the outage duration during the handover was
analyzed closer. Here, a node in the wired network transmitted a UDP
datagram every 10 ms to the STA. Table 6.1 shows the minimum, maximum
and average outage duration (i.e. packet inter-arrival time after handover
- 10 ms). The results also show that providing channel information in
the handover message to the STA is key to decrease the outage duration.
However, even with channel information the outage is on average larger
than 200 ms. This might lead to severe quality degradations in real-time
services such as Voice over IP. The 200 ms are a sum of the dissociation
time, the channel switching latency of the wireless NIC and the association
time at the new MAP.
During the handover, the OCS and intermediate mesh routers are not
aware if the station is still associated to the old MAP or already associated
to the new one. Hence, the OCS can install rules to forward traffic to both
MAPs. Using this temporary packet duplication, the number of packets
lost during the handover can be slightly reduced from 25 to 18. Yet, the
biggest optimization potential lies in a faster handover procedure, which
we will introduce in Chapters 8 and 9.

6.5.4

What are the Performance Gains due to the MESHMAX Algorithms?

In the MultiRAT testbed, we verified that the MESHMAX algorithms in
combination with our architecture can deliver better performance than
a standard mesh network. The network topology is shown in Figure 6.9
and consists of 7 mesh nodes, of which 3 are MGWs, 2 are MAPs and two
are pure MRs, which do not provide any AP services and just forward
data. The mesh nodes use multiple radios and orthogonal channels on
the respective links. The MGWs are connected to a corresponding host
(not shown in Figure 6.9) that represents the Internet using wired links
of 3 Mbit/s and 6 Mbit/s speed (to simulate an ADSL connected mesh
network). In the testbed area 10 stations were deployed that download
data from the corresponding host using iperf with TCP. Some stations
have multiple association opportunities (e.g. station 5 can connect to MAP
E and F), while station 10 can only connect to MAP F.
The evaluation compares three different schemes:
• RSSI-based: the station connects to the MAP with the highest RSSI
and paths are computed using minimum hop-count routing.
• Hop-count: the station connects to the AP which is closest to the
next MGW (in terms of wireless hops). Paths are also computed
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Figure 6.9: Testbed setup to evaluate the MESHMAX algorithm
using minimum hop-count routing.
• MESHMAX: The MESHMAX scheme uses the associations, routes
and rates computed by MESHMAX-FAST*.
In the first two schemes, the rates are not explicitly limited by rate shapers.
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the distribution of the TCP throughput
with 3 and 6 Mbit/s gateway capacity respectively. For both scenarios, the
network configuration computed with the MESHMAX algorithms provides
higher median and mean throughput than the hop-count and RSSI-based
scheme. This improvement is mainly due to the better distribution of traffic
to the gateways and APs. MESHMAX avoids to concentrate traffic on
one gateway or AP, while with the two other schemes more stations share
the resources of one AP and gateway. For example, with the hop-count
and the RSSI-based scheme, all stations either use gateways “E” and “G”,
but not gateway “A”. In contrast, HOTMESH routes the traffic of three
stations via gateway “A” and thereby balances the load better (at the cost
of longer paths for some stations).
The achievable TCP throughput is close to rates that MESHMAX
computed and configured in the rate shapers. However, in the 6 Mbit/s
scenario, two stations receive a much lower throughput than their allocated
rate (191 and 562 kbit/s instead of 1800 kbit/s). When performing the same
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Figure 6.10: Throughput with RSSI-based association, hop-count based
association and the optimal association computed with MESHMAX and
3 Mbit/s gateway capacity
experiment with UDP instead of TCP, all stations received the throughput
that was computed by MESHMAX (within a small error bound). This
shows, that the network in principle is capable of delivering the rates that
are computed with MESHMAX, but TCP is sometimes not able to full
utilize the available capacity.

6.6

Conclusions

In this chapter we have proposed an OpenFlow-based architecture which
allows flexible control of packet routing in WMNs. The architecture
combines the benefits of OpenFlow (flexible packet forwarding) and WMNs
(self-configuration and error-resilience). The micro-benchmarks show that
it is possible to use OpenFlow on low power mesh devices. However, a
too large rule table may penalize performance. Our architecture can be
used to implement the MESHMAX algorithms in a real network. The
evaluation shows that the intelligent association management and routing
with the MESHMAX algorithms translate into a higher performance in
real networks.
Due to limitations in testbed size and availability, larger tests to evaluate
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6 Mbit/s gateway capacity
the scalability of the architecture could not be performed. In Chapter
5 we have shown through simulations that the MESHMAX algorithms
are scalable. As simulation results do not necessarily reflect the behavior
observed in real networks, a large scale testbed evaluation is desirable
in the future. Such large scale tests could also cast light on the role of
signaling overhead in large networks. The experiments have also shown
that TCP does not always fully utilize the available capacity. The role of
TCP congestion control in fully utilizing the available capacity in multihop wireless networks is outside the scope of this thesis, but should be
investigated further in future works.
The proposed architecture is a first step in controlling wireless networks
with OpenFlow. However, it does not take full advantage of the potential of
OpenFlow and SDNs to steer specifics of the wireless transmission. Hence,
we continue in the next section to investigate how a deeper integration of
OpenFlow with the control of the wireless transmissions can improve the
management of wireless networks.
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Chapter

7

Distributed MAC for Software
Defined WLANs
7.1

Introduction

A dense deployment of APs is required to fully utilize the potential of
future WLANs. Traditionally, WLAN APs were devices with low processing
power and little intelligence. However, this design paradigm has gradually
been abandoned and APs are getting more powerful and are equipped with
more functionality.
There are multiple reasons for increasingly powerful APs: First, the
PHY layer rates of WLANs have increased considerably over the past
years, reaching several gigabits per second with the new IEEE 802.11ac
standard. Such high speed PHYs need powerful CPUs on the APs in
order to support fast frame processing, which is largely done in software.
Second, new functional requirements such as Quality of Service and mobility
management need software support on the AP. A larger software stack on
the AP requires more CPU power and memory to execute the software. For
example, the number of software packages included in the current release
(version July 2012) of the popular open source AP firmware OpenWRT
increased by more than 800% over the past five years [13]. The operating
system image size of the widespread Cisco 500 series APs increased by
more than 150% from 2007 to 2011 [3].
Typically, a dense network deployment also leads to high OPerational
EXpenditures (OPEX) and CAPital EXpenditures (CAPEX). To reduce the
OPEX and CAPEX, network virtualization and infrastructure sharing are
essential. The main rationale behind network virtualization is that several
virtual networks, by potentially different network operators, are provisioned
131
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on top of one physical network. This allows to utilize the available hardware
better, but requires isolation between the virtual networks.
To address the aforementioned issues, industry and standardization
bodies have introduced new management protocols, which partially offload
functionality to dedicated control servers. For example, CAPWAP [82]
allows to offload authentication services partially to external control servers.
However, the functionality of those protocols is limited and extensions
are difficult to implement. Furthermore, isolation of virtual networks is
hard to achieve with those protocols. It is thus desirable to have a new
WLAN management architecture, which 1.) enables the deployment of
network applications in a vendor independent way 2.) allows to offload
non-time-critical processing to external servers, 3.) is scalable and can
process MAC layer traffic at high rates 4.) supports virtual networks.
As already discussed in previous chapters, SDNs in principle can fulfill
those requirements. However, the architecture proposed in the previous
chapter is limited in the amount of control that an SDN application can
exercise over the wireless transmission. Furthermore, in this architecture
MAC frames are still processed at the APs or MAPs and virtualization of
MAC processing is not considered.

7.1.1

Related Work

Attempts to create a new SDN-based management architecture for WLANs
can be found in [126], [181] and [163]. [126] and [181] propose to use
OpenFlow to monitor traffic flows and to let end-users control traffic flows
via a GUI. [181] explicitly addresses network virtualization and suggests
to slice networks based on IP layer and application characteristics. For
example, a video streaming service could create its own network slice with
specific QoS settings. [181] does not allow to control the IEEE 802.11
MAC layer. Cell-SDN [112] is recent proposal to use SDNs for manage
the control path in cellular networks. The key idea is to decouple the
control plane from the radio hardware and to use controllers in remote data
centers to for example perform radio resource management or mobility
management.
With Odin [163], the physical APs run software agents that provide
authentication services and generate beacon frames. Odin allows to initiate
handovers by migrating the state of such an agent between APs using a
self-defined protocol. OpenFlow is used to update forwarding tables in
the network switches. Similar to CAPWAP, association states in Odin are
kept both on a central server and on the AP itself. Within Odin, MAC
frames are processed at the AP and OpenFlow cannot control the MAC.
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In [88] and [50] virtual APs are created by using an OS hypervisor on
the APs. Such full AP virtualization increases flexibility, but requires a
powerful x86-based AP, which is not typical for normal WLAN deployments.
Furthermore, [88] and [50] do not have a central control platform, as it is
provided by the OpenFlow approaches discussed above.
CAPWAP [82] and its predecessor LWAPP [52] are IETF standards
for splitting MAC processing in IEEE 802.11 WLANs. CAPWAP uses
a centralized controller to discover APs, configure them and to provide
authentication and authorization services to stations. CAPWAP implements a split MAC, in which some MAC frames are generated by the
AP controller and others by the AP. However, CAPWAP does not have
a standardized platform and API to deploy new network applications.
Moreover, CAPWAP requires still relatively complex MAC processing at
the AP.

7.1.2

Problem Statement and Contributions

While all of the surveyed work addresses one or more of the requirements
outlined above, none fulfills all four requirements. In this chapter, we
introduce CloudMAC, a new management architecture for WLANs. The
key idea of CloudMAC is to split up a WLAN AP into a physical AP, which
just forwards MAC frames, and a virtual AP, which is hosted in a virtual
machine in a data center or the cloud (thus the name CloudMAC) and
contains all functionality such as MAC frame generation and authentication
services. The virtual and the physical APs are connected via an OpenFlow
[165] enabled network. The OpenFlow switches can manipulate control
header information, which is attached to frames sent from the virtual
to the physical AP, according to the flow table contained in the switch.
This control header information allows to specify important aspects of
the wireless transmission, such as the coding scheme or the transmission
power. The flow table is programmed by external applications using the
OpenFlow protocol. Thereby, CloudMAC allows to offload processing from
the APs to powerful data centers, to leverage the fast packet processing in
hardware switches and to deploy new applications in an open and vendor
independent way. Furthermore, with CloudMAC the network operator can
trigger seamless handovers of stations, without any active cooperation of
the station.
The key contributions presented in this chapter are:
• The CloudMAC architecture and its implementation in a testbed.
We specify the components of a CloudMAC WLAN and how they
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interact with each other. Furthermore, we describe how the architecture can be implemented using standard SDN components and
APs.
• The evaluation of the architecture through micro benchmarks and the discussion of potential applications enabled by CloudMAC. The micro benchmarks show that the distributed data processing in CloudMAC achieves similar performance as normal WLAN
APs. However, CloudMAC is more flexible when deploying new
applications when compared to standard WLANs.
• The evaluation of CloudMAC initiated handovers. The centralized storage of the association state allows CloudMAC to trigger
handovers simply by reconfiguring OpenFlow rules. The evaluation
shows that such handovers are more seamless than a normal break
and re-connect handover in a standard WLAN.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Sections 7.2 and
7.3 we introduce the architecture of the CloudMAC system and discuss
implementation issues. Section 7.4 presents micro benchmarks performed in
the testbed implementation. In Section 7.5 we describe how CloudMAC can
enable station handovers. Section 7.6 presents other potential applications
and benefits of CloudMAC. In Section 7.7 we summarize the chapter and
discusses limitations of CloudMAC.

7.2
7.2.1

Architecture
Overview

CloudMAC is a distributed architecture in which 802.11 WLAN MAC processing is partially performed in data centers on virtual machines connected
by OpenFlow. This is in contrast to traditional approaches, in which the
complete MAC layer is located at the local AP. Our approach simplifies
the management of WLAN deployments and allows a rapid development
of new functionality using software modifications. A CloudMAC based
WLAN deployment consists of Virtual APs (VAPs), Wireless Termination
Points (WTPs), an OpenFlow switch, an OpenFlow controller and tunnels
to connect the entities (Figure 7.1).
VAPs are operating system (OS) instances running on a virtualization
host, such as Xen or VSphere Center. Each VAP has one or several
virtual WLAN cards. A virtual WLAN card is a driver that appears to
the OS and user space applications like a normal physical WLAN card.
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Figure 7.1: Architecture of a CloudMAC based WLAN

Standard WLAN management tools can be used to set parameters of virtual
WLAN cards. VAPs run access point management software, for example to
generate beacon frames, or respond to Association/Authentication MAC
frames. As the virtual WLAN card appears like a real card, standard
software such as hostapd [9] can be used. This allows an increased flexibility
through CloudMAC, while at the same time using well known standard
software. One VAP can comprise many virtual WLAN cards, which are
connected to physical cards on different WTPs. In the extreme case, one
enterprise WLAN is only one VAP or there is one dedicated VAP for each
station.
WTPs are slim APs equipped with one or several physical WLAN NICs.
A WTP can transmit and receive MAC frames and forwards them to the
VAP for further processing. In addition, WTPs contain a control daemon,
which allows the OpenFlow controller and the VAP to set configuration
parameters of the physical WLAN NIC, such as the operating channel.

7.2.2

Data Frame Processing

Figure 7.2 illustrates how MAC frames are processed in CloudMAC. Here,
the user station transmits a frame to the VAP. The user station first
transmits a data frame to the WLAN NIC of the WTP (1) using the IEEE
802.11 PHY layer standard. To comply with the IEEE 802.11 protocol, the
WLAN NIC has to almost immediately (typically within a SIFS) answer
with an ACK frame upon the successful reception of a frame (2). The
WLAN NIC then forwards the MAC data frame to the tunnel endpoint (3),
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Figure 7.2: Processing of MAC frames with CloudMAC

which encapsulates the frame and transmits it via the distribution network
to the OpenFlow switch (4). The tunnel is required, since the frame format
(Radiotap + IEEE 802.11) does not comply with a standard Ethernet
frame format and normal intermediary switches might fail to forward
such frames. The frame is decapsulated (i.e. tunnel protocol headers are
removed) at the tunnel endpoint of the OpenFlow switch (5) and sent to a
forwarding unit. The forwarding unit searches for appropriate rules in the
forwarding table. If the forwarding table has a rule for handling the frame,
this rule is executed. If not, the frame is sent to the OpenFlow controller
(6). The OpenFlow controller inspects the frame header and decides on
which tunnel endpoint the frame needs to be sent. It is evident here, that
this decision creates the binding between the virtual NIC at the VAP and
the WLAN NIC at the WTP. A rule is then installed on the forwarder (7)
and the packet is sent to the VAP (8) via a tunnel. For subsequent frames
with the same VAP/WTP binding, an appropriate rule is now established
and the OpenFlow controller does not need to be consulted in future. The
VAP decapsulates the frame and hands it over to the virtual WLAN NIC
(9). The virtual WLAN NIC calls the respective operating system routines
to process the frame further (e.g. to send it to a user space application
etc.).
Sending a frame from the VAP to a user station follows the same
sequence as above, just in reverse order. The VAP generates a MAC frame
and sends it via tunnels and the OpenFlow switch to the WTP. The WTP
then transmits this frame wirelessly to the user station using its WLAN
card. The VAP can be connected to the Internet just like a normal AP
and stations can connect to the Internet by using the VAP as bridge or
router.
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Figure 7.3: Processing of control commands with CloudMAC
The process of forwarding frames between the WTP and the VAP is
oblivious to encryption that might be applied on the link layer, such as
WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) or IEEE 802.11i. With those encryption
standards, frame payloads are encrypted and decrypted by the user station
and the VAP. The forwarding decisions taken by the OpenFlow switch are
based on unencrypted header information, such as source and destination
addresses.

7.2.3

Control Command Processing

Besides forwarding MAC data, control and management frames, CloudMAC allows fine grained control over configuration commands. Those
commands are used to configure the WLAN card and typically issued by a
user space application in a VAP. For example, if a user space application
requests the virtual WLAN card to change its channel, the request is
intercepted in the virtual WLAN card driver.
Figure 7.3 depicts in more detail how control commands are processed.
A control command request is issued by a network management application
or the network administrator using standard operating system tools (1).
Control command requests for example specify the channel or the transmission power of the AP. The request is sent to the virtual network WLAN
NIC driver via standard operating system routines (for example I/O control
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calls or Netlink messages). The WLAN NIC driver receives the message
(e.g. an OSCALL setChannel to set the channel of a card). The driver
then encapsulates the message into a control frame (REQ:setChannel) (2)
and forwards it to the tunnel endpoint. The tunnel endpoint encapsulates
the control frame into an IP packet (3) and sends it via the distribution
network to the OpenFlow switch (4). At the tunnel end point of the OpenFlow switch the message is de-capsulated and forwarded to the OpenFlow
controller (5). The OpenFlow controller determines, based on its policy,
if the command specified in the control message is permitted. If it is
permitted, the command is returned to the switch (6) which then forwards
it via a tunnel (7 and 8) to the appropriate control daemon on the WTP
(9). The controller subsequently translates the message to an operating
system call and sends this operating system call to the WLAN NIC driver
(10). The WLAN NIC driver executes the command (e.g. setChannel) and
returns the result to the controller (11). The result is then encapsulated
into a control frame, which is returned back to the virtual WLAN NIC
(12). The virtual WLAN NIC updates its status (sets the “virtual” channel) and returns an OK answer to the network manager via an OS call.
If several virtual WLAN NICs are connected to the respective physical
WLAN NIC, the OpenFlow switch command informs all connected cards
about the change. If at step (5) the OpenFlow controller determines that
the command is not permitted, it sends an error message back to the VAP.

7.3

Implementation

We have implemented a prototype of CloudMAC on the KAUMesh testbed
described in Chapter 6. The WTPs are the Cambria GW2358-4 WLAN
nodes. The WTPs use OpenWRT Backfire and ATH5K as WLAN driver.
The WLAN card is in monitor mode, which allows to transmit and receive
raw MAC frames. We extended the driver to transmit frames at the PHY
rate specified in the radio-tap header generated by the VAP. The WTPs
utilize the multi-BSSID feature provided by Atheros chipsets and many
other WLAN cards: the card includes a hardware register that controls
which MAC addresses are used by the card and hence which MAC frames
are acknowledged. The register can be configured from the OpenFlow
controller via a control daemon that is part of the WTP.
The VAPs are Debian 6.0 VMs on a VSphere Center installation.
The VAPs use hostapd [9] (version 0.6) as Station Management Entity
(SME). The SME generates beacon message and provides authentication
and authorization services. The virtual WLAN card driver is based on
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the mac80211_hwsim driver [9], which is a software simulator of an IEEE
802.11 device used for testing MAC functionality and user space tools such
as hostapd. We modified mac80211_hwsim in order to allow reading and
injecting RAW IEEE 802.11 frames.
Packets between the VAP, the switch and the WTP are tunneled
using the Capsulator tool from OpenFlow project [63]. As we have no
hardware OpenFlow switch to our disposal, we use OpenVSwitch 1.3.0
instead. OpenVSwitch [135] is an OpenFlow-compatible software switch
in the Linux kernel. The switch runs in a VM on the same VSphere
installation and is controlled by custom made OpenFlow switch controller
implemented in Python. To bind together a WTP and a VAP, the switch
controller configures a rule on the switch, so that traffic is simply forwarded
between the tunnels.

7.4

Performance Evaluation

The split MAC processing done by CloudMAC could lead to performance
degradations, because of the additional frame processing steps involved
in CloudMAC. We hence compare the performance of CloudMAC with a
normal WLAN AP (using the same hardware) that is connected to an IP
router via FastEthernet.
Using ping and iperf we measured the Round Trip Time (RTT) and
the TCP throughput between a station and the VAP/IP router. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function
(ECDF) of the RTT and the throughput for different TCP segment sizes.
When CloudMAC is used, the RTT (min/median/max) increases from
(1.30/1.79/12.17) ms for a standard WLAN system to (1.60/2.28/14.62) ms.
This is due to additional processing at the OpenFlow switch and due to
delay added by the tunnels. However, our experiments showed that time
critical MAC frames like association response messages are delivered fast
enough to allow standard clients (we tested with Windows XP, Linux and
MacOS X) to associate to the CloudMAC VAP. We verified that the time
for the whole association procedure was similar on both systems (around
1.44 sec). While CloudMAC shows small additional latencies due to the
tunneling/OpenFlow overhead, the processing time for such control frames
is significantly reduced due to the more powerful processing at the VAP.
In our testbed, the VAP and the WTPs are on the same LAN and hence
the RTTs are small. However, one might envision a setup, in which VAPs
are located in some remote data centers or connected via a mesh network.
In such a setup the RTTs could be too large though, as some MAC frames
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Figure 7.4: Ping RTT for CloudMAC and the reference network. CloudMAC has a higher RTT due to the additional frame processing.
like association response and probe response messages need to be delivered
to stations within a few milliseconds. In the current Linux kernel (3.2.20),
authentication messages need to be answered within 200 ms and probe
messages within 500 ms. In addition, the power saving mechanism in
IEEE 802.11 relies on a relatively precisely timed transmission of beacon
message, which can contain the Delivery Traffic Indication Map (DTIM).
To allow stations to schedule wake-up periods when beacons are sent, the
inter-arrival time of beacon messages should have a low jitter.
Similarly, the TCP throughput is decreased slightly due to the additional components added by CloudMAC. For large TCP segments the
performance decreases by approximately 8.5%. This performance decrease
is due to the tunnels, which in our current implementation run in user
space and therefore require context switching. In future work we plan
to investigate the possibility of using kernel-space tunnels, which should
result in improved performance.

7.5

CloudMAC Handovers

In CloudMAC, the association and authentication state is stored in the
VAP only. Therefore, initiating a handover from one WTP to another
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Figure 7.6: Scenario to test CloudMAC’s ability to enable handovers of
standard IEEE 802.11 stations. First all traffic between the VAP and the
station is sent via WTP1 and then moved to WTP2.

is relatively simple: by changing the forwarding rules in the OpenFlow
switch, traffic can be moved from one WTP to another. Since a station
stays associated to the same VAP, such a handover does not require any
cooperation by the station. If traffic should be balanced on a per station
basis, each station needs its own VAP.
Such handovers can be utilized in different scenarios. For example,
the load balancing and mobility management optimizations discussed in
the previous chapters can be implemented using CloudMAC handovers.
As no cooperation by the station is required, CloudMAC handovers work
with standard IEEE 802.11 clients. Besides load balancing and mobility
management, handovers can also be used for the energy efficient operation
of WLANs. The network operator can save energy by temporarily switching
off some APs/WTPs that cover overlapping areas and have low load. An
energy optimizer can thus decide to switch off a lightly loaded WTP and
trigger a handover of all associated STA to neighboring WTPs.

7.5.1

Evaluation

Figure 7.6 depicts the test scenario, which in the CloudMAC case consists
of two WTPs, one VAP and one standard IEEE 802.11 STA. The reference
network consists of two regular APs (AP1 and AP2) that are connected to
an external server via an Ethernet switch. The STA runs Linux and uses
wpa_supplicant (version 0.8) [9] to find networks and associate to them.
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In the first test, the station connects to the network via WTP1 and
the VAP/external server sends 1000 UDP datagrams per second to the
STA. After a few seconds, the forwarding rules in the OpenFlow switch are
changed and the register of MAC addresses is updated so that all traffic from
WTP1 is moved to WTP2. Then WTP1 is switched off. In contrast, in the
reference network the STA connects to AP1. After a few seconds hostapd
sends a disassociation message to the STA and hostapd is terminated.
wpa_supplicant searches for new APs and eventually connects to AP2,
which then allows receiving UDP datagrams again. Figure 7.7 shows the
ECDF of the number of lost packets during the AP switch (20 trials). With
CloudMAC on average 3.5 packets are lost (min: 2, max: 104). Those
packets are in the transmit queue of the WTP during the AP switch and
are lost during the switch. With the reference network, the AP/STA
association is broken and the STA needs to find a new AP and connect to
it. This results in much larger number of lost packets. On average 10780
packets are lost. Figure 7.7 also shows that the distribution of lost packets
is bi-modal: In about 50% of the tests approximately 3200 packets were
lost, while in the other 50% of the tests approximately 17400 packets were
lost. wpa_supplicant sometimes uses a cached list of available APs to
select the next AP to associate to. Sometimes however, wpa_supplicant
initiates a new scan for AP, which takes much longer time and results in
the high number of lost packets.
In addition to finding and associating to a new AP, the dynamics of
the transport layer can even cause a larger disruption to the user. We
repeated the two tests with TCP downloads and show the corresponding time/sequence graphs in Figure 7.5. With CloudMAC, only a very
small number of TCP segments gets lost during the switch and hence
the time/sequence graph is smooth and steady. In the reference network
though, there is no increase in sequence numbers (i.e. no throughput)
between second 3 and 30. During that time, the link layer connection
needs to be re-established and the TCP send rate recovers.
Our tests show that with CloudMAC the network controller can initiate
seamless handovers, while with a normal AP architecture this is not possible.
We remark that with CloudMAC and standard IEEE 802.11 STAs such a
switch is even possible if the WTPs are operated on different channels. The
IEEE 802.11h standard, which is mandatory for IEEE 802.11a/n devices,
includes a Channel Switch Announcement (CSA) frame, in which the AP
informs the STA to switch its channel. If WTP1 and WTP2 are using
different channels, the OpenFlow controller just needs to generate such
a CSA to request all STAs to switch channels before moving traffic from
WTP1 to WTP2.
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Figure 7.7: ECDF of number of lost packets during an AP switch. CloudMAC significantly reduces the number of lost packets (send rate: 1000
packets/second).
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Figure 7.8: TCP time/sequence diagram. With CloudMAC no disruption
is visible, while with the reference network the throughput is 0 for 27
seconds.
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Other Potential Applications and Benefits

Besides handovers, CloudMAC enables a range of new applications, such
as:
Dynamic Spectrum Use: In CloudMAC, one virtual WLAN card
can be connected to several physical WLAN cards. This enables a scenario,
where one WTP contains several physical cards, operating with the same
MAC address, but on different channels. The physical cards periodically
monitor channel utilization and provide this information to the network
controller. If a station is currently using a channel with high external
interference, the OpenFlow controller sends an IEEE 802.11h Channel
Switch Announcement message to the station to instruct it to switch to a
less used channel. The station does not experience any interruption, as it
can continue to communicate on the new channel with another physical
card of the same WTP. Since the station is associated with the VAP (and
not the WTP), no re-association is required. This procedure does not
require any modification on the client, as long as it supports IEEE 802.11h
(mandated by IEEE 802.11a/n).
On-Demand AP: In today’s virtualized WLANs, one AP might
broadcast the SSID for dozens of networks. As each SSID requires one
beacon frame, an AP might broadcast hundreds of beacon frames per
second thereby reducing available capacity for data transfers. CloudMAC
enables a scenario, where the OpenFlow switch per default does not forward
beacon frames from a VAP to the connected WTP. When a new user arrives
and sends a probe request (that sometimes includes the SSID of the desired
network), an application on the OpenFlow controller inspects the probe
request and dynamically enables the beacons. The new user now receives
the beacon and can connect to the network. If the probe request does not
include the SSID, historical usage data and the users MAC address can
be used to identify the desired network. Thereby, the number of beacon
messages on the wireless medium can be reduced.
Downlink Scheduling: All traffic between the VAPs and the WTPs
passes through an OpenFlow switch. The switch hence can be used for
downlink scheduling either by simple rate shaping as provided by OpenFlow
or by time division. For time division scheduling, the OpenFlow controller
instructs the switch to only forward the packet of one WTP, while putting
the packets of interfering WTPs in a queue on the switch. After one time
slot, the switch rules are changed, so that packets of another WTP are
released from the queue and forwarded. A system similar to CENTAUR
[156] could be implemented.
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Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented CloudMAC, a new WLAN management
architecture, in which most processing and management functionality is
concentrated on VAPs that can be provided via existing cloud infrastructure.
The physical APs are simple devices that relay MAC frames between VAPs
and mobile stations via an OpenFlow controlled network. Such OpenFlowbased architecture provides many benefits for rapidly creating new services.
For example, CloudMAC allows network initiated handovers and requires
no modifications on the stations.
The main goal of this chapter was to introduce the CloudMAC architecture and to show how it can be used to control station associations.
Several other interesting aspects, which have not been discussed, remain
to be investigated further. For example, the evaluation of the prototype
implementation showed that in some situations CloudMAC is slightly
slower than traditional WLANs. By replacing the user-space tunnels with
more efficient kernel-space counterparts, CloudMAC’s performance should
closely match traditional WLANs. Furthermore, in this chapter scalability
issues have not been addressed. Future work therefore should evaluate the
scalability of CloudMAC, for example by determining how many VAPs
or stations can be supported on typical hardware. Moreover, a precise
characterization of the requirements on the backhaul network between the
WTPs and VAPs could answer the question if VAPs can be provided by
public cloud service providers on the Internet, such as the Amazon EC2.
As those aspects do not directly contribute to the research questions
of this thesis, we continue in the next chapter with investigating how
OpenFlow helps the station to better estimate the quality of a wireless
link and how it can increase the speed of handovers.

Chapter

8

Accurate Estimation of Link
Quality and Fast Handovers
8.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters we have discussed optimization models which
allow to find the best STA/AP associations and systems that enable to
control the network from a central controller. To compute the optimal
association pattern, the central controller needs to know the link quality
of each station to its surrounding APs. Standard IEEE 802.11 WLANs do
not provide such information. IEEE 802.11k [22] is an attempt to exchange
management information between APs and STAs. The standard allows
APs and STAs to get a more comprehensive view about the network. While
IEEE 802.11k provides messaging primitives to exchange such information,
the key question to be answered is still which metric characterizes link
quality in a good way.
Traditionally, the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) or the
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) are used as quality metrics. The rationale
behind using the RSSI is that a high RSSI should enable high data rates
and low packet loss and thus satisfied users. However, in practice the RSSI
is not always a good metric: first, the RSSI does not reflect the load of
the AP and channel. Even if the RSSI of one AP is high, the load of this
AP or channel could be high as well and hence the user would experience
low performance. Second, it is well understood by practitioners that there
is no clear relationship between the RSSI and packet loss probability as
predicted by theoretical models [87]. Measurements from the KAUMesh
indoor testbed (Figure 8.1) show that the transition region of links with
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almost no loss and 100% loss can span around 10 dB, making predictions
of packet loss rates based on RSSI difficult.
Optimization models often need information about the achievable
throughput on a link or the airtime consumption of a transmission. However, estimating those factors from RSSI samples can be very inaccurate.
When in addition considering other effects such as hidden terminals and
rate adaption, the RSSI is an even less suitable metric.
An alternative method to determine the quality of a wireless link is to
use tools such as WBest [109] or BART [76], which use probe packets to
estimate available bandwidth of a link. The available bandwidth estimate
can then be used to select the best AP among all APs in range. Unfortunately, this method is not scalable as it requires frequent probing to all
available APs. Moreover, active bandwidth estimation methods often take
a long time to converge [109], during which the available bandwidth may
have changed and a once optimal AP becomes sub-optimal again.
While RSSI-based link quality estimation is inaccurate, probe based
approaches are more accurate, but can only determine the quality of an
AP with an active association. To probe a new AP, a station would have
to perform a handover from its current AP to the new AP. When APs are
probed frequently, the long handover durations in standard IEEE 802.11
systems would cause severe disruptions in the service. Thus it is desirable
to have a system, which 1.) provides accurate probe-based link quality
estimation, 2.) supports fast handovers or simultaneous connections to
multiple APs and 3.) allows station mobility. Such a system could be used
both to enable seamless station mobility and load balancing, as we will
show in this and the next chapter.

8.1.1
8.1.1.1

Related Work
Available Bandwidth Estimation

A number of different tools and techniques have been proposed which allow
to estimate the Available Bandwidth (AB). However, most techniques were
designed for wired networks and cannot provide accurate information for
wireless networks and have a long convergence time. This is because in
wireless environments, the available capacity can vary dramatically, wireless
links behave non-deterministically and non-linearly especially under heavy
load.
We can distinguish between passive and active methods to estimate the
AB. Passive methods are typically based on monitoring certain transmission
characteristics in a non-intrusive way. [84] presents one example of a passive
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estimation method, which estimates the available bandwidth based on
passively obtained measurements of the channel idle time.
In contrast, active methods typically send probing packets to determine
the AB, usually applying some form of packet dispersion measurements
or self-loading of the network. The main idea of packet dispersion measurements is to send a pair or a train of packets back-to-back and measure
the time-difference of arrival. Thereby, the available bandwidth can be
estimated.
ProbeGap [105] is one example of an active estimation method, which
estimates the available bandwidth in WLAN deployments by observing
the idle time fraction using one-way delay samples. Pathload [94] and
pathChirp [146] probe the end-to-end network path using multiple traffic
rates. Dynamic PHY rate adaptation is a challenge when estimating the
AB. WBest [109] was designed to provide accurate measurements even
with dynamic PHY rate adaptation. WBest uses a combination of the
packet pair technique to estimate effective capacity over a path where
the last hop is a wireless link and a packet train method which estimates
achievable throughput to infer the available bandwidth.
The discussed mechanisms provide relatively accurate AB estimation,
but fail if continuous information about available bandwidth is required,
because the constant probing would result in an unacceptable overhead.
BART [76] and its multi-rate wireless extension MR-BART [152] aim to
overcome this limitation. BART allows a quasi-continuous estimation of
the available bandwidth by applying a Kalman filter, which gradually
improves the accuracy of the estimate. BART was designed to introduce
only little probe traffic. Nevertheless, BART is not suitable for the purpose
of AP selection, since the station would still have to successively connect
to the available APs to estimate the bandwidth. This would lead to
disruptions due to the handovers.
8.1.1.2

Access Point Selection

There has been significant interest to develop systems which support
multiple APs. The most simple way is to use separate wireless cards to
connect to different APs or base stations. An example of such system is
PERM [166], which uses multiple residential ISPs and assigns network
flows to different cards based on latency estimates. A system which uses
multiple cellular connections and providers is Horde [138]. Systems using
just one card are more challenging to design because different APs may
be on different channels. A prominent example is FatVAP [98], which
uses a single WLAN card to associate and exchange data with multiple
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APs. A scheduler assigns TCP/UDP flows to the APs and, based on
bandwidth estimations, schedules when to request buffered data from
which AP. FatVAP provides performance improvements in networks with a
slow wired backhaul. Here, the APs can pre-buffer downstream data, before
the station requests it. THEMIS [81] is a system similar to FatVAP, but
was explicitly designed to improve fairness among WLAN users. Finally,
MultiNet [56] allows a single WLAN card to appear as multiple virtual
WLAN interfaces, which can then be configured independently to connect
to different wireless networks. However, MultiNet does not define how
long a given user should remain connected to an AP to maximize its
performance. Station mobility cannot be handled properly with [166],
[98], [81] and [56], since those systems use one IP address for each AP
connection and mobility would break ongoing connections.

8.1.2

Problem Statement and Contributions

There is an interesting relationship between AB estimation, fast handovers
and AP selection. To select the best AP, the available bandwidth to
surrounding APs needs to be estimated. Probe-based estimation methods
are accurate, but require the station to be associated to the AP, which
should be probed. If there are multiple APs around, the station needs to
frequently associate to all of the surrounding APs to determine the best
AP. To avoid noticeable disruptions in ongoing data transfers, the handover
between APs should be fast or simultaneous connections to multiple APs
should be supported.
None of the reviewed proposals meets all the three outlined requirements, i.e. accurate available bandwidth estimation, simultaneous connections and fast handovers and mobility support. Thus, in this chapter
we develop and evaluate BEST-AP, a system for available bandwidth
estimation and fast handovers. In this chapter we focus on dynamic AP
selection in absence of mobility. How BEST-AP supports station mobility
will be analyzed in Chapter 9.
The key contributions presented in this chapter are:
• A new method for the estimation of the available bandwidth:
The available bandwidth estimation is based on the observation, that
the two main factors determining the available bandwidth are the
channel load and the packet loss rate. The available bandwidth for
each STA is estimated at the AP based on a mathematical model,
which combines available air time measurements with statistics on
individual frame loss and PHY rates using normal data traffic. APs
send bandwidth estimates to a monitoring server, which combines
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estimates from several APs and informs STAs about available bandwidth to each AP periodically.
• A system for fast handovers: A scheduler in the STA decides how
long to communicate with each AP. The best AP is used longest, while
surrounding APs on potentially other channels are used for shorter
durations to obtain bandwidth estimates. STAs can pre-associate
and pre-authenticate to APs and thereby increase the handover speed.
BEST-AP works with a single IEEE 802.11 interface and requires
only small changes of the APs and the WLAN drivers on the stations.
It does not require changes to the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer and works
together with automatic rate control and all other standard features
of the driver. The design of BEST-AP uses ideas and protocols from
the Software Defined Networking framework.
• An extensive evaluation of our prototype in the KAUMesh testbed.
The evaluation shows that our bandwidth estimation is robust to
cross-traffic and interference. In addition, it achieves a rapid convergence time. In all relevant criteria, it beats current state-of-the-art
wireless bandwidth estimation tools such as WBest [109]. The system
for the dynamic scheduling of APs achieves a median throughput
gain of 85% under interference.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 8.2 presents
extensive measurements to motivate why a frequent estimation of available
bandwidth is necessary. In Section 8.3 we use the insights gained from
the measurements to develop a new model and method for estimating the
available bandwidth of a WLAN link. In Section 8.4 we describe how
the available bandwidth estimation can be used for dynamic AP selection.
Section 8.6 evaluates the accuracy of the available bandwidth estimation
and the performance gains obtained through the dynamic AP selection. In
Section 8.7 we conclude the chapter with a discussion of limitations and
possible future extensions of BEST-AP.

8.2

Motivating Examples

In the following we will illustrate the shortcomings of current approaches
for estimating the available bandwidth in WLANs, in particular with the
aim to find the AP which provides the highest available bandwidth.
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Figure 8.1: Packet loss probability and RSSI at 12 Mbit/s obtained from
measurements on the Karlstad University campus

8.2.1

RSSI is not Suitable for Accurate Available Bandwidth Estimation

A common approach to assess the quality of an AP and to estimate the
available bandwidth is to measure the signal strength of a link. In theory,
the Bit Error Rate (BER) can be computed for a given Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) [143]. Using the BER, the frame error rate and therefore the
throughput can be computed. However, in practice such computations
lead to large estimation errors for several reasons. First, a WLAN card
can only measure the superposition of the signal and the noise, but not the
SNR. The noise level needs to be estimated and is subject to error [148].
Thus, the value reported by the WLAN card, usually called RSSI, does
not necessarily reflect the true SNR. Second, the theoretical SNR/BER
models assume certain noise characteristics, such as white noise [143].
In real deployments the noise characteristics are affected by multi-path
propagation and inter-symbol interference, which depend on the TX/RX
location and the propagation environment. In addition, as a third source
of uncertainty, the RSSI does not consider the actual load on the channel.
Even for a high RSSI link the available bandwidth may be small, when
other users compete for the same channel.
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Because of those factors for given RSSI the loss probability is not fixed,
but can differ significantly. We measured the RSSI of beacon messages
broadcasted by the WLAN on the campus of Karlstad University in different
locations during evening hours, in which the traffic volume generated by
students and staff is low. As the beacon broadcast interval is fixed at
100 ms, it is easy to identify lost frames. For each received beacon message,
the RSSI is reported by the ath5k WLAN driver and logged into a file.
When a frame is not received correctly, the RSSI is assumed to be identical
to the last received frame. This assumption is reasonable, as the channel
gain over short periods in almost static environment does not change
significantly. Thus the RSSI of the previous frame is also a good estimation
of the reception strength of the current frame. Figure 8.1 shows that
the transition region between a nearly loss-free and a 100% lossy link is
quite wide. As a consequence, for a given RSSI, the loss rate can vary
significantly. For this reason, the RSSI only allows a coarse estimation of
the link quality.

8.2.2

Packet Dispersion Measurements are too Slow for
Continuous Estimation

A second common approach to estimate the available bandwidth is to
measure the packet dispersion, as for example implemented by WBest
[109]. As in WLANs the packet transmission is subject to a probabilistic
MAC protocol, a relatively large number of probe packets need to be sent
to get an accurate estimate. As a result, packet dispersion measurements
can take several seconds to produce an estimate. However, in many WLAN
scenarios the available bandwidth fluctuates fast due to variations in
background load and user mobility. In the following, we will present results
from a series of measurements of channel load and link quality. Channel
load and link quality are the two main factors impacting the available
bandwidth. Our measurements show that those factors and hence the
available bandwidth in WLANs fluctuates much faster than typical packet
dispersion measurement systems can track.
8.2.2.1

Throughput with Varying Channel Load

The channel load in WLANs varies due to random user activity. The
channel busy fraction is the fraction of time the channel is busy and
represents a common metric for the channel load. We measured the
channel busy fraction using the method of Chapter 3. In addition, we
implemented a measurement application that reads the value of both
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hardware registers approximately 1500 times per second and stores them
along with a time stamp in a logfile. We measured the channel load in
three different locations, which represent possible application areas for
BEST-AP: in an office environment in downtown Berlin, on the Karlstad
University library and in a hotspot environment. The hotspot environment
was simulated by replaying traces from the SIGCOMM 2008 conference
[151] in our indoor testbed.
The channel busy fraction is measured and computed within a certain
time window. This naturally leads to the question what a meaningful
window size is. In the extreme case, a window could just be one OFDM
symbol duration (3.2 µs in IEEE 802.11a) long. In such a case, there are
only two possible values for the channel load: 0 and 1. Either the channel
is indicated busy or not. Such small time scales are clearly not of interest
for available bandwidth estimation. Instead, time scales in the order of
several frame transmissions durations should be considered. Figure 8.2
depicts histograms of the channel busy fraction at the Karlstad University
library for different averaging windows. With 0.001 seconds window size,
the histogram peaks at 0 and 0.7. When the window size is increased, the
histogram gets narrower and finally converges to one peak, which is the
average channel busy fraction of the whole measurement period.
Even though Figure 8.2 suggests that changes in channel load occur on
small time scales, the channel load may still exhibit a high autocorrelation.
If the available bandwidth can be estimated (or approximated) as a linear
function of the channel busy fraction, a high autocorrelation of the busy
fraction would also imply a high autocorrelation of the available bandwidth.
In such a scenario, estimations can be obtained infrequently, as the current
estimate and a future estimate most likely will not differ much. However,
our measurements show that the autocorrelation is low and hence frequent
estimations of the available bandwidth are required. More specifically,
Figure 8.3 plots the sample autocorrelation function for our three datasets
with 10 ms windows. Typically, the coherence time of a wireless channel
is defined as the time in which the autocorrelation of the channel signal
response is larger than 0.5 [143]. We apply the same definition to the
channel load and see that the coherence time of the load for the library and
office set is smaller than 20 ms and 10 ms seconds respectively. Interestingly,
in the hotspot data set the autocorrelation decays slower and the coherence
time is approximately 5.3 sec. This is because in the hotspot data set during
long periods there is almost no load on the channel, while during some
periods the load is constantly very high. The office data set furthermore
shows 10 spikes per second, which are a result of the periodic beacon
frames broadcasted by the APs at 1 Mbit/s. In the library data set beacon
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Figure 8.3: Sample autocorrelation function of the channel load
frames are broadcasted at 6 Mbit/s and therefore impact the channel load
much less.
The results show that the channel load changes fast and can exhibit low
autocorrelation. Hence, if one would like to exploit changes in channel load,
for example to select a lightly loaded AP, those selections should preferably
be done on very short time scales, e.g. every 10-100 ms. Because then it is
possible to use a channel with very low load. In contrast, when adapting to
changes only every couple of minutes, those short term variations cannot
be exploited.
8.2.2.2

Throughput with User Mobility

User mobility leads to changes in the link quality and consequently to
changes in available capacity. For example, as the distance between
the user station and the AP increases, more robust but slower coding
and modulation schemes need to be used. We studied the temporal
characteristics of the channel by transmitting 1000 UDP packets per
second from an AP to a laptop. The AP uses the Minstrel rate adaptation
algorithm [9], which continuously aims to select the best Modulation
and Coding Scheme (MCS). While walking around with the laptop and
receiving the UDP packets, the AP recorded statistics about frame loss
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Figure 8.4: Sample autocorrelation function of the available bandwidth
estimation, without (left) and with external interference (right)
probability and the used PHY rate. We then computed a simple estimate
of the available bandwidth as (1 − 𝐹 ) × 𝑃 × 𝜂, where 𝐹 denotes the frame
loss probability, 𝑃 is the PHY rate and 𝜂 is a discount factor to account for
transmission overhead. This estimation does not consider yet the impact
of load generated by other users of the same WLAN channel. We will
present a more precise model in Section 8.3.
Figure 8.4 plots the mean (solid line) as well as the 1-st and the 99th percentile of the sample autocorrelation function of the bandwidth
estimation obtained for nine different walks with the test laptop, without
and with external interference. The external interference was created by
five stations, which continuously downloaded the start page (with images,
CSS files etc.) of popular websites such as google.com or amazon.com.
In both cases the autocorrelation function decreases surprisingly slow.
External interference may create frame loss due to collisions and cause a
slightly faster decrease of the autocorrelation. In both cases however, even
the 1-st percentile autocorrelation does not drop below 0.5 even after 20
seconds. This shows that the available bandwidth is relatively stable over
long periods, even when the station is mobile.
Figure 8.5 helps to explain why the autocorrelation drops only slowly.
The PHY rate (black line) is adapted frequently by Minstrel and shows
discrete jumps (there is only a finite set of possible PHY rates to choose
from). Similarly, the frame success probability (gray line) also is subject
to high variations. Since the rate adaption mechanism reacts to high
frame loss by choosing a more robust MCS, the combined effect of the
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Figure 8.5: PHY rate (black), frame success probability (gray) and available
bandwidth estimation (red) for a user walking past an AP. The user is
closest to the AP after 15 seconds.
variations in PHY rate and frame loss probability leads to a relatively
stable estimate of the available bandwidth (red line). The estimate of the
available bandwidth increases as the laptop moves towards the AP and
decreases as it moves away, but does not have any sharp drops from e.g.
40 to 0 Mbit/s.

8.2.3

Discussion

The examples above illustrate why current approaches for available bandwidth estimation in WLANs are not sufficient, in particular if short-term
variations should be tracked. Signal strength measurements are inaccurate
and packet dispersion measurements are too slow. The channel load varies
much faster than the convergence time of packet dispersion measurement
systems, which is between 0.5 and 30 seconds [109]. In the next two sections
we will therefore develop BEST-AP, a method and a system to estimate
the available bandwidth in a fast non-intrusive manner. BEST-AP allows
stations to be connected to several APs in parallel and switch fast between
them, while using the AP with the highest available bandwidth most of
the time and others less frequently. The estimation exploits the insight,
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that the available bandwidth is mainly a product of the PHY rate, frame
loss rate and the channel load. The first two factors are hard to measure
and vary slowly over time, while the channel load varies fast, but is more
easy to measure.

8.3

Non-intrusive Bandwidth Estimation

We proceed with describing a simple model for available bandwidth estimation. We define the available bandwidth of a link as the maximum
data rate which can be sent over the link, while not deteriorating already
ongoing connections ([48] calls this surplus available bandwidth). This is
in contrast to the fair share bandwidth, which would allow to deteriorate
already ongoing connections to a certain degree. The available bandwidth
and the fair share bandwidth can be seen lower and upper bounds of
the actual bandwidth an application can use. The gap between those
bounds depends on many factors such as the network configuration and
topology. In the following we will estimate the available bandwidth, since
such estimation provides information about the worst case performance
and it is less sensitive to topology changes.

8.3.1

Model for Estimation of Available Bandwidth with a
Fixed MCS

The transmission duration 𝑇𝑡𝑥 of an IEEE 802.11 unicast data frame with
fixed length is a function of the backoff level 𝑛 and the PHY rate 𝑟. In
Equation 8.1 we compute 𝑇𝑡𝑥 as the sum of a waiting period 𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓 𝑠 , a
random backoff period 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑓 𝑓 , a data transmission period 𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 , followed
by 𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑓 𝑠 and transmission time of an ACK frame 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑘 (default values for
IEEE 802.11a are listed in Table 8.1). Additionally, the data and the ACK
frames have a transmission delay of 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 .
The Physical Layer Protocol Data Unit (PPDU) of a data frame is
composed of a PLCP preamble, a PHY header and the MAC Protocol
Data Unit (MPDU). The PLCP preamble and the PHY header require
𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝑇𝑝ℎ𝑦 time for transmission. The transmission duration of the
MPDU depends on the symbol time 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚 , the length of the data 𝐿𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
and the number of symbols per second 𝑁𝑑𝑏𝑝𝑠 . In addition, check-sums and
a MAC header of length 𝐿ℎ𝑑𝑟 need to be added. This then results in a
transmission time of 𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 , which is defined in Equation 8.2. Similarly,
the transmission time of an ACK, which is sent at rate 𝑟𝑙 , is defined in
Equation 8.3. IEEE 802.11 uses a binary exponential backoff mechanism
in which the back-off time for the 𝑛-th transmission attempt is chosen
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E[𝑇𝑡𝑥 (𝑟, 𝑛)] = 𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓 𝑠 + 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑓 𝑓 (𝑛) + 𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 (𝑟) + 𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑓 𝑠 + 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑘 + 2𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 (8.1)
𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 (𝑟) = 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑒 + 𝑇𝑝ℎ𝑦 + 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚 ⌈

16 + 6 + 8𝐿ℎ𝑑𝑟 + 8𝐿𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
⌉
𝑁𝑑𝑏𝑝𝑠 (𝑟)

(8.2)

16 + 6 + 8𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑘
⌉
𝑁𝑑𝑏𝑝𝑠 (𝑟𝑙 )

(8.3)

𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑒 + 𝑇𝑝ℎ𝑦 + 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚 ⌈

min(2𝑛 𝐶𝑊𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐶𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
2

(8.4)

(1 − 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑐 (𝑟))𝑘 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑐 (𝑟)𝑇𝑡𝑥 (𝑟, 𝑘)

(8.5)

E[𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑓 𝑓 (𝑛)] = 𝑇𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡

E[𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑟)] =

𝑘
∑︁
𝑖=0

E[𝑎𝑣𝑏𝑤(𝑟, 𝑏)] = 𝐿𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

1
E[𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑟)]

(1 − 𝑏)

(8.6)

randomly between [0, min(2𝑛 𝐶𝑊𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐶𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) − 1] slots of length 𝑇𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 . We
compute the expected back-off time for the 𝑛-th transmission attempt in
Equation 8.4. As in [46], we assume that the probability of a successful
frame transmission, 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑐 , is constant and independent of the backoff stage.
The expected transmission time for a frame, including re-transmission
attempts is denoted as E[𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ] and computed by Equation 8.5. We are
able to transmit 1/E[𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ] frames per second on an idle channel. Finally,
for a channel busy fraction 𝑏 and a PHY rate 𝑟, the available bandwidth
is computed in Equation 8.6.
Equation 8.6 provides a simple way to estimate the available bandwidth
for a known channel busy fraction and packet success probability. However,
Equation 8.6 assumes that a fixed PHY rate is used (i.e. 𝑁𝑑𝑏𝑝𝑠 is fixed),
which is often not the case in real networks. Instead, many WLAN drivers
use a rate control algorithm, which chooses the best PHY rate for the
current channel conditions. Therefore, we extend the model for the autorate case in the next section.

8.3.2

Model for Estimation of Available Bandwidth with
Rate Adaptation

Minstrel is the default rate control algorithm in the Linux mac80211 subsystem [9]. Minstrel aims to select the PHY rate which gives the best
throughput by utilizing retry chains. A retry chain specifies at what PHY
rate to send a MAC frame at what transmission attempt. For example, a
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Symbol

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝑇𝑝ℎ𝑦
𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚
𝑇𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡
𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓 𝑠
𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑓 𝑠
𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝
𝑁𝑑𝑏𝑝𝑠 (𝑟)
𝐶𝑊𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐶𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑘
𝑟
𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑘
𝐿ℎ𝑑𝑟
𝐿𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

Default value
for IEEE
802.11a
16 µs
4 µs
4 µs
9 µs
34 µs
16 µs
typically < 0.1 µs
up to 6 bits
15
1023
11
6-54
14 bytes
32 bytes
max. 2312 bytes
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Description

PLCP preamble duration
PHY header duration
OFDM symbol duration
MAC layer slot duration
DIFS duration
SIFS duration
Propagation duration
Number of bits per symbol
Minimum contention window
Maximum contention window
Maximum back-off stage
PHY rate
Acknowledgment length
MAC header and checksum length
Data length

Table 8.1: Used symbols and default values for IEEE 802.11a

retry chain can specify to send a frame at 54 Mbit/s, and in case of an
error re-transmit at a lower rate on the second try and an even lower rate
on the third try.
For each PHY rate, Minstrel keeps statistics about the frame success
probability. Minstrel estimates the achievable throughput of a PHY rate
based on the time it takes to transmit a packet and its success probability
with a model similar to the one described above. In the normal retry chain,
a frame is first transmitted at the PHY rate with the best throughput
prediction (e.g. 54 Mbit/s), then with the second best one (e.g. 48 Mbit/s),
then at the PHY with the highest success probability (e.g. 6 Mbit/s) and
finally at the lowest base rate (e.g. 6 Mbit/s). If the frame is not received
in the final transmission attempt, it is discarded and a new transmission
with a new frame is started. In order to obtain statistics about all PHY
rates, Minstrel sends 10% of the frames with an explore chain. The explore
chains include random rates. Table 8.2 shows the retry chains of the
current Minstrel implementation in the Linux Kernel (version 3.0.3).
As Minstrel sends frames at different PHY rates, estimating the throughput is not as simple as in Section 8.3.1. We first define five different PHY
rates:
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Try
1
2
3
4

Explore
random < best
Best throughput
Random rate
Best probability
Lowest baserate

chains
random > best
Random rate
Best throughput
Best probability
Lowest baserate

Normal chain
Best throughput
Next best throughput
Best probability
Lowest baserate

Table 8.2: Minstrel retry chains. Source: [9]
1. 𝑟𝑏 : Rate which provides the best throughput according to the estimation of Minstrel
2. 𝑟𝑛 : Rate with the second best throughput
3. 𝑟𝑝 : Rate with the highest success probability
4. 𝑟𝑙 : The lowest base-rate according to the used PHY standard (6
Mbit/s in IEEE 802.11a).
5. 𝑟𝑟 : A random rate chosen by Minstrel
Based on those rates, we define
• the normal chain as 𝑐𝑛 =< 𝑟𝑏 , 𝑟𝑛 , 𝑟𝑝 , 𝑟𝑙 >,
• the first explore chain as 𝑐𝑒1 =< 𝑟𝑏 , 𝑟𝑟 , 𝑟𝑝 , 𝑟𝑙 >
• and the second explore chain as 𝑐𝑒2 =< 𝑟𝑟 , 𝑟𝑏 , 𝑟𝑝 , 𝑟𝑙 >.
The first explore chain is used if 𝑟𝑟 < 𝑟𝑏 , the second is used otherwise. With
[𝑐]𝑖 we denote the 𝑖-th element of a vector (starting from 1). The expected
time to transmit a frame with rate 𝑟 at backoff stage 𝑛 is defined in
Equation 8.7. Assuming independence between the transmission attempts,
the expected transmission time of a frame with the retry chain 𝑐 can
therefore be computed as the weighted sum of transmission times and
success probabilities for the rates of the chain (Equation 8.8).
With 𝑟 we denote the vector of all PHY rates supported by the WLAN
card. 𝐻(𝑥) is the heavy side step function, which is 0 if 𝑥 is strictly
negative and 1 otherwise. Minstrel uses the normal chain 𝛼% (90% by
default) of the time. Equation 8.9 computes expected transmission time of
a frame with Minstrel as sum of the transmission times for the three retry
chains weighted by the probability of using a chain. Finally, the expected
available bandwidth with Minstrel rate control and a channel busy fraction
𝑏 is computed in Equation 8.10. We will evaluate the accuracy of the
model in Section 8.6.
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E[𝑇𝑡𝑥 (𝑟, 𝑛)] = 𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑓 𝑠 + 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑓 𝑓 (𝑛) + 𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 (𝑟) + 𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑓 𝑠 + 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑘 + 2𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 (8.7)

E[𝑡𝑥(𝑐)] = 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑐 ([𝑐]1 )𝑇𝑟𝑥 ([𝑐]1 , 1)+

4
∑︁

𝑇𝑡𝑥 ([𝑐]𝑘 , 𝑘)𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑐 ([𝑐]𝑖 )

𝑖=2

𝑖−1
∏︁

(1−𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑐 ([𝑐]𝑘 ))

𝑘=1

(8.8)

E[𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ] = 𝛼𝑡𝑥(𝑐𝑛 ) + (1 − 𝛼)(

1 ∑︁
𝐻(𝑟𝑏 − 𝑟𝑟 )𝑡𝑥(< 𝑟𝑏 , 𝑟𝑟 , 𝑟𝑝 , 𝑟𝑙 >) +
|𝑟| 𝑟𝑟 ∈𝑟

+𝐻(𝑟𝑟 − 𝑟𝑏 )𝑡𝑥(< 𝑟𝑟 , 𝑟𝑏 , 𝑟𝑝 , 𝑟𝑙 >))

E[𝑎𝑣𝑏𝑤(𝑏)] = 𝐿𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

8.4

1
(1 − 𝑏)
E[𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ]

(8.9)

(8.10)

Dynamic AP Selection Based on Bandwidth
Estimation

In this section we present the BEST-AP system, which measures the
parameters required for the available bandwidth estimation, computes the
estimation for all APs in reach of a station and sends the estimates to
the stations. The aim of the system is to allow a station to determine
and use the AP which currently offers the highest available bandwidth.
A BEST-AP WLAN is a standard WLAN, which in addition provides
services for bandwidth estimation and station handovers. Figure 8.6 shows
an overview of a BEST-AP WLAN, which consists of mobile user stations,
APs interconnected with an Ethernet network, an IP router or OpenFlow
switch and the BEST-AP server.

8.4.1

Mobile Station

The mobile station is equipped with one IEEE 802.11 WLAN card and
optionally with one dedicated card for scanning for new APs. On top of
the physical card, several virtual WLAN cards are created. Each virtual
WLAN card has a unique MAC address and can be associated to one AP.
As one station has multiple virtual WLAN cards, it can be connected to
several APs simultaneously. It is not required that all APs are operated
on the same channel, but the physical WLAN card needs to be able to
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Figure 8.6: Architecture of a BEST-AP WLAN

switch fast between available channels.
The virtual WLAN cards are connected to a software switch, the
OpenFlow switching element. In addition, the software switch is connected
to a super virtual WLAN device and a transmission buffer. The super
virtual WLAN device is the interface to the OS networking stack and has
a device-wide IP and MAC address. The transmission buffer can be set
into a blocked state, in which all data packets (not control packets) from
higher layers are stored in the buffer, but not forwarded to the OpenFlow
switching element. If the transmission buffer is in the unblocked state, it
simply passes packets down to the switching element. Blocking traffic at
the transmission buffer ensures that no outgoing packets are lost when the
station is performing a handover.
The switching element contains rules that specify 1.) to which virtual
WLAN card outgoing packets should be forwarded to and 2.) what source
MAC address should be used for outgoing packets. Those rules are configured from the switching controller application using OpenFlow. As each
virtual WLAN card is associated to one AP, choosing a virtual WLAN
card for transmission results in a transmission to a specific AP. Rewriting
the source MAC address is required, since MAC frames generated by the
operating system carry the MAC address of the super virtual WLAN
device as source. To be transparent to the underlying network, the MAC
address of the respective virtual WLAN card is used instead.
The station contains the handover manager, which consists of a scheduler and a scanning module. The scheduler decides when to transmit or
receive frames via which AP and when to scan for new APs. In other
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Scheduler
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Figure 8.7: Architecture of a mobile station
words, the scheduler decides when to perform a handover. In addition,
the handover manager generates the signaling messages to reconfigure the
routing in the backhaul network for up- and downstream packets (see
Section 8.4.3). The decision when to schedule a handover or a scan for
new APs can use information provided by user applications.

8.4.2

Pre-authentication and Pre-association

In a normal IEEE 802.11 WLAN a station can only associate to one AP
at a given time. The station typically needs to perform the complete
association procedure when doing a handover to a new AP. As a result,
normal WLAN handovers are slow. With BEST-AP, a station can associate
to an AP outside its coverage area using out-of-band signaling. Using
an existing wireless connection and the wired backhaul, it can exchange
association and authentication messages with the BEST-AP server, which
relays them to the respective AP. This mechanism allows a station to
associate to all APs of a limited geographic area, before the station arrives
at this area, which can significantly speed up handovers. Note, that our
approach of pre-authentication and pre-association is different from IEEE
802.11r, as we allow to exchange messages via an AP which is not in reach
using the connection of a close-by AP. This can be performed before the
handover. Therefore, the number of authentication message exchanged
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and the duration is not a performance limiting factor in our scheme.

8.4.3

Handover Services

The BEST-AP scheduler at the station decides when to initiate a handover to which AP. Figure 8.8 shows a sequence diagram of the messages
exchanged during a handover. First, the station puts its transmission
buffer into the blocked state. Hereafter, the station transmits a “Handover
Initiate” message to its currently used AP (AP1), which forwards the
message to the BEST-AP server. Optionally, the BEST-AP server then
answers to the station with an ACK message and sends a pause message
to the switch. If the network supports OpenFlow, the BEST-AP server
uses the OpenFlow protocol to update the forwarding table of the switch
to send future downstream data packets via AP2. If the network does
not support OpenFlow, the BEST-AP server updates the ARP table of
the router. Since each virtual WLAN card has its own AP-specific MAC
address, updating the ARP table allows to direct IP packets to the station
via the correct AP.
As soon as the station has received the ACK message, it tunes its
WLAN card to the channel of the new AP. In case no ACK is received
within a timeout period, the station retries up to five times. If no retry is
successful, for example because AP1 is already out of reach, the station
nevertheless attempts to change the channel and sends a “Handover Initiate”
message via AP2. The OpenFlow switch, just like the station, contains a
per station transmission buffer, which is set into the blocking state upon the
reception of the pause transmission command. Once the station has tuned
its card to the new channel, it sends a “Handover Complete” message to
the controller via AP2 and unblocks its transmission buffer. The controller
then resumes the downlink traffic by unblocking its transmission buffer.
In scenarios where the station is not mobile and the network does not
support OpenFlow, a station can ensure that no packets are lost using the
Power Safe Mode (PSM) of IEEE 802.11. More specifically, when a station
would like to communicate with an AP that is not on its current channel,
the control application first informs all APs on the current channel that it
enters PSM. This causes the APs to stop transmitting frames to the station
and to buffer them. The station then changes the channel. Subsequently it
informs the AP on the new channel that it is available for packet reception
by sending a null frame with the PS-POLL flag. The AP then sends all
buffered frames to the station. The station then can communicate with
the AP.
The handover between the APs does not require the exchange of
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Figure 8.8: Sequence of messages exchanged during a handover from AP1
to AP2
any additional IEEE 802.11 control messages, as the station is already
associated to the new AP by means of out-of-band pre-authentication and
pre-association before the actual handover has started.

8.4.4

Scheduling AP Usage

In this section we describe how a station decides when to use which
AP. Each station maintains a list of APs along with their RSSI and
bandwidth estimation. Figure 8.9 shows the states an AP can have and
the corresponding state transitions:
1. Not detected: No recent activity of the AP has been recorded.
2. Detected: An AP moves from the “Not detected” state to the “Detected” state, once it has been discovered through scanning.
3. Secondary AP: the AP is used occasionally in order to collect statistics
about the frame loss probability. A “Detected AP” is promoted to a
“Secondary AP”, if its RSSI is among the top 𝑘 values for all APs
(e.g. the top 3 values). We distinguish between “Detected APs” and
“Secondary APs”, because a station may see many APs, of which
most may have a low available bandwidth. Sending data messages
via those APs may not contribute to finding the AP with the highest
available bandwidth. Moreover, a handover to each secondary AP
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Figure 8.9: States of APs and their transitions
needs to be performed every once in a while, in order to update the
frame loss statistics.
4. Primary AP: Through the collected statistics and the method described below, the available bandwidth of each AP is estimated. The
AP with the highest estimation is the primary AP.
The control application on the station includes a scheduler, which decides
when to use which AP for how long. The scheduler schedules the primary
AP for 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚 (e.g. 2 seconds) and only transmits normal data packets via
secondary APs for 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 to update the packet loss statistics (e.g. every 2
seconds for 50 ms).
In this chapter, we only consider non-mobile stations. Without mobility,
the detection of APs through scanning only plays a minor role. The station
can detect its neighboring APs once using normal driver routines and
then use this information within BEST-AP. Thus, the transition between
secondary and primary AP is most relevant in static networks. In Section
8.6.2 we will therefore analyze the impact of different strategies to schedule
primary and secondary APs on the system throughput. In the next chapter
however, we will extend our analysis to mobile stations, where scanning
plays a more crucial role.

8.4.5

Bandwidth Estimation

APs implement a monitoring service, that collects statistics from the WLAN
driver which are needed to compute the available bandwidth estimation.
The monitoring service measures the channel busy fraction 𝑏 as described in
Section 8.2.2.1 by reading the channel load statistics from the appropriate
hardware registers. In addition, to account for SIFS and DIFS periods,
we add SIFS and DIFS as busy period for each unicast frame overheard
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by the WLAN card. Our method of computing the channel busy fraction
requires special hardware support to obtain statistics from the CCA. If the
WLAN card does not offer such support, all traffic could be captured and
the channel load could be computed by taking into account the airtime
consumed by each frame (similar to [84]). This approach works with most
WLAN cards, but increases the processing load at the AP.
APs estimate the available bandwidth for each station periodically using
Equation 8.10 and send tuples of (AP-BSSID, STA-MAC, AB-ESTIMATION)
to the BEST-AP server, which stores the tuples in a database. For each
station and every 100 ms, or if available bandwidth has changed by more
than a configurable factor, the BEST-AP server sends the estimates of
the best 𝑘 APs to each station. In our experiments send updates if the
bandwidth has changed by more than 10%. One nice feature of BEST-AP
is that it can detect if the available bandwidth has changed, even if the
station is currently not using the AP. If the channel load and thereby the
available bandwidth changes, the BEST-AP server informs the station.
The station then can react to the change, for example by selecting a new
primary AP. In order to achieve global fairness objectives, the BEST-AP
server could also report wrong estimates to a station and thereby force the
station to use a specific (non-optimal) primary AP.
We remark that the available bandwidth of a link may depend on the
sending direction (uplink or downlink). While models presented in Section
8.3 are suited for both directions, our implementation only estimates the
available bandwidth on the downlink, as in typical WLANs the majority
of traffic is download traffic and the increased complexity by estimating
both directions only leads to minor improvements in accuracy [98].

8.5

Implementation

We have implemented BEST-AP in Linux. All control applications (the
BEST-AP server, the control application on station and the measurement
application on the AP) were written in Python. In addition, several
modifications to the WLAN drivers were required. By default, Linux does
not allow virtual interfaces to be used on different channels, which we
changed accordingly. Furthermore, we added an interface to the ath5k
and ath9k driver, which allows to initiate a fast channel switch. We have
implemented the pre-authentication/association scheme by extending the
mac80211-subsystem and hostapd. A new control command was added to
hostapd, which allows to create an association for a given station MAC
address and capability list (PHY rates, 40 MHz channels etc.). Similarly,
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the mac80211-subsystem was modified to create an association without
exchanging IEEE 802.11 authentication/association frames over the air.
We extended the Linux mac80211-subsystem to measure how much
airtime each station consumes and expose those statistics via the debug
file system. This information is used to compute the available bandwidth
of a station, while considering the bandwidth it is already using. The
frame success probabilities 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑐 for each PHY rate are obtained from the
statistics of the rate control algorithm, which are also exposed by the
mac80211 debug file system.

8.6

Evaluation

We have evaluated the accuracy and responsiveness of our bandwidth estimation method and the performance improvements through the dynamic
AP selection system in the KAUMesh testbed. Our key-findings are:
• Our bandwidth estimation system is more accurate than WBest,
while at the same time it does not require any artificial probe traffic.
• The estimation system reacts fast to changes in available bandwidth
in below 70 ms.
• The dynamic AP selection achieves a median throughput gain of
85% under interference.

8.6.1
8.6.1.1

Bandwidth Estimation
How Accurate is the Estimation under Constant Network Load?

First, we evaluated how accurate the available bandwidth estimation under
constant network load is. For this test, two stations were connected to
one AP. The primary station estimates the available bandwidth, while
the secondary station uses mgen [11] to transmit UDP data at a constant
rate to the AP (“Offered Load”). Recall, that the available bandwidth of
a link is defined as the maximum data rate which can be sent over this
link without deteriorating already ongoing connections. To obtain the
real available bandwidth we gradually increased the send-rate over the
AP-primary station link, until the reception rate of the secondary station
dropped 2% below the send rate of the AP for one second. A 2% throughput
degradation of the secondary link is allowed to account for random frame
losses unrelated to the primary link traffic and for inaccuracies in the frame
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Figure 8.10: Available bandwidth estimation with a fixed PHY rate and
Minstrel Autorate with constant background load. Our estimation is more
accurate than WBest in all cases.

generation timing. To compute the bandwidth estimation with our method
it is required to send a few packets over the link and to obtain statistics
about the packet loss rate. In an operational network normal data traffic
can be used.
In Figure 8.10 we compare the real available bandwidth with the
estimation computed by BEST-AP and WBest for a link with 54 Mbit/s
PHY rate and one link with Minstrel Autorate. The figure shows the
average and the standard deviation of the 30 repetitions. With the fixed
PHY rate, BEST-AP is very accurate, typically within 1 Mbit/s of the
real available bandwidth. In contrast, WBest is less accurate, in particular
under high network load. The WBest results also have a high variability
and therefore several measurements may be required in practice to obtain
an accurate estimation.
Automatic rate adaption increases the difficulty of estimating the
available bandwidth. With packet pairing techniques, different PHY rates
may lead to very inaccurate estimates. BEST-AP explicitly takes into
account the impact of rate adaption and is still reasonably accurate in
situations where autorate is enabled. The comparison baseline, WBest,
was designed to cope with the variations in the link-layer speed caused
by autorate algorithms. Our evaluation results show, that BEST-AP is
more accurate than WBest. While BEST-AP tends to over-estimate the
available bandwidth, WBest tends to underestimate it.
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8.6.1.2

How Fast Does the Estimation React to Changes in
Network Load?

BEST-AP delivers accurate estimations under constant channel load and
conditions. In real WLANs however the channel is subject to constant
change. A key feature for available bandwidth estimation in WLANs,
besides accuracy, is therefore the ability to react fast to changes in network
load. Using the same setup as above, a secondary station added a new
traffic flow on the secondary link every 10 seconds. This results in a lower
available bandwidth on the primary link.
In Figure 8.11 the estimations with BEST-AP and WBest are plotted.
The vertical dotted lines show when the first packet of a new flow is
generated. With BEST-AP, the AP computes the bandwidth estimation
100 times per second based on the packet loss rate statistics and the
observed channel load. The APs send their estimation to the BEST-AP
server, which then sends it to the station every 100 ms or if the change in
available bandwidth is larger than 10%. This process leads to some delay
before the station receives the current estimation. To analyze the impact
of this delay, we therefore plot both estimations, the estimation at the STA
and the estimation at the AP. With WBest, the client application is run
on the station and the server on the AP. Both client and server show the
same estimations and therefore only one estimate is plotted for WBest.
Figure 8.11 shows that BEST-AP reacts fast to changes in available
bandwidth. The station is informed about the reduced available bandwidth
within approximately 70 ms after a new flow has been started. This delay
could further be reduced by computing the available bandwidth more
often and by allowing the BEST-AP server to send updates to the station
more often. However, this would result in increased system load at the
AP and in increased bandwidth use by the control traffic. We would like
to remark, that in our implementation the updates from the BEST-AP
server are sent to the station in dedicated control packets. However, it
would be possible to piggy-back the estimations on normal data packets,
for example by using the Options-field in the IP header of regular data
packets. We abstain from such an extension of the IP header, as it would
increase the implementation complexity and the overhead of the control
packets (approximately 7 packets/sec) is negligibly low. The estimation at
the STA shows more fluctuations than the estimation at the AP, since the
STA only gets a new estimate from the BEST-AP server if the available
bandwidth changes by more than 10%.
To get a constant flow of estimations with WBest, we waited until
WBest converged and then started a new measurement process. It takes
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Figure 8.11: Available bandwidth estimation using BEST-AP (left) and
WBest (right). The background load increases every 10 seconds.
approximately one second for WBest to converge and hence about one
estimation per second is possible. This leads to much slower reaction
time than BEST-AP. It can take up to two seconds before changes in the
available bandwidth due to a new flow are detected reliably. Furthermore,
the fluctuations in the estimation which were present under constant load
are also visible under varying load.

8.6.2

Dynamic AP Selection

BEST-AP constantly measures the available bandwidth to surrounding
APs. One application of BEST-AP is dynamic AP selection. The idea is
that a station selects the AP with the highest available bandwidth as its
primary AP, i.e. the AP it uses most of the time. Thereby the station
can avoid APs with temporarily high load and mitigate mobility related
variations in channel quality.
8.6.2.1

What is the Impact of Different AP Scheduling Strategies?

To estimate the available bandwidth of a secondary AP, data between
the secondary AP and the station needs to be transmitted to update the
packet loss statistics. There is a trade-off between how often the available
bandwidth on secondary APs is estimated and the cost of the estimation.
On the one hand, when a station switches between two APs, in-flight
packets may be lost or arrive out of order, which subsequently can lead to
a throughput degradation. In addition, the secondary APs may provide a
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lower available bandwidth and as a result the throughput is decreased if
the secondary APs are used. On the other hand, if the available bandwidth
of secondary APs is estimated infrequently or for a too short period (i.e.
only a few packets are used to update the loss statistics), the estimation
may be inaccurate and the wrong AP might be chosen as primary AP.
To characterize this trade-off, we measured throughput of a 60 seconds
long TCP-flow, while the station uses the primary and the secondary AP
for different durations. To force the station to remain with the same
primary AP for the whole experiment, background load was generated on
the channel of the secondary AP, which reduced the available bandwidth
for the secondary AP. Figure 8.12 shows that a longer time spent on the
primary AP leads to a higher throughput. The longer the time on the
primary AP, the less often the secondary AP is probed and therefore the
“cost” of switching between APs becomes less significant. The duration
spent on the secondary AP has less impact on performance. Several positive
and negative effects on performance almost cancel each other. With more
time on the secondary AP, fewer AP switches are required. In addition, the
TCP session has more time to recover from possible packet losses. In the
other direction, more time on the “bad” secondary AP reduces throughput.
An optimal schedule of primary and secondary AP use is hard to find
in practice, since it depends on many factors. If the channel qualities are
very stable, because there is no mobility, then the secondary AP should be
used less frequently. How long time should be spent on the secondary AP
depends on the packet send rate. If the packet send rate is high, then the
packet loss statistics are updated fast and the secondary AP only needs
to be used for a short duration. The measurements presented in Section
8.2.2.2 showed that even with user mobility the channel is relatively stable
within time horizons of several seconds. Therefore, we advocate to probe
the secondary AP every 5-10 seconds for 100-500 ms, as such strategy
provides the best performance and allows to detect changes in available
bandwidth even with moderate mobility. Unless otherwise stated, we use
the primary AP for 10 seconds and the secondary AP for 100 ms in the
remaining experiments.
In the discussed experiment only two APs (one primary and one secondary) were present. In some situations more APs might be available. In
this case different strategies are possible. One can have multiple secondary
APs and probe them in round robin fashion. This leads to additional costs
for obtaining the estimations. Another strategy is to select two APs among
all APs based on RSSI measurements. As discussed in Section 8.2, RSSI
measurements are easy to obtain, but can only provide a coarse estimation
of available bandwidth. Such coarse estimations can be used to pre-select
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Figure 8.12: Impact of the estimation duration. A longer time on the
primary AP is beneficial for the throughput as fewer handovers are required.

two APs among all available APs. The available bandwidth of the two
APs is then estimated with BEST-AP.

8.6.2.2

Can BEST-AP Adapt to Changes in Available Bandwidth?

We verified that BEST-AP can detect such changes in available bandwidth
and select the primary AP accordingly with the simple setup illustrated in
Figure 8.13. The station is using AP1 and AP2 to download data with
TCP. At the same time, external stations create load on the channels,
which are used by the APs. The load on AP2’s channel is constant with 5
Mbit/s, while the load on AP1’s channel follows an on-off pattern, with
20 Mbit/s load during 10 second on-periods and no load during 10 second
off-periods.
Figure 8.14 shows that BEST-AP tracks those changes in available
bandwidth accurately and selects the primary AP according to the channel
load. During periods in which AP1’s channel experiences load from the
external interferer (indicated by the shaded area in Figure 8.15), AP2 is
selected as primary AP.
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which there is load on channel 52.

8.6.2.3

What Performance Gains are Possible under External
Interference?

The measurements above showed that BEST-AP is capable of tracking
changes in available bandwidth and to select the primary AP accordingly.
However, the measurements give no indication what performance gains
are possible under realistic channel loads. Therefore, we conducted an
additional set of measurements using the same test setup, but using realistic
traffic loads. As in Section 8.2, we replayed traces of the SIGCOMM 2008
conference [151]. We filtered the traces by AP and then cut them into
60 seconds pieces. The interfering stations operate one WLAN card in
monitor mode, which allows to inject RAW frames. We have implemented
an application that reads time-stamp, packet size and PHY rate from the
traces and injects frames with approximately the same inter-frame delay
into the WLAN card driver. The frames are sent with the NO-ACK flag to
avoid MAC layer back-off. In addition, the application manually generates
ACK frames and re-transmits 20% of the frames to account for frame losses
which are not part of the traces.
In total we performed 160 tests with different traffic patterns of 60
seconds each. For each test case, we compared the performance of BEST-
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Figure 8.16: Performance under realistic external interference. Values
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throughput increase is achieved with BEST-AP.

AP and the standard Linux mac80211 sub-system, which keeps using an
AP once it is associated. We computed the relative performance as the
ratio of BEST-AP’s throughput and the throughput obtained with a static
association. A relative performance greater than one means that BEST-AP
is better.
Figure 8.16 plots the CDF of the relative performance. BEST AP and
the dynamic AP selection is beneficial in 90% of the cases with a mean
improvement of 85% as compared to the standard Linux driver. When the
load of one AP is high, the dynamic AP selection can lead to performance
gains of up to 400%. Standard Linux may statically connect to an AP
with high load, while BEST-AP dynamically selects the lightly loaded AP.
In 10% of the tests standard Linux was better. In those cases, the load
of both APs was about equally high and therefore switching the primary
AP does not lead to any improvements, while estimating the bandwidth
comes at a cost.
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Conclusions

Estimating available bandwidth for wireless networks is important in
order to implement services such as AP selection or Quality of Service
management. However, such bandwidth estimation is difficult to achieve in
WLANs since it depends on several factors such as the quality of the channel
and the load created by competing traffic on that channel. In this chapter
we have designed a novel bandwidth estimation mechanism for WLANs
which is both accurate and responds fast to changes in available bandwidth.
It combines passive measurements of available airtime with statistics of
packet loss and delays using different time granularity. Using fast channel
switching and handovers, the system is capable to estimate the available
bandwidth to all surrounding APs. Based on our bandwidth estimation,
we have designed a system which allows to better use the resources of
multiple APs, even if they are on different channels. Experiments in a
real testbed have shown significant performance gains compared to the
standard association mechanism provided by Linux.
Currently, BEST-AP only estimates the AB for the wireless link between
the station and the AP. In enterprise WLANs, the main target system of
BEST-AP, APs are usually connected to the Internet with fast Ethernet
links. The performance bottleneck should therefore be in the wireless link.
However, in other networks, such as home networks connected via ADSL,
the performance bottleneck might be in the wired backhaul. Even if BESTAP would select an AP with an excellent wireless link, the performance
could still be low. An interesting future extension of BEST-AP therefore
could be to integrate bandwidth estimations of the wired backhaul. This
could for example be achieved by constantly monitoring the wired backhaul
with BART [76] and fusing the bandwidth estimations at the BEST-AP
server.
A second important aspect not evaluated in this thesis is how BEST-AP
performs if several stations optimize their throughput through dynamic
AP selection. Since the current BEST-AP scheduler selects its primary
AP only based on local information, the global network throughput and
fairness may not be granted. One remedy for this problem would be to
use the MESHMAX algorithms of Chapter 5 on the BEST-AP server to
compute the primary AP for each station. This would lead to a fair and
efficient distribution of resources.
Another interesting topic for future work is to use multiple WLAN
cards simultaneously. Using multiple WLAN cards within one station can
increase performance, but creates additional challenges. For example, the
impact of Adjacent Channel Interference (ACI) is in particular severe if
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several WLAN cards are used simultaneously in close proximity (see e.g.
[69] and [35]). Therefore, when estimating the available bandwidth and
when scheduling APs the impact of ACI needs to be considered. In the
next chapter we move one step towards the use of multiple cards. We will
evaluate what benefit a dedicated card for scanning provides in mobile
scenarios. Scanning for new APs only requires little data transfer and
hence the impact of ACI is negligible in this context.

Chapter

9

Mobile Video Streaming with
BEST-AP
9.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter we have evaluated BEST-AP’s ability to select
the least loaded AP among several available ones in order to optimize the
long-term throughput. In this chapter, we will discuss how to use BESTAP to enable station mobility for optimizing the quality of streaming video.
Streaming video for WLAN users is an interesting application for several
reasons. First, streaming video gets more and more popular. In particular,
live streaming video, in which pre-loading large parts of the video prior to
playout is not possible, is more and more common. For example, video
conferencing and IPTV applications use live streaming. Second, streaming
video is a demanding application. It is both bandwidth intensive and delay
critical. Thus, if a network can support live video streaming, it should also
be suited for many other applications, which are typically less demanding.
Figure 9.1 illustrates how video players typically process data. Data
packets are received from the network. Due to queuing effects and retransmissions, the packets do not arrive in a constant flow, but might
show variations in their packet inter-arrival time. This variation is also
called jitter. The video decoder though requires a constant flow of packets.
Therefore, typically a playout buffer is positioned between the network and
the video decoder. The playout buffer does not forward incoming packets
immediately to the video decoder, but stores them for a while. Thereby,
it can remove the jitter in the packet inter-arrival times and enable a
constant flow of packets to the video decoder. The video decoder decodes
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Figure 9.1: Simplified architecture of a typical video player. Video frames
are coming from the network and the buffer removes jitter before the
decoder decodes the frames for playout.

the incoming frames and sends them to the graphical user interface for
display.
There is a tradeoff between the playout buffer size and the packet loss.
If the playout buffer is too small, late packet arrivals cannot be sent to
the decoder in time, and thus those packets are regarded as lost by the
decoder. The result are dropped video frames and poor quality. If the
buffer is too large, however, live streams and interactive video applications
will experience a large end-to-end delay and therefore also poor quality.
In particular with interactive applications such as video conferencing, for
optimal quality the end-to-end latency preferably should not exceed 250 ms
[14]. In extreme cases 500 ms delay still allow a two-way conversation.
When taking into account other delays, such as coder delays and network
latency, the buffer size should be even smaller.
When the video buffer level drops below a “low threshold”, the video
decoder is stopped and no more new video frames are displayed to the
user. Such an event is called “video freeze”. The video freeze lasts until
the playout buffer is filled to the “high threshold” again. Often the low
and the high threshold are set to 0% and 100% respectively.
Playing real-time video on a mobile wireless station is in particular
challenging. Consider the example shown in Figure 9.2. The station is
streaming a live video from a streaming server via AP1. At the same time,
the station is moving away from AP1 towards AP2. At some point, the
station needs to perform a handover, since it leaves the coverage area of
AP1. During a handover no data can be transferred. Therefore, only the
data in the video playout buffer can be used to sustain the playout during
the handover.
With standard IEEE 802.11 WLANs, the video is likely to freeze in
such a situation. Figure 9.3 illustrates why. In the beginning, the station
is close to the AP and the video buffer level is high (1). When the station
moves away from AP1, the link quality starts to deteriorate and the number
of incoming frames is smaller than the number of played frames. Thus the
video buffer level starts to decrease (2). When moving away even further,
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Figure 9.2: Example scenario: the station is streaming a live video and
moving from AP1 towards AP2. The station needs to perform a handover
when it moves too far away from AP1.
the link quality gets so bad that the connection completely breaks. Since
no more video frames are received, the buffer level decreases even faster
now (3). The WLAN driver of the station starts to scan for new APs
(4). Meanwhile, the buffer level has reached the low threshold and the
video freezes (5). After a while the WLAN driver has detected AP2 and
connects to it (6). Video frames are received again and when the buffer
level exceeds the high threshold, the video playout resumes (7).
The duration between (5) and (7) denotes the video freeze time. Since
video freezes are annoying to the user, the video freeze time should be
minimized.

9.1.1

Related Work

In literature there are two orthogonal approaches to optimize video streaming for mobile WLAN users. The first approach attempts to optimize the
network itself. This includes acceleration of the scan procedure, optimization of the handovers and intelligent selection of APs. The second approach
is to adapt video coding parameters to the network and to schedule the
transmission of video frames under consideration of user mobility.
The related work surveyed in Chapter 8 follows the first approach. In
addition, [122] and [176] investigate how to optimize the scanning procedure
for new APs. The key idea behind those works is to increase the speed
of AP detection by only scanning a subset of all available channels or by
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Figure 9.3: Evolution of video buffer level while the station is moving from
AP1 towards AP2.

synchronizing the transmission of beacon frames. [130] proposes a method
for scheduling the scanning procedure in WLANs, while considering the
buffer level of the video player. Their evaluation is based on network
simulations and the re-configuration of the wired backhaul network is not
considered. [61] formulates and solves an optimization problem which
computes the best moment for performing a handover, while taking into
account the buffer fill level and the channel characteristics. The use of
OpenFlow for improving streaming video has been explored in [179]. [179]
requires multiple interfaces at the station and studies the concurrent use of
different radio technologies (WLAN and WiMAX). [65] suggests a method
to determine which WLAN AP is best for video streaming. The main
idea is to stream the same video via two APs and to use the relative delay
difference of the received RTP frames as indicator of congestion. The
handover is performed to the AP with less congestion. [65] requires two
WLAN interfaces. The two latter works do not describe when to scan for
a new AP.
The second approach, to optimize the video transmission based on
network characteristics, is for example suggested in [36]. The main idea
behind this work is to use Multiple Description (MD) coding to generate
two video streams and send the video via two network paths. The video
player can decode each stream independently by using MD coding, but can
provide higher quality when both streams are received. In the situation
of a handover, the independent streams can be sent via the old and the
new AP, respectively. The video coder then attempts to decode the video
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in the highest possible quality for the received data. In contrast, [150]
relies on a single-path transmission only and adapts the error correction
parameters according to the quality of the used wireless connection.

9.1.2

Problem Statement and Contributions

In this chapter we evaluate how well BEST-AP supports mobility in general
and how good the quality of streaming video in a BEST-AP WLAN with a
mobile station is. We therefore follow the first approach for streaming video
optimization, that is to optimize the network. The main difference between
the discussed work and our approach is we only require one wireless card
and that BEST-AP is based on SDN ideas.
The key contributions of this chapter are:
• An extension of BEST-AP for mobile stations: We discuss
what changes to the initial BEST-AP system are required in order
to support station mobility.
• An evaluation of BEST-AP’s ability to support real time video
with mobile users: Our testbed experiments show that BEST-AP
enhances the quality of streaming video by reducing the video freeze
probability. Compared to normal WLANs, BEST-AP requires smaller
video playout buffers.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 9.2 we
describe important aspects when using BEST-AP with mobile stations.
In Section 9.3 we present evaluation results. We wrap-up the chapter in
Section 9.4.

9.2

Making BEST-AP Mobile

The BEST-AP architecture discussed in the previous chapter is in principle
capable of handling mobile stations. By always selecting a close-by AP
with low load as primary AP, the station is continuously connected to
the network. The only major difference between the non-mobile and the
mobile scenario is that in the mobile scenario the set of available APs
changes as stations move.
Thus, in the mobile scenario, it is necessary to detect when a new AP
is available (i.e. when it is in the detected state, see Section 8.4.4). Only
when an AP is in the detected state, the BEST-AP scheduler can promote
it to a secondary or primary AP. For this purpose, the scan module in the
handover manager performs an active scanning procedure, i.e. it broadcasts
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probe request frames. APs on the respective channel answer with probe
response messages. The scan procedure can either be performed on the
regular WLAN card, which is also used for data communication, or on a
dedicated scanning card. If the regular WLAN card is used for scanning,
a trade-off between the scan frequency and the achievable throughput and
QoS emerges. A scan for new APs needs to be scheduled often enough to
detect new APs fast enough. However, too frequent scanning would result
in a reduction of throughput and QoS, as during scanning no data can
be transferred. The optimal scan frequency also depends on the speed of
the user. If the user does not move, only an initial scan is required as the
available APs do not change later on.
A dedicated scanning card would avoid this trade-off, but increases
hardware costs. Future mobile devices, such as smart phones and tablets,
are presumable equipped with several flexible radios. With such devices, a
dedicated scanning card would be a viable option.
A robust handover procedure is important in mobile scenarios. When
the station is moving, it can happen that the scheduler would like to
perform a handover to an AP, which is already out of reach, but has not
yet timed out to the “Not detected” state. Therefore, in mobile scenarios
the optional ACKs shown in Figure 8.8 should always be used. If no ACK
is received upon a handover initiate message, the station can conclude that
the AP is out of reach.
Using the PSM to temporarily buffer frames in the transmit buffer of
the APs is often not useful in mobile scenarios, since the station might
move away from an AP and may not handover to this AP again to request
the buffered frames. Instead, in mobile networks the transmit buffer should
be positioned at the OpenFlow switch. This allows to buffer downstream
packets during a handover and forward them to the new AP after the
handover has finished.

9.3

Evaluation

We have evaluated BEST-AP’s ability to support station mobility in the
KAUMesh testbed (Section 9.3.1.1) and a WLAN testbed deployed in an
office building in downtown Berlin (all other tests).
The testbed in Berlin (see Figure 9.4) consists of 8 embedded systems
with a Dual Core Atom D525 1.80 GHz CPU, which act as APs. Each
node is equipped with two wireless cards, of which only one is used in our
experiments. The cards are based on the Atheros AR5418 IEEE 802.11abgn
chip-set. To reduce interference from other WLANs deployed in the area,
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Figure 9.4: Map of the testbed used for the video streaming tests. The
mobile terminal moves from point A to point B and back.
the network is operated in the less occupied 5 GHz band. The APs are
connected via Ethernet and a GRE tunnel to a virtual machine host, in
which the OpenFlow switch, the streaming server and the control server
are hosted. The OpenFlow switch uses OpenVSwitch. The KAUMesh
testbed is configured as in Chapter 8.

9.3.1
9.3.1.1

Micro-Benchmarks
How well does BEST-AP Support Station Mobility?

Dynamic AP selection can also be used to support station mobility. In
a normal IEEE 802.11 WLAN, stations associate to one AP (typically
the one with the highest RSSI) and stay associated until the connection
breaks. A break of a connection is usually detected when beacon frames
are no more received and the AP does not respond to probe request frames.
After the connection breaks, the station may initiate a scan for a new AP
and then connect to it. Such a hard hand-off can lead to a considerable
disruption and performance degradation. With BEST-AP a soft-handover
is possible, in which the station is connected to two APs simultaneously
and as the station moves towards one AP the role of the primary AP
changes.
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STA

AP
1

AP
2

Figure 9.5: Test topology for mobility tests. The STA moves along the
corridor from AP1 towards AP2.

We evaluated the ability of BEST-AP to support such type of mobility
in the test setup shown in Figure 9.5. The aim of the experiment is to
investigate what happens when the STA moves from AP1 to AP2 along
the corridor of the Computer Science department facilities at Karlstad
University. To have reproducible, automated and unbiased experiments,
we recorded the signal strength during one walk along the corridor at the
APs and the station. For the actual experiments, we placed the station
in the middle between the APs and over time changed the transmission
power at the APs and the station so that the reception strength matches
the previously obtained trace.
We repeated this “simulated” walk 30 times with the default Linux
wireless subsystem and the dynamic AP switching with BEST-AP. Figure
9.6 shows that the TCP throughput with BEST-AP is ca. 12 Mbit/s
on average, while the standard Linux wireless sub-system only provides
4 Mbit/s. As exemplified in Figure 9.7, BEST-AP constantly monitors
the available bandwidth and switches the primary AP as soon as the
bandwidth estimation of the secondary AP exceeds the estimation of the
currently primary AP. Thereby, the TCP throughput remains constantly
high. In contrast, the default Linux wireless system stays connected with
AP1 all the time. Even though AP2 would provide better quality, the
station does not switch to this AP, as the connection does not break. This
is because beacon and probe frames are usually sent at a low PHY rate,
which is robust to errors and therefore has a large coverage range. Newer
Linux kernels allow to configure Connection Quality Monitoring (CQM)
and a hand-off hysteresis. With this approach a station can handover to a
new AP, if the RSSI difference exceeds a user-configurable threshold (e.g.
20 dB). However, in our experiments CQM and the hand-off hysteresis did
not seem to work properly and therefore did not have any impact on the
results.
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Figure 9.6: TCP throughput with station mobility. With dynamic switching the primary AP is chosen according to the available bandwidth estimate.
Linux default uses the RSSI to select the best AP.
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Figure 9.7: TCP throughput during one test run. After 20 seconds AP2 is
better and hence selected as primary AP.
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Figure 9.8: Duration of a scan for new APs. Each channel takes approximately 8 ms to be scanned.
9.3.1.2

How Long does it Take to Scan for new APs?

Even with BEST-AP, the mobile station needs to scan for new APs
occasionally in order to detect new target APs for a handover. While
scanning, the station needs to process a list of channels and send out
probe request messages on each channel. After sending a probe request
message, the station needs to remain on the channel for a while to wait
for probe response messages. We remain on the channel for 5 ms, which
turned out to be a good compromise between the probability of missing a
probe response and the duration of the scan. In our experiments, switching
from one channel to another channel requires approximately 1.2 ms if we
empty the transmission WLAN queue prior to a switch and recalibrate the
card after the switch (“Normal channel switching”). If we just tune the
synthesizer to the new frequency (“Fast channel switching”), the channel
switch takes approximately 1 ms. Figure 9.8 plots the duration for scanning
2-8 channels. The scan duration increases linearly with the number of
channels to scan. Each extra channel adds about 8 ms (1.2 ms for switching,
5 ms for waiting and listening and 1.8 ms for processing the frames) to
the total scan duration.
9.3.1.3

How Long does a Handover Take?

As discussed in Section 8.4.3, a handover consists of a series of messages to
be exchanged. We call the time between the transmission of the handover
initiate message and the reception of the ACK message “ACK duration”.
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Figure 9.9: ECDF of handover and ACK duration. For a small fraction of
tests signaling messages got lost and thus the handover duration increases
by approximately 40 ms.

The total handover duration spans the period from the transmission of the
handover initiate to the transmission of the handover complete message.
The handover duration is very important for streaming video applications.
The handover should be faster than video buffer size, since otherwise the
video playout would freeze.
We measured how long our optimized handover takes during 100 handovers and plot the ECDF in Figure 9.9. The average ACK and handover
durations are 9.4 ms and 34.7 ms respectively. For a small fraction, the handover duration exceeds 50 ms. In those cases one of the control messages
(e.g. the handover initiate) got lost and needed to be retransmitted after a
timeout. In contrast, [120] reports handover durations of 6-9 seconds for
IEEE 802.11i secured WLANs. In Chapter 6 we have seen handover times
of 2 seconds for non-optimized handovers in unsecured mesh networks.
BEST-APs handover durations are much lower in comparison to those
non-optimized handovers.
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Video Streaming

For our experiments we streamed a pre-recorded MPEG-2 video using VLC
[12] and HTTP-streaming to the client laptop. The video player on the
client laptop is custom made and based on the GStreamer framework [5].
A person was walking with the laptop 5 times from point A to B and
back (see Figure 9.4), while streaming the video. No artificial background
load was generated in our tests, but other co-located WLANs used the
same channels as our experiments. One walk from point A to B took
approximately 90 seconds. The video player has a playout buffer of 400 ms
and logs the buffer fill level every 20 ms to a file. If within 400 ms no
new video frames are received, the video freezes until the buffer is filled
up again. In other words, the low threshold is 0% and the high threshold
is 100%. Since video freezes impair the perceived quality, they should be
avoided.
In the following we compare 1.) Linux with wpa_supplicant 2.) Linux
with wpa_supplicant and optimized scanning 3.) BEST-AP with a dedicated scanning card and RSSI-based AP selection and 4.) BEST-AP
without a dedicated scanning card and RSSI-based AP selection and 5.)
BEST-AP with AP selection based on the available bandwidth estimation.
Options 3.) and 4.) are an intermediary step from options 1.)/2.) to the
full BEST-AP system. Options 3.)/4.) benefit from the fast handover
procedure of BEST-AP, but do not make an intelligent estimation of the
available bandwidth.
The optimized scanning procedure in 2.) only scans on the four channels
which are actually used by our network, while the normal scanning procedure of 1.) scans all channels. With BEST-AP and without a dedicated
scanning card we scan for a new AP every 2 seconds. With a dedicated
scanning card in theory a continuous scan for new APs would be possible.
To keep the probe traffic low, we initiate a new scan only every 500 ms.
To account for the higher dynamicity, we reduce the times on the primary
and secondary AP compared to the previous chapter. In this chapter, the
primary APs are used for 2 seconds and secondary APs for 100 ms.
With BEST-AP and bandwidth estimation, a secondary AP is promoted
to primary AP as soon as it has a higher bandwidth estimate than the
current primary AP. With RSSI-based AP selection, the primary AP is
always the one with the currently highest RSSI (no hysteresis is used).
9.3.2.1

How Smooth is the Video Playout?

Table 9.1 shows that with the standard Linux system 28.40% and 12.52 %
of the time the video is in freeze mode. With our BEST-AP, the video is
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Table 9.1: Video freeze events

frozen only 3.31%, 0.73% and 3.25% of the time respectively. BEST-AP’s
bandwidth estimation does not contribute to a more stable video playout.
In contrast, the freeze time fraction with the bandwidth estimation is
slightly higher than with just the RSSI-based AP selection. This is because
the bandwidth estimation requires handovers to secondary APs, while with
the RSSI-based estimation there is only a primary AP and no secondary
APs, which are probed periodically. As a consequence, fewer handovers
are performed with the RSSI-based estimation. Since each handover can
fail and result in a video freeze, the RSSI-based solution is better here.
Of course, in presence of significant background traffic, this picture may
change. Since the RSSI-based AP selection does not consider the load on
the AP, a handover to a fully loaded AP or channel could be triggered.
The bandwidth estimation in BEST-AP would avoid such a decision.
Interestingly, with the dedicated scan card, the freeze time is slightly
higher than without. This can mainly be attributed to two factors: first,
with a dedicated scanning card updates on the APs quality are obtained
more frequently and hence handovers happen more often. Such behavior
could be avoided with a more intelligent handover scheduler. Second, in
our experiments with the dedicated scanning card two relatively long freeze
events occurred as result of failed handovers, which have large impact on
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Figure 9.10: Distribution of freeze event durations. Standard systems have
many and long freeze events while BEST-AP has few and short freeze
events.
the average video freeze time. This phenomenon can also be observed from
Figure 9.10, which shows the distribution of the freeze event durations.
The figure further shows that the standard Linux implementation leads to
many long freeze events, which have severe impact on the user perception.
In particular if the channel scan is not optimized, freeze events last ten
seconds or more. With BEST-AP however, the number of freeze events is
small and the duration is usually short and thus not very disturbing to
the viewer.
9.3.2.2

Is a Dedicated Scanning Card Necessary?

The total number of freeze events is lower if a dedicated scanning card is
in operation, while the total length of freeze events is higher. With our
optimized scanning procedure the benefits in terms of the total number
of freeze events are marginal and also the subjective quality differences
experienced during the measurements were low. On the one hand, a
dedicated scanning card might decrease the system complexity, as the
question when to schedule a new scan is easier to be answered then. On
the other hand, a dedicated scanning card increases hardware cost and
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energy consumption. Considering all those factors, a dedicated scanning
card is only useful, if it allows to be integrated into the system with low
effort, for example through software defined radios.
9.3.2.3

What is a Good Playout Buffer Size?

The playout buffer adds delay, which should be kept small, in particular for
real-time applications such as video conferencing. Decreasing the playout
buffer size would increase the number of freeze events, while increasing the
buffer size would offer more protection against freeze events. Figure 9.10
shows, that in order to offer protection against all freeze events, the buffer
size should be approximately 3-5 seconds large. Such large buffers are
suitable for on-demand video, but the large delay would render real-time
applications unusable. However, we remark, that even with the 400 ms
buffer used in our experiments, the number of noticeable freeze events is
relatively low and the perceived quality is good.

9.4

Conclusions

In this chapter we have evaluated BEST-AP with mobile video streaming.
The evaluation has shown that BEST-AP, due to its optimized scanning
procedure and fast handovers, has fewer video freezes than the standard
Linux system. Moreover, if a freeze event occurs, it is shorter with BESTAP than with the reference system. Altogether, BEST-AP therefore allows
smaller video playout buffers and increases the quality of real-time video
applications.
BEST-AP’s architecture also allows to incorporate the video buffer
level in the decision when to perform a handover. An interesting future
extension of the work presented in this chapter hence would be to schedule
the handovers according to an optimal control policy computed with [61].
A more extensive evaluation with background traffic and multiple users
would provide insight in the benefit of using the bandwidth estimation
instead of RSSI-based AP selection.
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Chapter

10

Conclusions
10.1

Achievements and Contributions

The fundamental question studied in this thesis is at what moment a
STA should perform a handover to which AP and how this handover can be
performed efficiently. The aim of this thesis is to provide a comprehensive
view on this question. To this end, the thesis describes a journey from a
MAC layer and channel model to the optimization of a specific application
in a real network. With regard to the research questions formulated in
Chapter 1, the thesis contributes to the state-of-the-art as follows:
1. If a station is in the coverage area of several APs, when should the
station use a given AP?
We have answered this question from different perspectives. In Chapters 4 and 5 we have discussed mathematical optimization models
that allow a central controller to compute which station should use
which AP. It is relatively easy for a station to determine which is
the best AP from its perspective, but such a decision is not optimal
from a global perspective, both in terms of network efficiency and
fairness. In addition, Chapter 4 showed that optimizing the network
operation only based on the present network state is sub-optimal, in
particular when each re-configuration of the network has a cost.
Chapters 8 and 9 tackled the question from a more practical standpoint. The proposed method and system enables a station to efficiently find the best available AP using estimations of the available
bandwidth, which are obtained in a non-intrusive way. The evaluated AP selection mechanism does not consider global objectives,
but the system architecture is in principle suited to also include such
197
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considerations. Moreover, it is possible to incorporate application
requirements in the handover decision.
2. How can the current, closed architecture of WLANs and wireless
mesh networks be opened up and evolved to allow the easy deployment of new applications to enhance mobility support and resource
distribution fairness?
Chapters 6, 7 and 8 outlined new architectures, which use the OpenFlow protocol and ideas from the SDN framework to enhance the
mobility support and resource distribution in WLANs and WMNs.
The architectures can be deployed in today’s networks with small
modifications in the APs and stations. The architectures of Chapters
6 and 7 can be deployed in existing networks, in parallel to legacy
protocols and architectures. This allows a step-wise migration from
the legacy architecture to the proposed one, instead of a disruptive
deployment of a completely new system.
3. How to estimate the quality of a link between an AP and a station
in a fast way and how to enable seamless handovers between APs?
In Chapter 8 we have developed a new method to estimate the
available bandwidth of a wireless link. The method achieves the
accuracy of probe-based bandwidth estimation tools, but does not
require any artificial probe traffic. Instead, the proposed method
uses normal data traffic to obtain channel statistics. By using simultaneous connections to multiple APs and an SDN-enabled wired
backhaul, stations can perform rapid handovers. In Chapter 9 we
have demonstrated that the proposed system is capable of providing
real-time video for mobile WLAN users in a higher quality than
current systems.

10.2

Future Directions

Research is a process and not a finished product. As such, the results
presented in this thesis should only be seen as a snapshot of this process
and not as final comprehensive answers. Each question answered in this
thesis has created new questions. Some of those questions may be minor
and insignificant, but others may be worth to be investigated in the future.
In the last sections of Chapters 3-9 we have already highlighted limitations and open questions related to the respective chapter. In the following
we take a step back and consider the thesis as a whole when asking for
open issues and future work.
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For the sake of simplicity, the models in this thesis approximate the
achievable throughput as a linear function. This makes modeling easy, as
a wide-range of standard tools exist for this class of systems. However,
reality is not linear. A potential future work should therefore analyze what
other, better approximations are possible (for example by convex functions)
and study optimization problems inside such a more realistic framework.
Centralized optimization is not always the best choice, in particular for
large and dynamic systems. For this reason, an interesting question is
how to distribute some of the proposed optimization algorithms and what
scalability improvements could be gained.
Testbed evaluation is a first step to evaluate an idea under realistic
conditions. As most other testbeds, also the testbeds used in this thesis
are relatively small. Therefore scalability properties cannot be studied
adequately. Thus a logical next step is to perform experiments in a larger
testbed, potentially including real users. This would allow to understand
how scalable the proposed ideas are and how the proposed optimizations
behave with realistic workloads. Using the community testbeds developed
in the CONFINE project [107] would be interesting in this context.
The system architectures presented in this thesis are based on the idea
of SDNs. More specifically, we described different SDN control layers. The
SDN application layer and its interface to the control layer (the so-called
north-bound API) is a largely unexplored research field. An interesting
open issue is therefore to design a WLAN mobility management application
layer for SDNs and an appropriate north-bound API.

10.3

Final Remarks

In our journey from a MAC layer model to the optimization of a specific
application in a real network we have developed a number of new algorithms
and systems. In terms of important metrics, such as throughput, our
proposals show better performance than the state-of-the-art. To make the
improvements more comprehensible to non-scientist or engineers, several
demonstrators have been developed. Those demonstrators are not part of
this thesis, but short video clips presenting them can be found at [8].
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Appendix

A

Notational Conventions
Mathematical notation:
• Sets are denoted with capital letters, e.g. 𝑋.
• Elements of sets are, whenever possible, denoted with the respective
small letter, e.g. 𝑥.
• Vectors are written in bold font, e.g. 𝑣.
• A link between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 is denoted as (𝑖, 𝑗).
• Quantities related to a link, e.g. the flow 𝑓 on a link (𝑖, 𝑗), is denoted
with the name of the link in the subscript, i.e. 𝑓(𝑖,𝑗) .
• The expression (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸∀(𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 ) selects all edges in 𝐸, which start
at node 𝑖 and end at any other node.
The meaning of the respective symbols is summarized in Tables 3.1, 4.1,
5.1 and 8.1. Unless stated otherwise, for all plots the error bars show the
standard deviation.
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Architectures and Algorithms for Future
Wireless Local Area Networks
Future Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) with high carrier frequencies and
wide channels need a dense deployment of Access Points (APs) to provide good
performance. In densely deployed WLANs associations of stations and handovers need to be managed more intelligently than today.
This dissertation studies when and how a station should perform a handover
and to which AP from a theoretical and a practical perspective. We formulate
and solve optimization problems that allow to compute the optimal AP for each
station in normal WLANs and WLANs connected via a wireless mesh backhaul.
Moreover, we propose to use software defined networks and the OpenFlow protocol to optimize station associations, handovers and traffic rates. Furthermore, we
develop new mechanisms to estimate the quality of a link between a station and
an AP. Those mechanisms allow optimization algorithms to make better decisions
about when to initiate a handover. Since handovers in today’s WLANs are slow
and may disturb real-time applications such as video streaming, a faster procedure
is developed in this thesis.
Evaluation results from wireless testbeds and network simulations show that our
architectures and algorithms significantly increase the performance of WLANs,
while they are backward compatible at the same time.
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